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Waste not want not ' " '  , AVAILABLE 
TERRACE-  It's an idea success, thw°rms were placed in the b°t" "ult imate in recycling'" h o m e s  
Danny Sheridan 
whose time has come. " 
So says alderman Danny 
Sheridan of his plan to end the 
flushing of toilet paper down Ci- 
ty lavatories, 
Sheridan will present the con-  
cept in a special report to be 
tabled at next Monday night's 
council meeting,The document 
recommends city employees be 
required to place used: toilet 
paper in special hampers rather 
than in the bowl; 
While conceding the initial 
reaction of many to the plan 
will be "horror",  ,Sheridan 
pointed out the idea :had been 
tried elsewhere with remarkable 
Describing the proposal as a 
natural extension of the city's 
drive toward increased recycl- 
ing, he emphasized, 'q gave this 
a lot of thought before deciding 
to bring it to council." 
Sheridan said he got the idea 
from a recent article in Mother 
Earth News in which 
Christopher Nyerges ~ author 
of three books, including Urban 
Wilderness - -  explained the 
system had been used in the 
California headquarters of a 
non-profit educational corpora- 
tion. 
A layer of soil and a few ear- 
tom of a plastic hampers which 
were then placed next to toilets. 
That was done for four years 
without here being any need to 
empty the hamper. Company 
employees found the paper pro- 
ducts had broken down into ex- 
cellent compost and that the 
worms multiplied many times 
over. 
And contrary to what most 
people would think, there was 
no odour problem throughout 
the entire period. "Apparently, 
they just got an earthy smell ike 
rich soil," Sheridan said. 
Apart  from being the 
Sheridan said there were also 
bottom line benefits for the city. 
He thinks economic develop. 
ment officer Peter Monteith 
should invest igate the  
marketing possibilities of the 
compost and worms. 
"How much would tourist 
fishermen be prepared to pay 
for a slopply .of  worms?" 
Sheridan wonders. 
If local householders were to 
follow the city's lead, the result 
could be relief 'of some of the 
sewer line problems currently 
being experienced in various 
parts of town, Sheridan added. 
TERRACE --  The number 
of permits for new homes 
given this year has already 
passed the total for all of 
1991. 
As of last week, 41 permits 
were issued compared to the 
35 for all of last year. 
"And we're just going into 
spring. It's going to be a big 
year," city permits director 
Bob Lafleur said last week. 
There's also a growing in- 
terest in building homes on 
speculation. 
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Down hill demon 
CARVING TURNS: Telemark skier Henry Waldock cuts a curve high above,t.he lift system on 
Shames Mountain. All types of powder hounds were on the slopes over the weekend to catch 
some spring season before warm spring weather relegates the boards to the closet. 
Natives ponder 
Orenda support 
TERRACE --  A freeze on lot- jects, district areas who were paying 
tery capital project grants "That doesn't leave very only 15 percent of the library's 
followed by word the provincial much to divide up," Clark said. operating costs agreed by 
lottery fund is to be abolished " I t 's  a real shame we referendum to increase that 
has left the local library board couldn't have gone ahead with amount o 30 per cent; and 
wondering where its expansion the grant when we sent it in two • city residents approved the 
plan stands, years ago ... when it was frozen necessary borrowing - -  and tax 
TERRACE --  It'll be a couple 
of days yet before native groups 
develop a consensus about the 
Orenda Forest Products pro- 
posal to build a pulp and paper 
mill south of Lakelse Lake. 
The groups, consultants and 
provincial officials met here 
yesterday to go over a final 
report examining the proposal. 
It was commissioned by the 
province earlier this year in 
response to a new policy which 
requires native involvement in 
the review process for major 
developments. 
i i  I , 
On Page A 11, you 71 find a 
story about northwest fibre sup- 
ply for pulp mills and one on a 
report which criticizes the Oren- 
da proposal and its review. 
dent Art Sterritt said several key 
issues remain outstanding. 
They inc lude the 
underground water supply sit- 
ting beneath the mill site Oren- 
da wants to use and the fibre 
supply for the mill, he said. 
"We'll probably need a few 
"We're not saying we see the 
questions we have as being in- 
surmountable. We still need 
more information before we can 
come to any definite conclu- 
sion," said Kitimaat band 
manager Ken Hodgins before 
the meeting. 
Orenda's plan to pump up 
underground water needs 
careful examination, he said, 
because that water is important 
to nearby creeks which support 
fish. 
Orenda wants what is called 
approval in principle for its pro- 
At the meeting were Haisla days to look over the report and ject. That allows the company 
(!he Kitimaat band! and T sim- its recommendations," said toga ahead providqd it receives 
snian representatives, ~.~[n Sterri't:' ~,Tr.:, th,,,/ ,,,,~,t, h,; the :ri~ee.¢',~-:~/ '~i~/'mits and 
groups say  mey nave  an~n~est  ,,~ .... +, .... . . . . . .  , • . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  reso[, r'd'~ d~)'''~e context a t  the llcenc~:,,: . ,, 
m the and u onwh .~ ~ ~ , , .~ • [ P ..... ~¢:---~  ,-~...~--~cv~,~-!.mei~, '~,'e li'::.liave.tO,!6oi~-.... "7-1tsi3~fit~lais h'~e" already:said 
wants to l~tuld its mill sider t ,) an n . . . .  = . . . . .  • ' ' h~ matter further, u due delay resulting from 
The results of the meeting will 
be passed along the provincial 
cabinet committee which judges 
if the project should be given 
preliminary approval now or if 
it requires yet more study. 
Going into the meeting, 
Tsimshian Tribal Council presi- 
He said the native groups 
could support approval in prin- 
ciple for the project provided 
Orenda is able to answer those 
outstanding issues through 
meeting conditions of permits 
and licences it'll need to build 
and operate the mill. 
the native review could affect 
the company's owndecision to 
proceed. 
The government has the op- 
tion of requiring more intensive 
reviews of the project and can 
order that public hearings be 
held• 
'Help us' plea made 
TERRACE --  It's time Thor- 
nhill grew up, say Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district direc- 
tors. 
They voted unanimously 
Saturday to call on Victoria to 
force residents of the unincor- 
porated community to either 
join Terrace or form their own 
municipality. 
" It 's slightly ridiculous to 
have a community of nearly 
6,000 people with no local 
government," said Hazelton 
director Pete Weeber, who led 
the motion. 
The idea sprang out of debate 
on the Bobsein Crescent sewage 
crisis, which drew a large 
delegation of residents to the 
meeting. 
Lakelse-area director Sandy 
Library plan hits another snag 
referendum. 
As of last week, 1he city had 
not reactivated the lottery grant 
application because, explained 
administrator Bob Hailsor, it 
was waiting for the regional 
district o vote on taking its part 
','It's a blow," board member 
George Clark admitted of the 
budget speech announcement 
the fund was to be eliminated. 
The budget also confirmed 
half of all lottery money will 
now go toward the cost of  
health care with the remainder 
being distributed by individual 
ministries. 
Clark said appears the library 
board will have to make a new 
application - -  once the freeze 
was lifted --  and go through the 
municipal affairs ministry. 
BUt with 50 per cent of lottery 
money destined for health and 
the government having confirm- 
ed it will continue to finance the 
B.C, Summer and Winter 
Games, Clark wonders how 
by the city," Clark added. 
That original application - -  
to cover one third of the cost of 
the then $1 million cost -- was 
accepted by the lottery branch 
and given an official number in 
February, 1990. I t  went into 
limbo three months later when 
the city said it would not be tak- 
ing the project to referendum 
until 1991. 
It stayed there until February 
of this year when council agreed 
to take the now $1.75 r~illion 
project to IL..vote in June. 
However, it a ffached three con- 
ditions: 
• the library board succeeded 
in getting a. lottery grant to 
cover one-third of the cost; 
much will be left for other pro- - • residents of the regional 
Sandhals uggested there might 
never again be enough incentive 
to persuade Thornhill residents 
to amalgamate. 
"They're being looked after 
so well right now, my fear is 
that after the sewer system goes 
in they' l l  never go for 
amalgamation," he said. " 
" I 'm thinking this Bobsein 
crisis is only the tip of the 
iceberg," Weeber added. "How 
many other Bobseins are out 
there waiting to come up7" 
He said the time has come for 
Thornhili to stand on its own, 
adding the community should 
be pushed or prodded. "There 
is a local reluctance to tackle the 
issue," Weeber added. 
Thornhill-area director Les 
Watmough said such a shotgun 
marriage would offer a simple 
solution. But he doubted Vic- 
toria would go for it - -  par- 
ticularly in light of lingering 
problems from the last time the 
province forced communities to 
amalgamat e back in the 
mid-1970s. 
"It's something that Boris 
Yeltsin might try," he said. 
affairs minister) Robin Blencoe 
will do it. He won't touch it 
with a ten-foot pole." 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District directors also decided to 
call on cabinet to declare the 
Bobsein sewage problem an 
emergency situation and to 
release mergency money. 
Letters are being written to 
the ministers of health and en- 
vironment making that request. 
"They have said there's a 
problem," Watmough said. 
"They should back up their 
words with some action." 
,Victoria has so far agreed to a 
75 per cent subsidy of the sewer 
system proposal, which, based 
on the most recent estimate of 
$5 million, would cost residents 
$817 a year for 20 years --  as 
well as a one-time hook up fee 
of more than $1,000. 
That, according to Blencoe, is 
the best offer Queensway-area 
residents are going tO get from 
the province for the system to 
end what's been described as 
third-world conditions in the 
• also throu h of the deal to referendum "But I don't think (municipal Thornhill subdivision mcrease -- g . ' 
PRINCE RUPERT - -  A 
council committee here has 
hacked a request for $40,000 
to help host the 1994 provin. 
dal seniors games. 
A local group asked for 
the money so it could submit 
a bid for the event. 
: One report estimates the 
games will generate.f~O0,O00 
• "' In economic  activity. • 
S HE S --  B.C. Hydro 
- - ,  . . . . .  . 
won't be looking at a pro- 
posal to build a 60row 
generator at Houston to be 
fueled by wood until it ex- 
amines its energy strategy, 
Smithers council members- 
have been told. 
The generator would have 
taken waste ~,ood from a 
large area and the electricity 
generated would have been 
fed Into the B.C. Hydro grid. 
But smithers mayor:jim. 
Davidson said he got the ira. 
prussian B.C. Hydro wants 
to hold hack because of a 
sluggish economy. 
HAZELTON -- There's 
about a month's worth o f  
the performing arts. 
The school will hnve:a 
capacity of  550 students and 
sits on 42 acres of land. 
BURNS LAKE - -  The looM- 
work left before the new $14 RCMP highway section has a ~ :
million seconda~ 
here is finished. 
Included in t] 
square foot buildh 
and multi,purpose 
H , H "1  I 
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Pete Weeber from Hazelton earned a 
bit of notoriety during the 1984 federal 
election campaign when, as the Pro- 
gressive Conservative candidate, he said 
a tree wasn't worth anything until it was 
cut down. 
The same can be said for keeping that 
tree up and growing, at least as far as the 
tourism industry is concerned. Each year 
that industry is becoming more and more 
of a vital part of the provincial economy. 
But the provincial government has 
done a great disservice to tourism by 
kicking the stuffing out of the tourism 
ministry's budget. The figure cut ~ $3.7 
million -- isn't much in dollar terms 
compared to the entire provincial 
budget. Yet it represents almost 30 per 
cent of the tourist marketing budget. 
What's ironic is that tourism would 
seem to be the kind of thing this govern- 
ment wants. Tourist traffic on the 
highways not included, visitors are 
relatively non-intrusive and user friend- 
ly. They don't pollute a lot, bring in 
money and bridge a multitude of 
economic sectors in their purchases of 
goods and services. 
And tourism is turning into a 
sophisticated industry, generating the 
kind of dollars and employment oppor- 
tunities we're losing in those other 
resource-based sectors of the economy. 
The world continues to get smaller each 
year as more and more people travel and 
that means the tourism potential in the 
province gets bigger. 
It seems the province shouldhave been 
able to find that $3.7 million someplace 
else. After all the health, education and 
social services industries are getting off 
relatively lightly. A cut of $3.7 million to 
any one of those would hardly be miss- 
ed. 
Stopping family 
violence a must 
,Jack Kempf 
Politicians live for publicity - -  par- which 
ticularly the kind that doesn't cost any 
money. Jack Kempf was no different. "I 
don't care what they say about me, as 
he motored around his large 
riding. Dubbed a mobile constituency 
office, it became Mr. Kempf's symbol of 
government and of himself during his 
VICTORIA - -  If our society 
ever needed to marshal the 
forces of awareness, it is in the 
battle against abuse, any 
abuse. 
It took a long time to make 
drinking driving socially unac- 
ceptable; the tide against 
smokers turned somewhat 
faster, but we continue to close 
From the 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyer 
long as they spell my name right and put  
it on the front page," he once said. 
Well, Mr. Kempf got his wish and a 
lot more over the last two weeks with 
first, his guilty plea to breach of trust 
and then his sentence to one year on pro- 
bation and a fine of $11,000. 
As is now known, Mr. Kempf leased a
motor home using money he received 
from the provincial government and 
then used the vehicle as collateral for a 
personal loan. 
It's quite ironic that Mr. Kempf's con- 
viction relates to the motor home in 
years as an MLA, It was easily.the,.most, ~,,: ~o.ur,,VX¢~.tOt..h,e.most:!hor~[~g~ 
"~ " destruet|ve~treak thisor ~ rec0gnizable "f~a~file'"at"~'ify'fif~bef?6f:i!'~:i,.~!~ ! !! ,.-.::..,~i3:.,,.!:;.i,!:ii~:. 
• . . any other society has conaoneu 
fazrs, rodeos and other socml gatherings, for far too long: abuse of 
Now retired and living off his pension 
earned uring his years as an MLA, Mr. 
Kempf and his mo~:orhome will live on as 
a symbol. And that is that politicians are 
people and that people screw up. But 
there is a high degree of responsibility 
given to politicians and great deal of 
trust placed in them. When one or both 
go astray, the consequences are serious 
and deserved. 
Old friend found 
books, cover to cover. 
So, aside from colourful pic- 
tures that entranced the girls, 
and a well written story that 
kept me from yawning, my top 
criterion was a short word 
count. "Miss Suzy" has about 
one thousand words. Twice the 
length of this column. 
One of the joys of grand- 
parenting is introducing my 
grandchild to the same pastimes 
that delighted her mother. Pet- 
ting the family dog, Splashing 
soapsuds in the sink. Bedtime 
reading. 
I'm tickled a five dollar 
search found a copy of "Miss 
Suzy." 
Each year dozens of new 
children's storybooks are 
• printed; each year dozens of old 
childrens torybooks go out of 
print. Yet many old titles war- 
rant buying for our grand- 
children. One such classic is 
"Miss Suzy",  written by 
Miriam Young, copyrighted 
1964 by Parents' Magazine 
Press. 
As preschoolers, our two 
daughters had a fondness for 
Miss Suzy, a tidy gray squirrel 
who lived in the tip, tip top of a 
tall oak tree. I admired Miss 
Suzy's no frills, no fuss 
housekeeping. 
In the story, her house is van- 
dalized by a quarrelsome band 
of red squirrels; she is forced to 
seek refuge in an abandoned at- 
tic. There she finds a spacious 
dollhouse. She cleans it of its 
cobwebs, and settles in. Soon 
she finds a box of toy soldiers• 
She sets them free, invites them 
to  share her two-storey house, 
and looks after them like a 
mothei'. 
When she tells the soldiers 
some scuffing of the cover's 
corners, the book lacks signs of 
fond familiarity --  smudges, 
fingerprints, or tears. 
The book's nearly new condi- 
tion tells me James and Molly 
• weren't read to at bedtime. 
They missed tucking up 
beside Morn or Dad to listen to 
a story they knew so well they'd 
pounce if Morn misread a word 
or embellished asentence. They 
also missed a daily half hour of 
cozy sharing. Or they didn't like 
the story -- which I doubt. 
But filling that half hour with 
enjoyable books means having a 
wide selection to pick from. 
Sad to see is a pre-schooler 
whose Morn or Dad curtails his 
women, abuse of children, 
both physical and sexual 
abuse. 
True, the topic is no longer 
taboo. We talk about abuse. We 
read about it in newspapers. 
But We are not closer to winn- 
ing the war against abuse than 
we were 10 years ago. 
Last week, a reader called 
me to relate an abuse case that 
took place five years ago. She 
lived in an apartment building 
with her teenage son at the 
time. 
Ohe night, there was a 
knock at her door. She opened 
the door and saw a little boy, 
no more than five years old. 
His dad, he said, wasn't home 
and he was scared. 
She took the boy in and 
hours later, the father came 
home, drunk out of his skull. 
H~ and the boy lived in the 
apartment above. A little later, 
the woman heard the little boy 
scream. From the noise, it was 
clear, the boy was being 
savagely beaten. 
The woman went upstairs, 
knocked on the door and told 
the man to quit beating the 
boy. He did, for that night, 
but the scene repeated itself 
over and over again. 
The police were there 
repeatedly, but didn't really 
want to get involved, even 
though the woman offered 
evidence that the father also 
abused his boy sexually. 
Over the next few months, 
the boy was taken from his 
father several times, but 
always returned. And every 
time, the beatings tarted 
again. 
Eventually, the father and  
I 
the, boy, moved out of.the 
building: Thewomaff often .... 
wondered what happened to 
the boy. So do I. This is but 
one case. What of the 
thousands of other boys and 
girls who are physically and 
sexually abused? And what of 
society which fails to come to 
grips with the problem? 
The story of abused women 
is equally terrifying, and socie- 
ty's failure to provide solutions 
equally sad. Pat Marshall, who 
co-chairs an eight-woman, one- 
man panel which is holding 
hearings on abuse across the 
country, said recently she was 
staggered • by the proportions 
of the problem. 
"We're hearing about years 
of terrorism in relationships. 
The only parallel that I can 
think of is what I know about 
torture in a prisoner-of-war 
camp," she said. 
Panel members have heard 
stories of an aboriginal woman 
being met by a naked priest 
during confession, of a woman 
in a wheelchair being sexually 
assaulted four times in one 
year, and of a woman being 
forced to hang by her heels 
outside a second-storey win- 
dow. 
Marshall is under no illusion 
about the cost of dealing with 
the problem. A few more 
dollars thrown at half-way 
houses for battered women 
and children isn't going to cut 
it. 
Changing public attitudes 
towards abuse and incest will 
be difficult, she says, "It's an 
issue of control that has been 
socially accepted, so it's going 
to take something that is very, 
very strong to eliminate it." 
Marshall says the changes 
needed are massive. 
Lawmakers, politicians and 
howthe red squirrels destroyed 
her house, the soldiers drive 
away the red squirrels, allowing 
Miss Suzy to regain her rightful 
home. 
When I tried to buy a copy of 
"Miss Suzy" for our grand- 
daughter, I learned it .was out of 
print, It took a three month 
search of used book dealers by 
Duthie's Books in Vancouver to 
located a used copy. 
This copy is in excellent con- 
dition. Except for James and 
Molly printed in wobbly felt tip 
market inside the cover, and 
: i :¸  i~  ~i~ / 
so'~iety'tn" general; she adds; ~' 
will probably be surprised by 
the size of the solutions, the 
size of the changes that will be 
necessary. 
Here are some statistics that 
under-score the size of the p~o- 
blem: About 100 women are 
murdered by their male part -  
ners each year. Eighty per cent 
of native women on.reserves in 
Ontario have been abused or 
assaulted. 
And here's another frighten- 
ing statistic: on average, 
women who are beaten don't 
report he incidents to polic0 
until the 35th time. And when 
they do, their plight is often. 
handled by police officers un- 
trained in dealing with family 
violence. 
The system is even less able 
to address the problem of child 
abuse with any kind of sen- 
sitivity, unless you consider 
uniformed police officers, 
judges in black robes and in- 
timidating defence lawyers try- 
ing to get their clients off 
manifestations of sensitivity. 
Yes, we've n~anaged to take 
abuse out of the closet where it 
had been festering for cen- 
turies, but it's clearly time to 
work on solutions to the pro- 
blem. 
A separate, less intimidating 
court procedure dealing 
specifically with child ~abuse 
cases would be one step in the 
right direction. More financial 
resources to deal with the vic- 
tims of family yiolence would 
be' another. 
If the government is going 
to hijack my wallet and help 
itself to a few more tax 
dollars, let it at least spend • 
that money on solutions to a 
problem of which we all 
should be ashamed. 
library takehome quota to one 
book. Suppose the child arrives "Tile NOIU'fl~R~ TEST~"-" t~E SEflDALL 00~ t~0ToT'/pF- ~"  AflD ALL "i'VE tall'L~ P,~RTg" 
home to find the illustrations 
unappealing, or the plot weaker :~".~.~. ~ ~.~: ~ v up / I v . . . . . . . .  _ . _  I 
than Canada's laws protecting I:~.::~[~:~!z~/I t ~,u~ m=~r, ~a,  . / t-.---, . . . .  - -  I t, .. a0~ ~,~8 oo ' r  o ;  "~.~ ~ t 
wildlife? I 
Before our daughters were i~i~i~:"..:~:~i~:~!~'~.:~ii ~ v i ~ ^,,t,, o~a,,~,r~e ,¢'Cn ~ ~ / I 
two years old, we began the ::~:::.'::~ . . .  ~::::~i~:.'~: I ' " "  
practice of weekly visits to the I _ . ,  I ) .  J.. - -  [ - I 
public library to borrow a :!i!iiiiii~ii!!iI~ bagful of picture books, The :~*: ! : "'il ~ :- ~ ~  ~,~~.~ 
bag was sewn from heavy duty !~ii!~iii~i 
upholstery fabric that wo.,, li :~:i;~::~:~:i~ ::~!.:~'::i 
carry as much as Morn could. ~.:~ 
:!~'~: ~~:~!i!~ ~:~$ ~:," ~- .  :': t Each night before the girls went |~..: } i ::t~'.~ 
to bed, I had to read all the ===================== . . . . . .  - 
TERRACE --A tiny group of 
Terrace workers are all that's 
left of the nearly 1,000 people 
. . . . .  who once worked on Alcan's 
Kemano Completion Project. 
The Ross Steel employees 
between 10 and 14 at any one 
time:--take care of the nearly 
$30 million worth of equipment 
and supplies Alcan bought from 
its contractors when the $1 
billion hydro.elect rie expansion 
project shut down last year. 
:: They are also putting into 
storage deliveries of contractor- 
owned equipment and equip- 
ment :specifically ordered and 
made before the shut down. 
The 'goal is to keep everything 
in readiness for the day when 
the l~roject resumes, ays Ross 
Steel: superintendent Graham 
Geeraert. 
It,shot the type of job con- 
striiction companies are nor- 
mally used to, he adds. 
~" ¢l :: When you appreciate 
the amount of work that 
was going on it is 
depressing, especially 
considering the state of 
our economy. A lot of 
guys I know are out of 
work." 
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Looking after what's left 
~Usually when you receive a 
piece of equipment, nine times 
out of ten, it's late or you're 
working to get it in use right 
away. Here we're putting it into 
long term storage," Geeraert 
says. 
And the magnitude of what's 
involved and what is in storage 
~s  not something easily 
understood. 
"A~person ear, hear-that 'the 
project is shutdowm;But to a 
lay ,person who happens to 
come in and take a walk 
around, it can be staggering. 
• We: have every piece of equip- 
ment from the smallest wrench 
to t'he largest crane," Geeraert 
says.~ 
The equipment and supplies 
in l fstorage range from 
bunkhouse mattresses to $6 
million powerhouse generators. 
Ross Steel workers have put 
one building and have cleaned 
out  others to protect the sup- 
plies!and equipment that need 
to be indoors. One of the 
buildings is heated to further 
protect the most delicate of 
what is being stored. 
One of the largest reminders 
of the shut down project is a 
Profits declining 
new concrete batch plant, pur- 
chased from powerhouse con- 
tractor PCL Northern. Less 
than one-eighth of 40,000 cubic 
metres needed for a powerhouse 
was produced before operations 
ceased. 
Geeraert anticipates the large 
bulk of deliveries will last until 
July. After that, work will slow 
down to maintenance and 
checks to see that what is stored 
is kept protected and secure. 
The type of work is a stark 
contrast to what was the largest 
construction project underway 
in the province. 
"When you consider the 
amount of men and women out 
of work because of this, you 
almost find it depressing," said 
Geeraert. 
"When you appreciate the 
amount of work that was going 
on it is depressing, especially 
considering the state of our 
econoiny. A lot of guys I know 
are out of work. The good side 
is it's a learning process. When 
you're learning, it takes the 
edge off, but it's not so good 
for the guy down the street 
whose out of work," he added. 
Aside from the Ross Steel 
workers, Alcan employees are 
responsible for security and 
supervision of the equipment 
and supplies in inventory. They 
receive help when needed from 
people working at the existing 
Kemano powerhouse operation. 
Ross Steel workers stay in 
Kemano while on the job and 
work seven and half hours a day 
with four weeks in and one 
week out. They represent a large 
variety of trades from carpentry 
to welding. 
One of the more trickier 
aspects of inventory protection 
and control is the matter of war- 
ranties. 
"Three or four years from 
now, say, if problems have 
developed: witk the,..equipment 
due ~ t(r-improper .. stor.age!;-or 
handling • warranties may be 
compromised," said Adrian 
Vancraeynest, one of the Alcan 
officials in charge. 
Another Alcan official, Les 
Holroyd, said the company pur- 
chased contractor supplies and 
equipment to meet its contrac- 
tural .obligations. 
"Obviously we had to 
negotiate settlements and part 
of the settlements included pur- 
chase of equipment," said 
Holroyd. 
He said none of the set- 
tlements with the contractors 
had to go to arbitration. 
"We want them back and 
they want to come back. This 
Was done amicably with a cer- 
tain amount of self interest," 
Holroyd added. 
replaced on the Deep Creek 
Bridge on the road to the 
Nass as part of a $56 million 
highways ministry construc- 
tion program. 
The job ,is one of many 
rehabilitation projects on 
which the highways ministry 
is taking advance tenders. 
The idea is to give com- 
pames a better and earlier 
idea of work that will take 
place and to give them more 
time to complete projects 
during favourable weather, 
says highways minister Art 
Charbonneau. 
Rehabilitation is defined 
as work to improve existing 
roads and bridges and is 
regarded as a way of preven- 
ting more expensive repair 
work later on. 
Also going to tender in the 
northwest are the paving of 
Hwy37A from Bitter Creek 
to Hyder and repaying 
Hwyl6 from Perow to 
Broman Lake between 
Houston and Burns Lake. 
Music, maestro 
THE UNIVERSITY of 
Northern B.C. may be little 
more than a dream, but the 
institution will soon have its 
own musical theme. 
Composer Frederick 
Schipizki has been commis- 
sioned by the Canada Coun- 
cil to create a work com- 
memorating the opening of 
UNBC. 
Schipizki's composition 
will be heard for the first 
time when the Prince George 
Symphony performs it at the 
UNBC Convocation 
Ceremony on May 23. Later, 
it will be performed by the 
Vancouver Symphony Or- 
chestra s part of its regular 
VSO subscription,series and 
terested :,:in: ~e?f0'rr~l~g:~ihe 
12-minute work. ~: ' :; ' 
Schipizki ' has  composed 
music for both  the~ Van- 
couver Symphony Orchestra 
and the Toronto Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Contract 
signed 
TERRACE -- :Unionized 
school clerical and other in- 
side workers have signed a 
one-year contract with 
School District 88. 
The deal calls for a five per 
cent increase retroactive to 
last July 1, and an additional 
two per cent effective Jan. 1, 
1992, according to district 
secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff. 
Mi yth y d b k hers sa e nee a rea 
TERRACE --The provincial various mining associations sug- petitiveness of current and ding by members of the 
Tom Water land  
mining industry will decline into 
the next century unless major 
changes are made, says the 
president of the Mining 
Association of B.C. 
High taxes, increasing costs 
of getting projects approved 
and uncertainty over land use 
decisions are hampering the in- 
dustry, says Tom Waterland. 
"Signals from governments 
in recent years increasingly sug- 
gest that mining is seen as passe 
and that high tech and service 
industries are in," he said. 
"But if you get rid of primary 
resources, where are the wealth 
generators for this province's 
economy?" Waterland con- 
tinued. 
Information assembled by 
gests that the cost of the provin- 
cial environmental approval 
process has gone up from 
$100,000 to $200,000 in the 
mid-1980s to $1 million to $5 
million in this decade. 
Approval times have also 
risen -- from an average of one 
year to two years or more. 
Waterland also said that 
federal governalent moves into 
the environmental rea, once 
considered the responsibility of 
provincial governments, add to 
the problem. 
He's predicting the size of the 
industry to drop by 25 per cent 
by the end of the century unless 
there are changes. 
"Unless the political will ex- 
ists to enhance the tom- 
potential new mines in this pro- 
vince, the corporate head of- 
fices may remain in downtown 
Vancouver, but the operating 
mines will be in South 
America'and elsewhere in the 
world," said Waterland. 
"It is rather ironic that we 
must now turn to an NDP 
government to create an en- 
vironment in which our 
minerals industry can survive 
and prosper," Waterland said. 
He said taxes and uncertain 
land use policies will cause min- 
ing companies to take their in- 
vestment capital to other places 
in the world. 
One problem facing the min- 
ing industry, Waterland con- 
tinued, is the lack of understan- 
and by the governmenL : 
"The cyclical nature of our 
business predicates the need for 
stabilization of fixed tax costs 
and yet we see a dangerous 
trend towards rising property 
taxes and water ental fees," he 
said. 
"Our industry paid out a 
total of $58 million in combined 
property taxes and water rental 
fees alone in 1990, a year when 
the industry had an aggregate 
loss of $95 million," said 
Waterland. 
Water land's comments 
follow the release of The State 
of the Minerals Industry in 
British Columbia, a document 
produced by various industry 
associations and presented to 
the provincial government. 
Other changes include the 
elimination of the proba- 
tionary pay rate and a 20 
cent-per-hour top up on 
employees with at least wo 
years experience. 
The union -- local 2831 of 
the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees (CUPE) 
- -  ratified the agreement last 
week. 
More 
insurance 
All vehicles using forest 
service roads must now carry 
at least $200,000 worth of 
third-party liability in- 
surance. 
That insurance can be car- 
ried by private companies if
vehicles drive only on forest 
service roads. If not, the in- 
surance must be carried 
through ICBC. 
i i 
i i  i i  
The 
l start 
'~ The Start is for people 
learning how to read, 
Be smart 
Do you ride a bike? forehead. 
Wear a helmet. The son was not hurt 
That is what Rose bad. But he would not 
Schibli says. have been hurt if he 
Each spring she tells wore a helmet. 
people to wear helmets. Young people can go 
Rose began her effort to All Seasons Sports. 
when her son fell o f f  his They will get a discount 
b ike .  He  h i t  h is  on a bike helmet, 
Homes 
Lots of  homes are be- 
ing built this year. 
The city has given out 
41 permits so far. 
In all of  1991, 35 per- 
mits were given. 
Bob Lafleur works 
for the city. He gives out 
the permits, 
He says it will be a 
busy year. 
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• ,, I MLA must :g!ve I 
[ ' • , : [ Orenda  op in ion  I 
Toilet can't be used 
S-ewer problem forces move 
Dear Sir: 
In regards to the Bobsien- 
Queensway sewage situation, 
my father owns a house on 
Queensway and has had 
serious problems for the last 
three years, so bad that I had 
to remove him from his 
house last year. 
The problem started.when 
his sewer started backing up. 
I called a contractor to come 
and look at it. He said that 
my dad would need a whole 
new sewer system and also he 
leaking from the main water 
line, into his front yard. 
The contractor went to get 
the go ahead to redo the 
sewer system and i t  .was.. 
denied. The contractor put a 
holding~'fank in his yard, but 
it had to be pumped out on a 
regular basis. 
At first a branch of the 
government was paying for it. 
to be pumped out. 
With my father being a 
pensioner there was no way 
that he could afford to have 
from the house. 
My sister is living in the 
house now, because of the 
rent situation here in Ter- 
race. But she has to use the 
bathroom facilities next door 
or somewhere else. 
People are complaining 
about aking their laundry to 
the laundromat and can't use 
their washing machine, how 
about not being able to use 
the toilet, shower or even do 
dishes. 
At the time of when the 
out, I went to the regional 
district and the health board 
to see what could be' done 
and all I got was a run 
around. 
I then phoned the Om- 
budsman and they sent a let- 
ter to regional district and 
the main water leak was fix- 
ed, but nothing was done 
about he sewer. 
My father would like to 
return home, but how can I 
let him return under condi- 
tions like this. 
Dear Sir: we elected a phantom? i 
While I can't support he It's half a year since Mr. 
I rather self-serving demand Giesbrecht won the job of by the Terrace/Kitimat Con- representing the interests of struction Association for an Skeena residents. Now is immediate 'go-ahead' on perhaps an opportune occa- 
Orenda's pulp mill project 
( "Bu i ld  group backs 
Orenda": Letters. March 
25), I would like to add my 
voice to their call for a clear 
statement from our current 
MLA on where he stands on 
this contentious i sue. 
Perhaps we've become ac- 
customed to the less-that- 
subtle approach of his 
predecessor, but compared 
to Mr. Parker our present 
MLA has -- on this issue., at 
least - -  been strangely silent 
and low profile enough as to 
sion for him to render an in. " 
terim account of his activities .u 
on our behalf. The Orenda I 
issue is as good a place as any I 
to start. r 
In this new, democratic era j 
of open, honest government = 
we should know whose ears = 
our representative n Victoria I 
has been bending, and in = 
what direction, l 
We shouldn't have to = 
wonder, Mr. Giesbrecht, | 
where you stand. I 
John How 
Lakelse Lake, I 
found a water leak that was it done. So I removed him- 
I 
/ /~~847-4400 - Smithers I 
{/~v,s. "~'~ -~[.) * Flight Training 
\ ,~ ,#' I  ~ / * S ightsee ing  
• Air  Craf t  Renta ls  . 
The Karen Jamieson Dance Company and 
Kenneth B. Harris 
in collaboration with 
Even Adams 
Alice Jeffrey 
Doreen Jensen : : 
and 
The University of British Co lumbia  
Museum of Anthropology 
• present 
AWA GYAN! 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Monday, April 13, 1992 - 8:00 pm 
Tickets are available from: 
Sight & Sound 
Misty River Books 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
$10.00 adults - $7.00 seniors 
- $5.00 students 
" " A COMMUNITY-SPONSORED EVENT 
For more information please call 638-1594 
Strong, 
silent Type. 
Tli~- iLeni:'ox-, Wh,s' perHeat'' furnace gives.honie 
comf0rt a new meaning. Quiet. In fact, it's the quietest 
furnace in itsclass. Its unique, efficient design also has 
fewer parts, That means fewer problems and lower 
utility • bil!s:Plus, the WhisperHeat furnace meets 1992. 
efficiency standards, 
Soask your Lennox dealer ~i57~HStNo'" 
about the WhisperHeat  L£NNOX 
furnace, The quietest way ~ ..... .o,.o.,.o...~.° 
to cut you/" heating bills. 
Northwest  
Conso l idated  Supply 
5239 Keith Ave. Terrace 
635-7:1.58 
government said that they be virtually invisible. Have B.C. I 
would not pay for the Ruth Savard, I 
holding tank to be pumped .. Terrace, B.C. I 
i : I -  " 
, ********************* 
* SPECIAL PRICES IN • 
• EFFECT NOW! * 
, O0 O0 O00 O O O O 0 0 ' 0 O O O O 0 0  
PaVlngStonds--.-----] 
ENO C01our,Red, grey & tan I 
• ~" ," . Grey or Colour Uni-Stone I 
4" High Grey or Colour 
L Uni.St0ne Pavus ,I 
LL ENO I 
CONCRETE SLABS' 
Sc0red/Plain /~  
t Grey or ". / , J1~ Grey . 
Red/ran / ~/ 24"x30"x2" 
16"x16"x2.5"/' . ~/ Patio . : 
P~tlq • . ~ /  
1~,"~1~ /~  NO: pq., I~<'<~;~.,k~ ' '. [~ '0 ,~ Patented Masonary Bicycle Stand : : ,~,,- 'Blcy¢le-St~ , i , - 
' ~ ~ ~ ~  .~. .Y :  Chfrfine~ (for one B.M.X. Tire) ! ~:::!:(for orie ,0'spd:"~ ,). 
--: -NOW OPEN TO SERVE YOU  
With,..Bdcks, Blocks, Masonry Ghlmneys, Reinforclng Steel, Cement, Ume, Grout, Song Tubes, 
Blasting. Sand and Many Other Construction Supplies. Also Available Sand and Gravel 
AND SOON READY MIX CONCRETE! 
ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK i 
~1~~  ~ . ~4430 K,,,, Av.., T,rr,=,.. B.C. (,o.,e~ o=,er Concr.,.I 6 3 5"91 91 i' 
BOmEn~m~ 
CFIT OF TERRACE 
COMPOSTER DRAW 
The City of Terrace has a deal for you! As part of our 
commitment to waste reduction and recycling, we are offering 
backyard composters for sale for $20.00, taxes included. Due to 
the limited supply, a draw will be held for the composters. 
To enter, 
Hall,'Publio Works, 
mail to: 
C0NDITToNs, 
fill in the entry form and drop it off either at City 
or at the Recreation office at the Arena, or 
Composter Draw 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B. C. V8G 2X8 . 
One (1) entry per address . . . . . .  
City of Terrace residents with City refuse pickup'only 
Entry deadline - April 8 
• Winning entries Will be notified by phone 
emmm~mmm e m m m m n m ~ a m m ~ w n m  ~mmmm~m q ~ m ~ i m m  I i ~ 4 ~ m l m m n m ~  - -  
, , , ', , ,  ,,, 
CITY OF TERRACE 
COMPOSTER DRAW ENTRY FORM 
Name: 
Address :  
Phone:  (home)  ; (work  
P lease  do NOT send pa lment  w i th  the  ent ry ,  fo rm 
I I  I 
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• . , # . .  _ . . . .  
Abortion, school lunch 
p,rograms draw objection 
Anopenlet ter  to: released to good causes such viding food for hungry ways that the parents can 
Helmut, Giesbrecht, MLA, 
Skeena~ : 
In some of the latest media 
releasesi I havecome across a 
couple. 'o f  issues that have 
caused a negative reaction to 
the NDP party policy. 
The first,issue is that of the 
funding being allocated for 
abor t ions ,  and abort ion 
clinics. I don't want my tax 
dollars going: toward legaliz- 
ed murder. I realize that in 
some instances (not as many 
as statistics would show) 
abortion is a course of ac- 
tion, but I feel that it should 
be a last measure. 
By funding abortions and 
abortion clinics, I think that 
we"~v~ld ~be encouraging it
a s:':~dff: a~f:Of birth control, 
~vhich is wrong. I would 
i'ather see the funding going 
to edu~ifibnal programs, 
counselling services, and pro- 
m0uon: pf ~doptive services 
I also feel that ff a hospital 
takes;the stance that it will 
not perform abortions, we 
Shoul~l respect hat. 
:Th'ese hospital boards 
repr(~s'ent their  respective 
communities and so long as 
they_, pr0Yide counselling ser- 
vices/adoptive services, and, 
as a last-measure, referral to 
ah0ther..hospital they are 
helping'to keep the social 
standard • of  that community. 
I. f ind it abso lu te ly  
detestable that this govern- 
orient would even consider 
reldasing lottery funds for 
thelpurpose of funding abor- 
tions and abortion clinics. As 
a Volunteer for an air cadet 
squadron, I know the red 
tape and dance stepping that 
is required to have funds 
as promoting leadership and 
citizenship. 
The thought that this pro- 
cess could become ven more 
complicated due to the 
decrease in funding available 
for such events, and the 
thought that promot ing 
youth activities would be put 
into the same pr ior i ty  
category as abortion makes 
my stomach turn. 
I, personally, would/will 
refrain from purchasing lot- 
tery tickets specifically for 
this reason. 
The second item to which I 
must protest is the setting 
aside of educational funds 
for lunch programs. As a 
member of the parent ad- 
visory committee of  my 
daughter's chool, and a sUP- 
porter of this school's hot 
lunch program, I know that 
there are other ways of pro- 
children besides using educa- 
tion dollars. 
At Kiti Kshan Primary, the 
parent advisory committee, 
puts on a hot lunch every 
Monday - -  with extra being 
given to  those children who 
don't  have lunches. 
The school, with the sup- 
port o f  the parents, en- 
courage the children to share 
any part of their .lunch that 
they would normally have 
thrown away. The extra food 
is put on a try in one of the 
c lass rooms then those 
children in need can help 
themselves to this 'food. 
And last, but not least, the 
committee members have 
volunteered to send extra 
foodstuffs, to be kept in the 
teachers' lounge refrigerator, 
that can then be distributed 
as necessary. 
These are just a few of the 
take on the responsibility of 
looking after lunches for 
hungry children. I have also 
heard that the community 
may be setting up a soup kit- 
chen in an area close to the 
major i ty  of  e lementary  
schools so that these children .... 
will have access to hot,lun. 
Ches. 
I believe that there is 
enough concern from parent 
groups and the  community 
that the use of educational 
funds is unnecessary. 
I hope that your will keep 
these points in mind, as I am 
sure there are other people 
who feel as I do (three 
mothers that I ~vork with 
do), as you are reviewing 
these items- 
Sincerely, 
¥alerie Preston', 
Terrace, B.C. 
Street vending policy 
needs to be clarified 
Dear Sir: 
Recently a memorandum 
from the City of Terrace has 
been sent out to various in- 
terested parties requesting 
recommendations regarding 
the street vending issue. 
Th is  memorandum 
states..."we all know what 
the issues are and what ex- 
isting bylaws state..." We do 
not believe this is the case at 
all. 
Last fall saw temporary 
recommendations from city 
council based of a belief that 
there was a policy or  by-law 
that 'legally allowed 4600 
Block merchants to  display 
or sell merchandise on 
municipal sidewalks. 
No written by-law was 
produced and upon sear: 
ching the archives the city ad- 
ministration office could 
find no by-law or policy giv- 
ing these merchants pecial 
priviledges. 
Presently all street xor 
sidewalk vending is covered 
by the 1978 by-law which 
prohibits sidewalk vending 
without a permit from city 
council. 
Thornton Crafts would 
like.to see the 1978 by-law 
amended to  reflect the street 
vending that has actually 
been taking place in Terrace 
for years - -  a by-law that will 
be fair & equitable to all 
businesses and enforced in a 
non-discriminatory manner. 
Solveig and 
Richard Thornton, 
Thornton Crafts, 
Usk, B.C. 
Maaufacturers ~ -~ 
I Volume Dmcounts 
Passed on to YOU. !  GUSDORF. 
!: I - ' "  [] " ' ' -  cost . 
_i ~ Huge Selection of F~'------~Wareh°use Operatmn 
Famous Brand Name 
Furniture s Mattresses 
for every room 
in your home 
at major savings. 
No commission 
~; Sales Staff 
Open to the pub.e: I 
Thurs&Frl' lOam-9pm l?:: • : " ' 
Sunday: Clos0d 
,, Terrace 
4?30 Keith Avenue 
~ 6354111 
BAUHAUS 
SELL'::;, i 
RS. No used 
furniture. Only 
famous, brand name 
furniture for every 
room In your home,. 
Prince Rupert Prince Georg e
124 3rd Ave, West 4310 Versatile Place 
627.4800 564-2700 [~- -~ 
ALL UNITS REDUCED! 
1991 Blazer, 4 w.d., demo 
1991 $15 p/u, 4x4, canopy 
1988 Olds Calais, 2 dr., loaded, 1 owner 
1986 Pontiac Parisienne, 4 dr., low mileage 
1986 Ford Tempo, 4 dr., air, clean 
1985 Mercury Marquis, 4 dr., immaculate 
1983 Chev Blazer, 4x4 
.... 1978 & 79 pick-ups, 4x4 
1976 Mote Carlo, low km's, 1 owner 
= 3 USED CAMPERS IN STOCK • 
REI IM MOTORS LTD.  
4521 Lakelse 635"2655 
CRAZ  DAZE-OFII 
SPRING SALE 
Our prices are so low 
you'll think we've gone nuts! 
5m9% Financing, 
48 months or 
=1000 Cash Back 
3.5 % on the Plan 
"The Smart Way To Get A New Car" 
4631 KeithAve.,Terrace 635"4984 
DLR. NO. 5548 i 
I 
/ i • ! ..'i~ii~: &~i!(/: ~ ~ • • • • / ~' ~' i i!: ::i :(:'~:~ ileal ~/':~:~:I: !~7~::• ~ . . . .  i: : : i i~;/~ ~'ii  
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TV brings world 
closer to home 
TERRACE - -  Want to attend a 
business symposium on the 
other side of the continent 
without leaving town? 
Loca l  f i re f ighters  and 
emergency planners did just 
that using Northwest Com- 
munity College's new interac- 
tive video conferencing system. 
The system got its first test 
Feb. 26 when Terrace and Thor- 
nhill firefighters and Provincial 
Emergency Program officials 
were linked by satellite with 
Promoter 
charged 
their counterparts across the 
United States to discuss dealing 
with accidents involving hazar- 
dous materials. The live video 
conference was run out of the 
National FireHghters Academy 
in EmmettsburgÁ Maryland. 
"This is our first video con- 
ference," said Ella Goodlad, 
the college's liaison worker at 
She said the technology 
should provide people in the 
northwest with some of the 
most up-to=date t levision pro- 
gramming from around North 
America on everything from 
business to health and educa- 
tion, 
Satellite technology has been 
around since the mid-1980s. 
the Training and Enterprise Since then companies and in- 
Centre (TEC). "We're hoping stitutions have been discovering 
to have more of them in the the advantages of satellite-based 
future." 
The expense varies greatly 
from conference to conference. 
Goodlad says they can run from 
a couple hundred dollars to 
more than $1,000, depending on 
long distance charges and the 
length of the conference. 
training networks to train their 
workers. 
Goodlad said the video 
system functions one-way, hut 
most networks are equipped 
with two-way audio systems to 
allow for participant interac- 
tion. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
HOCKEY CARDS 
Jo~'~ l~k,to Cmphh+ 
4609 Lakelse Avenue ' 635-5288 
TERRACE - -  Promoter John 
Albert McDonald will remain in 
custody at least until Friday 
when he's to appear in court for 
a bail hearing. 
McDonald is charged with 
fraud in connection with the 
failed 1990 benefit Christmas 
show he organized for the local 
chapter of the White Cane 
Club. 
The Dec. 15, 1990, show 
never took place and dissap- 
pointed ticket-holders were 
turned away at the door of the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Represen- 
tatives of the local support 
group for the blind say they 
never eceived any of the money 
McDonald collected. 
McDonald eluded authorities 
for more than a year. A bench 
warrant was first issued for his 
arrest on Jan. 17, 1991 after he 
failed to appear in court on I 
charges of assaulting Elizabeth 
Hong, the White Cane Club's 
blind vice-president. 
But last week the 42-year-old 
Terrace man was arrested by 
police in Edmonton and was 
returned to Terrace. He made 
an appearance in court once 
agaip.last.~TJzursday and a pro-~ ~; 
~nclal court. ~udge will '.r.'''':'"~ declde-+~,~, 
F'rid~.y wheth~i bf'not to release ..... 
McDonald on bail pending his 
trial. 
McDonald faces charges 
relating to his promotion of 
shows for the White Cane Club, 
as well as for the Kitimat Child 
Development Centre. 
He is charged with three 
counts of assault, two counts of 
fraud exceeding $1,000, one 
count of theft by a person re- 
quired to account, one count of 
theft over $1,000, and one 
count of failing to appear in 
court. 
BUILDERS & PROPERTY I 
OWNERS ALL OVER 
NORTH + AMERICA 
'AREUSING 
duradek 
TO WATERPROOF 
ROOFDECKS 
SUN DECKS & 
BALCONIES 
and give their customers a 
carefree and attractive 
surface to walk on. 
ALUMINUM 
GLASS AND 
WOOD NON 
WELDED RAILING 
SYSTEMS 
DLN CONTRACTING LTD, 
PHi 935,5859 
.: ,. ~ . 
~635,5855 
Uob,e No. 638 ,3739 d 
I • , i + . 
• • No Interest., 
i ~+~ ) • No Down , 
~ Payment. i 
• .+  .No Monthly.' 
" ~ ~ Payments Until 
~i~i~i "-+ + , ~--"~,~-~+ Jan./93 O.A.C. 
• ,+. f.,. 
+ . + hi+, " - ) .  On Everything 
In The Store 
5bk;=h 
' 91d~vsr  
• /9ii(:+:: , 
• + . . 
i ' :  , ;S i JC ,  , O , ,b  tgih:g'i)~'~' ,, r..+~ : . ." +'.~i-~.OC' 75:.~,]~ "} : )] ] 
. . . . . .  . . , .~+, ,~¢+~ . , . ,~ .¢  
S+AVE UP TO 50% + , 
" " -  • 4 cycles, normal, permanent press, 
knit/gentle & soak =3 wash/rinse 
I temperature setUl~s • 3 p~iUon water 
] I level control • Easy clean tint filter • 1/1 
. . . . . . .  I • Horsepower motor •Heavy.duty direct 
I~------~ INULIN I ',,,votraa,.,,,,o,.,,e.s,l,,,a,.i., 
I WA.qHI:R & I Sale $999 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 'Rebate - 60 
DRYER ~ 
• 3 t i l l  cycles; normal, air & permanent our I;OS[ ' 
press 2 lemporature settings (in timer) ~ ~ ~ 
• Large 5.9 cu. n. white d~et dram ~ [ ]  [ ]  i . J~  [ ]  [ ]  
• Large..lop.mounted lint screen • II3 ~ ~ ~ +eonn+°+ ~11 l , l  '+,l 
Manufacturers  suggested  retail $1499 
, , .  t 
INGLIS 20 CU. FT. 
FROST FREE 
FRIDGE 
• Energy efficient foam insulation • Ice 
maker option • Adjustable freezer shelf 
• Two dairy compartments • Freezer light 
for easy viewing 
Regular 1049 
Rebate $35  
30"  
ADMIRAL 
STOVE 
EASY 
CLEAN 
• FROST-FREE 
" \~~'~/~ ,,~.L=~ " FRIDGE 
~ w ' l ~ .  ~:+~ " 18 CU. FT. 
- Efficient design for maximum 
:::i storage. Admiral's technology 
gives you trouble free service 
year after year. 
• full width glide-out shelves 
,,dairy and butter compart- 
ments have prop-open doors 
• meat pan • adjustable freezer 
shelf • black panel kit option 
Regular $849 
. a te  , .  
INGLIS 16.5 CU. FT. 
FROST FREE 
FRIDGE 
The refrigerator offers flawless performance 
plus versatile, adjustable shelving for op- 
timum storage, 
• Textured steel doors • Ample freezer 
shelving • Two humidity controlled crispers 
• Split cantilevered shelves • Juice can 
dispenser rack 
Regular $779 our. [ l S1,014 = =599 Rebate $35 
=744 , Manufacturers suggested retail price $799 Your C o s t  
KONDOLA~,S FU RNITURE ANDAPPLIANCES , 
. . . .  , i '  ', , ,4822 H IGHWAY 16 WEST, TERRACE • 
i : 
51 
+ 
C UNCIL 
'SHORTS 
Act now 
board  pres ident  Pat 
Sheichuk said people with 
appointments at nearby 
medical clinics park in the 
Co-op lot then cut through 
the store to Greig. 
This brings them out 
halfway between the Kalum 
and Emerson, but rather 
than walk to the corner, 
Sheichbk said they tend to 
jaywalk across Greig. 
It creates a dangerous 
situation for the pedestrians, 
"many of  whom are 
seniors", and motorists, she 
added. 
Sheichuk noted the Co-op 
had also received complaints 
from members about the 
flashing red-amber traffic 
lights at the Grieg-Kalum in- 
tersection. She suggested the 
risk of an accident here could 
be eliminated either by 
repairing the signals or mak- 
ing it a four-way stop. 
Problem trucks 
Delivery trucks outside the 
Inn of the West are creating a
traffic bottleneck and the 
possibility of an accident, 
says a city by-law enforce- 
ment officer. 
Frank Bowsher said the 
problem was caused by 
vehicles parking on Emerson 
St. while loading or 
unloading oods for the cold 
beer and wine store. 
He had encountered the 
problem several times while 
out on patrol, the latest occa- 
sion being midday March 3 
when a truck tied up both 
northbound traffic lanes for 
an hour. 
Pointing out the truck also 
prevented traffic turning 
north on to Emerson from 
Lakesle Ave. from seeing 
southbound vehicles,  
Bowsher said that created the 
potential for an accident. 
~! Dust busting 
The dust problem on the 
5200 block of Keith Ave. 
could be solved this year - -  if 
the project survives the 
budget process and property 
owners are willing to pay 
their share of the cost. 
Last month Northwest 
Consolidated Supply presi- 
dent Gregg Townsend 
demanded the city take ac- 
tion to end the "complete 
w6iteouts" experienced on 
that section of road in winter 
and summer. 
Describing the dust storms 
as hazardous to both 
employees and customers, he 
said they were also beginning 
to adversely affect his 
business. 
City engineering director 
Stew Christensen has now 
confirmed paving the block 
is earmarked as a Local Im- 
provement Project for this 
year. However, both council 
and the majority of owners 
with property fronting on the 
road must first agree to pay 
for the upgrade. 
Lease talks 
Aldermen anfl Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre 
representatives will soon 
begin lease renewal negotia- 
tions. 
The centre is located in a 
city-owned building at 4542 
Park~Ave. and pays $1 per 
year i'ental under the current 
agreement. 
While acknowledging the 
lease's Dec. 31 expiry date 
was a long way off yet, cen- 
tre administrator Meera Nair 
:pointed out flooding pro- 
blems in the basement had 
been experienced both in spr' 
ing and fall. Therefore, she 
said, "It is essential that 
negotiations begin soon." 
When the lease was 
originally negotiated in 1987. 
the question of who paid for 
building maintenance was 
much discussed, City ad- 
ministrator  Bob. Hallsor 
recalled council of the day 
took the position the rent 
would have to be "con- 
siderable,, if the city was ex- [ 
pectedlto undertake major I 
I 
expenditures in upgrading l 
the building, ] 
., ]_ 
i 
Euthanasia view 
wanted by group 
 !l:ii iii i i : 
Council has asked aldermen to vass the local seniors' advisory 
address in a presentation to be commission. 
made during its visit here next The city is also being asked 
week. for its opinion on the most 
The advisory council is focus- 
ing on housing and on medical 
ethics issues raised by a recent 
royal commision on health care 
and costs. 
In particular the council 
wants to know what aldermen 
think o f  the royal  
commissions's recommenda- 
tions on "dying with dignity". 
These include legalizing a 
"competent adult's absolute 
right to refuse medical treat- 
ment or demand its cessation" 
and allowing doctors to ad- 
pressing housing need for local 
seniors and for its position on 
supportive housing. 
The advisory council wilt 
meet in the Dolly Varden room 
of the New Terrace Inn next 
Wednesday, April 8, 10:30 
a.m.-12:00 p.m. It's one of 
several sessions across B.C. this 
year. 
Phone scarn back again 
TERRACE -- Police are warn- 
ing residents here to be wary of 
a common telephohe seam 
that's making the rounds. 
Terrace RCMP have received 
a number of complaints about 
an unidentified American male 
caller who tells residents they're 
"in line to win thousands of 
dollars." The caller then asks 
for the resident's credit card 
number and expiry date. 
Police remind the public not 
to give credit card numbers out 
over the phone. 
" I f  you're foolish enough to 
give out your credit card 
number, you're going to be rip- 
ped off badly," warns Cpl. Rob 
McKay. 
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StUl on oil? You're burning- money.' I 
C....~a&...~"~r ~ Heating with oil costs more than [ 
I 
f'~,,(~j~ ~. } twice as much as heating with natural [ 
~'~ _~.~2:~,=, "~ gas. Switch to natural gas this spring, ] 
- ,~.. . . .~_~ ~ and save hundreds of dollars next I 
I:::~k,,,~ " \ ~ J ~  winter. Financing available OAC. Call I 
I k ' ~ ~  US today for more on the benefits of I 
181  'IRIIF conve ,noto na,o,,,O,s. I 
- - " 7 -  ' ~ ~ ~ "  035-7291 I
~. TERRACE CUSTOM CYCLE 
AFTER MARKET SALES & SERVICE FOR 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 
New & Used Motorcycles 
We work on all makes & models 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR: 
CANADIAN CHOPPER 
DRAG SPECIALTIES 
PRESTON CYCLE 
3211 KALUM ST. TERRACE 635-2500 
KONDOLA'S 
! 
No payments, no interest 
for 6 months: 
*Offer available April 6 to May 31 1992. On approved credit. Offer valid on selected models. 
See dealer for details on financing and model el i61bility. P,a~frnen~ a~e~du~e in Oct. '92~ f£JF pur~pltases 
in Aoril '92. Payments are due in Nov. '92 for purchases ~de"i~'May.~92 All applicabli~ ta~es~are I 
at time of purchase 
SAVE UP TO 50' 
e.E. 8¥.c  
• Remote  Control  
• On Screen Display 
• Cable Ready 
HURRY! Stock Is Limited -. 
• "L -  
• HQ VHS Video Performance • 11 1 -Channel Cable Compati- 
ble Tuner • Frequency Sythesis Tuning 
• 4-Event/2 Week ~ ~ 
Programmable Timer • 2 Speed 
Search/Step Actio~ • 8 Hour 
Record/Playback Capability 
s150 
• Matr ix  Sur round Sound 
• VHS HI-Fi Stereo Recording/Playback • 4 Head Video I 
System With Special Effects • On Screen Remote Control 
I 
Programming • 8-Event/1 Year ~ ~  
Programmable Timer • Master 
® Touch Remote -- Operates 30 
Brands of "IV • 181-Channel Cable 
Compatible Tuner 
• SRS (• )  Sound Retr ieval  Sys temt  
• Invar Picture Tube 
• 55  Watt High Drive Picture System 
.00 
COLORTRAK ® 
• 28" Picture Tube 
• 178 Channel Tuning 
Capability 
• Broadcast Stereo 
Reception 
• Master Touch ® 
Universal Remote 
, Commercial Skip 
• On-Screen Menu 
System 
• Alarm/Sleep Timer 
• 5-Jack Monitor Panel 
~ I = 5.Video Connector 
• Full Co lour  P ic ture - In -P ic ture**  
Matching Stand 
$90 
• Master  Touch  ® Universal  Remote  • Master  Touch ® Universa l  Remote  
~ • Broadcast  Stereo  Recept  on i! ; : : " :~~. . :  • 13  Jack Aud io /V ideo  Moni tor  Panel ~ .! ,..
No Payments, No Interest For 6 Months . 
KOND 0 LA,S F g R NIT U R E AND APP LIA NC ESI 
4822 HIGHWAY 16 IWEST, TERRACE 
: :  NEXT TO LUCKY" DOLLAR BINGO PALACE ,~ . • ' 
Vl,.t4 . 
I ~ ]  CR " LAN AVAILABLE . .... ,; _ :,, 
SATURDAY, , . , ,~: . , , ,9  
• • • • - • • • : i  ¸ " • • • / , L L : : ' :  . . . . . . . . . . .  ; L -  ' 
i 
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TUCKED AWAY in Smithers over the winter was former MLA 
Jack Kempf's motorhome. It's now being sold following his 
guilty plea to a breach of trusi'charge. 
On the block 
TERRACE - -  For sale: one 
motor home. Slightly used. 
Has seen extensive use in the 
north. Contact he provincial 
government. 
The ad may not look ex- 
actly like that but coming up 
for sale is former Omineca 
MLA Jack Kempf's motor 
home that figured in criminal 
charges laid against him. 
Kempf leased the motor 
home with money from his 
MLA's office budget but 
then used it as security in ob- 
taining a $96,000 personal 
loan from a friend, 
That lead to charges of 
theft and breach of trust be- 
ing laid against him last fall. 
Kempf was fined $11,000 
and placed on probation for 
one year for breach of trust 
last week. The ciown earlier 
Alcan 
study 
not,a: 
surprise 
TERRACE- -  Alcan says a first 
|ever environmental evaluation 
~i~t~i~:<" :  '  " " 'n  ;smelte~:~ 
[~~i fd~: ' : :  connrms "wnat : *,: 
|everyone already knows: the.~,.,. 
~smelter violates its wast6 ~ 
[~ management permits in two key 
[$ areas. ' " "" 
g Eff luent discharges into  . 
~)~ Channel periodically , . /  
~ii'~!O)d~':~mR, limits'for DH, , 
~ dissolved": f l~ i~s , ,  and . iron, 
[~ particuarly when "oh~k(i~ scrub- 
~i3ers are being used. wll~e~'r'th'~,:::,o 
main scrubbers are down for ...... 
stayed the theft charge. 
And since the motor home 
was leased using public 
money it is now. the property 
of the provincial government 
and will be sold in auction or 
by bid by the B.C. Purchas- 
ing Commission which 
disposes of surplus goods. 
Kempf used the 1984 
Chevrolet Frontier as a 
mobile constituency office. It 
was the second motor home 
he had during his MLA's 
career. 
Kempf had put up the 
motor home for sale last spr- 
ing, asking $35,000. Current 
estimated value of the motor 
home is $40,IY)0.;. 
The motor home was 
stored in Smithers over the 
winter antiis now en route to 
Vancou,ger for disposal. 
These 
moose Honest 
We, re 40. stable 
estimates of nearly 11,000 
maintenance. . ., 
The other, area of Consistent " I'~% ' '  '~ 
~iol/t~l~hq:s"~F~allutJ,c~n. '• Par- I ' "~:F.:~.,, . . . . .  " 
fi~ulaite'dust and sulphu~"diox- :;, I ' .~" ~;"~',~ . ' 
ide emitted by the sm~lter's m : .  ..... ),%, '.~ 
i,coke calciner sometimes e~ceed'--,,, " *'%::, 
[permit limits. " - 
Those, infractions have put 
the company on the province's 
list • of persistent polluters for 
i the fourth straight ime. 
And the smelter-was also 
listed on a second provincial list 
of contaminated, waste sites that 
are a pollution concern for the 
environment ministry. 
Groundwater is being con- 
taminated beneath the smelter's 
landfill, by fluorides leaching 
from spent potlining material in 
the landfill. 
"Several measures have been 
identified to deal with this con- 
cern," said Dr. Art Reid, who 
t ' 1 led the company s enwronmen- 
tal assessment team, The defi- 
ciencies that were identified can 
'all be addressed." 
Reid said considerable time 
and money will be required to 
fix the areas in which the 
smelter is in violation, but an 
action plan is in place. 
The evaluation recommends: 
• Extending spill response 
training into all areas of the 
smelter. 
• Providing more informa- 
tion sessions plant-wide to 
enhance env i ronmenta l  
awareness among employees. 
• Additional testing of. all 
process wastes to determine 
which should be Classified as 
special wastes, and consequent- 
ly receive special attention, 
* Take action to ensure com- 
pliance with impending new 
regulations for air quality, ef- 
fluents and marine sediments, 
The study also points to 
numerous areas in which Alcan 
has cleaned up its act/such as 
the company's $700,000 project 
to divert effluent to a holding 
lagoon, instead of into Moore 
Creek. . :::. 
moose in the Bulkley Valley- 
Lakes District, 
The two surveys covered an 
12,600 square kilometre area 
from Babine Lake in the north 
to Ootsa Lake in the south and 
from Trout Creek in the west to 
Endako in the east. 
The number of adult cows, 
according to wildlife officers, 
has increased substantially from 
4,600 in 1988 to 6,400 in 1992. 
The number of bulls, however, 
is down from 2,400 to 2,100 
despite reasonably good calf 
crops. 
It was determined that there 
are 33 bulls and 38 calves per 
100 adult females. 
The provincial  wildlife 
branch is expected to take 
measures in the coming months 
to increase the numbers of bull 
moose. 
~ ,A, $t ~r ,k 
Terrace conservation officers 
report a total of 48 known 
moose poaching incidents ince 
the end of hunting season in this 
region. 
The Responsibility isYours. 
m 
1-800-663-1441 
• ,!~: 
• , i q11{ .~ 
And we're celebrating! 
..... With now only 40 dollars down. 
No gimmicks, no strings• Just honestly low 
monthly payments. Join the celebration of 
Volkswagen Canada's 40th Anniversary and 
take advantage of the honest-to-goodness 
lower lease terms for a limited 40 days. 
Lease a sporty new 1992 Volkswagen Golf, 
gas or diesel, from $199 per month or lease 
a 1992 Jetta, gas or diesel, now from just ': 
$259 per month. For honest cars ~ ,  
and honest prices visit your 
local Volkswagen dealer. 
t L~, 
* Based on 48 month lease: Gall 2 door 5 speed total payments from $9,592 or Jetta 4 door 5 speed total payments from $12,472:1 / 
Freight and P.D.I. included. Security deposit and first payment applicable on approved credit, 
Taxes are extra. Dealer may lease for less. Offer ends April 25, 1992• 
Columbia Autohaus 
3779 River Drive, Terrace " 
635-5717 
We're Inviting 
.............. Forum On 
Occupat ional  
I 
& Hea/  
u/ations. 
110 
J ; 
As an impoz~.ant first step toward 
formulating new Occupational Safety 
& Health Regulations, the Governors 
of the Workers' Compensation Board 
of British Columbia re holding a 
series of public forums throughout 
the province. 
Their sole purpose is to listen to 
what you have to say. 
Whether you're speaking for 
yourself, a company, union or any 
other worker or professional 
organization, the Governors want 
to hear your views and concerns 
about the existing regulations. 
They would also like to hear 
your suggestions for changes to the 
regulations and any ideas you may 
have for making the B.C. workplace 
safer and healthier for everyone. 
. t " '  
Have a say in shaping the 
new Occupational Safety & Health 
Regulations. 
Come to the Occupational Safety 
& Health Forum at the Inn of the West 
on April 15th at 7:00 p.m. 
To book your presentation time 
and get more information, call the 
Secretariat for Regulation Review 
at 1-800-972-9972, local 7586. 
Occupational Safety And Health Forum in Terrace On April 15th. 
, WORKERS' 
COMPENSATION 
-. : 1"~/ '~  A r J r~  OF  BR IT ISH 
I,,~%JP~I, I , J  COLUMBIA 
' " " .- . . . . .  " 6951 Westminster Highway, Richmond, B.C. V7C 1C6 ~ :" . 
Future fibre supply plays 
a role in mill's approval 
TERRACE - -  The native Regional t imber off icer warned to build tile mill south "Alotofpeoplewcresurpris- 
review of the Orenda proposal Graeme Hynd said Orenda of Meziadin Lake. ed to learn that the Repap mill 
is examining the question of won't use a lot of wood tom- It said there wasn't enough in Port Edward relies on the 
pulp mill fibre supply in the pared to existing mills and that information on existing ,~'ood Hazelton~ for 30 per cent of its 
northwest, it'll use wood now going to supply to approve construction 
At i~¢  is the debate over waste or wood for which there is of the Orenda mill. 
wherher therc is enough fibre to nomarkeL And the Ha is la  f rom 
justify building the Orenda mill The Orenda plan requires Kitimaat also want to make sure 
and to supply existing ones. 183,000 cubic metres of fibre a an additional mill won't put 
It's a question that wasn't a year to produce 173,000 tonnes pressure to log areas it feels 
direct part of the review into of paper. It will also need should he protected. 
Orenda's proposal but one that 2],600 toanes of traditional 
has come up regularly, says the kraft pulp. "We don ' t  want an 
provincial official in charge of "'Based on that kind of overdevelopment of  plant 
facilities. Areas such as the the review process, volume of pulpwood, we see 
"The forest service felt there that  as be ing c lear ly  Kitlop¢ are important o us," 
said Kitimaat band manager 
was no problem but we're now sustainable," said Hynd. 
asking for an independent con- Yet those with questions Ken Hodgins of an area the 
firmatioo of that assessment," about fibre supply don't want band ~nts  preserved. 
said David Parsons. to have the Orenda mill built Don Ryan of the Gitksan and 
That forest service opinion is and then discover there isn't Wet'suwet'en said the idea of a 
based on the amount of  and enough fibre for it and existing secure regional fibre supply is 
kind of pulpwood Orenda milLs, highlighted through Repap's in- 
wantstoaseandontheratedef-  The NLsga'a Tribal Council tent to purchase one of two 
ficiency of the mill, said a forest questioned the overall fibre saP- Westar wood cutting licences in 
service official in Smithers. ply last year when Orenda the Hazeltons. 
chip requirement," he said. 
The calculations on fibre sup- 
ply also don't take into account 
other competing interests. 
Report attacks mill plan 
TEP.J~C~ -- The proposal By existing ones he says already at'- mills are mostly in upgrade right 
Orenda Forest Products to feet the environment in the now, it will be some years 
build a pulp and paper mill area, before this process is finished," 
southofLakelseLakeshoutdb¢ Jyrkannan also said there the reportstates. 
rejected, says an independent wasn't a sufficient public review Jyrkkanen originally intend- 
asscz, srnant, of the proposal for either the ed the report as one commis- 
It will pollute, the provincial mill itself or on the demands it stoned by the Haisla and the 
review of the proposal is flawed will place on the atea's wood Tsimshian as part of a native 
and it isn't known if there will supply, review of the project. But the 
be a secure and continuing Approval of the mill now provincial government, which is 
wood supply for the mill, says I~fore reviews of the area wood financing the review, turned 
Jorma Jyrkkanan of Jyrkkanen supply is wrong, he adds. down the idea of hiring him. 
Environmental Consulting. " I t  has been argued by many Jyrkkanan at one time work- 
Speaking last week0 Jyrk- that future flexibility in forest ed for the environment ministry 
ks,ten said effects of air emis- management decisions will be hut was fired when he revealed 
sions from the proposed mill's severely constrained by adop- that young trees in a plantation 
waste-fueled boiler weren't lion of the Orenda (wood) were heavily damaged by an 
studied cins¢ly enough, allocatian," says Jyrkkanen's herbicide application. 
"The real killer here is acid report. Now working as a private 
rain.  Another  source o f  He's also critical that the consultant, Jyrkkanan un- 
acidification will ruin the waters pollutinnganeratedbythetradi- sucessfu l ly  appea led his 
in which the cob0 and dolly tiOt~tl kraft pulp Orenda will by dismissal. 
varden spawn-  the litde feeder from other mills and blend in 
streams," he said, with its own isn't being taken 
What he fears are the effects into account. 
of another industry on top of ."While it is true that these 
TO SERVE YOU... 
Income Tax Returns 
Professionally Prepared, 
Reasonable Rates 
WE CAN ELECTRONICALLY FILE YOUR 
RETURN FOR FASTER SERVICE. 
Monday to Saturday 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
BRIAN G, PERRY C.G.A .  
2 - 4644 Lazel le Avenue 
Ter race ,  B .C .  
635-3460 
: , :~% x~ ~s°~ ~'~ ...... 
THIS EASTER 
SPONSORED BY 
TERRACE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES MINISTERIAL 
CAN YOU SHARE 
YOUR HOME 
WITH TAMMY? 
. . \ .  Sixteen year old Tummy 
/" '~ ~/'~ }:;~'~'~I' , looks forward to living with 
~( ' ,  Jl ~ /~,k )  a family that can accept 
eb/,,-~: .,,~,~_--=~'~:=L" her for who she is. She 
~:t / / . ) f~ " l  enjoys working with 
{ '  -E - ' L  younger children, likes the 
[~ [~.  ~ outdoors arid is outgoing & 
I~ ] ~" ) sociable. Tummy can be 
t k / . ~  strongwilied and manipulative 
/ I P~ I -"1 whan confronted with difficult 
I ~/i-~l I I situations. She is currently 
\, ~/ I  I 1taking courses through the 
, ~.~ 
We would like to consider applicants who can of- 
fer the following: 
- -  relate well with and understand teenagers 
- -  be a strong, positive, role mooel 
- - teach  lifeskills to help her become more in- 
dependent (re: encourage her with her homework, 
assign household chores) 
- -  non-judgemental 
Single females would be very suitable applicants. 
Pre-plaeement visits will be arranged to in- 
troduce caregiver and teen (this will help to deter- 
mine if the match is suitable.) 
if you think you can help Tommy or would like to 
i know more about her please call Doug or Natalie at 
632-6134 or 638-3527. 
! 
i! I You can make 
........... a difference. 
...... ~~:!Y OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
At a time like this, the last thing 
you want to think about is Hydro. 
As yoLn kids do lhcir holl]CWIHk loili•hl, we dlln'l "WIIIII thclll lo worry about Ihc i~xtra load on our system 
wiult lhclll t(i w<.rly abtnlt lilt ctnnplcsilics e l  snpply- eanscd by 150+{Xlfi new customers added in just live 
ing cleon icily l+, dl .  Iotlr uot llUI N ill HIlt PFOvinuc. ()I" yCal"~. ()r by our concern for tile environment thai keeps 
c.pinl; wifll tim ;l~lilll! llclwHEk el Rtcilillc~,. (h Ihc ns Imnl building new fitcilhics unless they're absolutely 
dillicHllie,, inv~.lved wilh ,,wilt hiNg It) IHItIL'I}tltHIIId [IL'LO~.Mil) tim wc do ask their help. And yours. When- 
]illC% t )1 pwdk lin)y h*hnc [IcIII;IIHI Wc ii,,11'1 t'~!'ll t'VL'F ytm USe electricity, please rise it wisely. 
BOhydro 
P 
# 
;o 
+, 
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' I ' I T  r_BUSINESS REVIE WHAT'SYOUR 
I HURRY, B.C3 
Build g r o u p  Seeut rsSa  +rules 
TERRACE -- A new home They must provide references " st 
consisting of five home buyers, 
five sub trades, five suppliers 
and one bank, Skeena Home 
Builders Association secretary 
/ '  
/ 
builders association has set up a 
series of qualifications for those 
contractors who wish to become 
members. 
Look way up 
PIC: Page A12. business page. guy with crane and stuff. 
THAT'S CRANE operator Andy Smith lifting another load of 
roofing material into place as a new covering goes on the 
building containing the Federal Business Development Bank. 
The work was done by Telkwa Roofing and Sheet Metal. 
 ipa(king .,, 
to stay 
TERRACE - -  The city and 
Safeway have reached agree- 
. ment on the supermarket's 
parking lot layout and angled 
parking will remain. 
Safeway had originally asked 
to be allowed to switch to 
straight-in parking in the new, 
larger lot to be built as part of 
its store expansion project. 
A city by-law requires angle 
parking in lots with more than 
50 spaces. RCMP figures also 
showed the number of accidents 
in the straight-in parking area 
outside Overwaitea were three 
times higher than Safeway's. 
The agreement approved last 
week by council provides for 83 
large, 80 standard and 25 small 
parking spots, all angled at 600 .
The aisles between will all be 
two-way and at least seven 
metres wide. 
Safeway has also agreed to 
create a half dozen landscaped 
islands spaced around the outer 
edge of the parking lot in which 
trees and evergreen shrubs will 
be planted. Three concrete 
planters will also be installed 
along the Lakelse Ave. fron- 
tage. 
No work on the lot can begin 
until the relocated Ottawa St. is 
completed and open to traffic. 
The qualifications are design- 
ed to ensure that the associa- 
tion, part of the Canadian 
Home Builders Association, 
establishes itself as a credible 
body, said Lafleur. 
"Obviously we want people 
who have the qualifications," 
added Lafleur who is the city's 
permits and licence director. 
An added part of the 
credibility factor is a home 
builder's warranty program of- 
fered through the Canadian 
Home Builders Association. 
The local group for now is 
keeping the warranty program 
as a voluntary option but that 
could change in the fall when 
representatives from the pro- 
gram come up to explain it, said 
Lafleur. 
" I  expect a motion to then be 
put forward to make it a man- 
datory requirement or for it to 
be voluntary," he said. 
But already builders are com- 
ing in to see Lafleur about the 
warranty program because of 
new requirements in insuring 
mortgages for first time home 
buyers who purchase homes 
built on speculation. ' 
"On high ratio mgrtgages, 
those with downpayments of 10 
per cent for instance, CMHC 
and MICC (~Jae Mortgage In- 
surance Corporat ion  of  
Canada) won't insure a mor- 
tgage unless there is a 
warranty," said Lafleur. 
He predicts interest in the 
warranty program will also in- 
crease because of the growth in 
the spec housing business in 
Terrace. 
"This year we're already 
looking at 15 to 20 homes on the 
spec market. Last year it was 
half a dozen," said Lafleur. 
F rom 32% ~ >~----~, | :  
Fu l l  Lead . , ~  ('(" .,~ ")') l 
Austrian ~ II~q~ II / I  
"q aste   tmn " 
Regular Retail Price $69. 95 
SPECIAL SALE PRICE 
Only $' 19.95 i 
Save 29% 
ERWIN'S 
SINCE 1910 
4837 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace -- 835-7440 
Skaena Mall, Terrace -- 635-5111 
246 City Centre, Kltimat - -  632-3313 
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He added he knows of one 
spec builder who had a pur, 
chaser lined up wholwasn,t 
given a mortgage because the 
home lacked a warranty, 
Lafleur said the new program 
to buy a house with a down pay 
ment of only five percent will 
further fuel interest in the war- 
ranty program. 
The Skeena Home Builders 
Associat ion now has 31 
members. Included in that are 
the major utilities and one real- 
ty company. 
That makes Lafleur happy 
because it encourages informa- 
tion exchange between people in 
the construction business. 
Dominque Vendittelli of Nor- 
thwest Construction is the presi- 
dent of the association. 
Marius Ramus of Ramus 
Brothers Construction is first 
vice president with John Griffin 
of Emerald Construction as se- 
cond vice president and city 
licence and permits director Bob 
Lafleur as secretary-treasurer. 
On the board are Cliff 
Johnston of Everlast Construc- 
tion, Tom Radek of Tom Radek 
Construction, AI Cameron of 
Acadia Plumbing, Andy Barr of 
Terrace Builders, Doug Fell of 
Fell's Carpentry, Bruce McRae 
of B.C. Tel and Roger Wiffin of 
Timber Tech Builders. 
The warranty program pro- 
vides $100,000 coverage on 
workmanship and materials for 
one year and on structural 
defects for five years. 
A builder can take part in the 
warranty program without 
becoming a member of the  
home builders association. 
But the costs are less if a 
builder does join, said Lafleur. 
] IT'S SPRING 
I TUNE-UP TIME 
Bring in your lawnmowers, motorcycles, 
boat motors and ATV's 
Let our small engine specialist get your 
unit ready for a busy season 
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
Recreational Sales and Service 
4925 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 
Fax 635-5050 
.... Who You ,Wi l l  See  
ow 
Equity Silver Mine 
River Industries 
Titan Explosives 
Armtec Industrial 
Grinnell Sales 
Bondar Clegg 
Chevron 
Golden Triangle Services 
Belsev Tech Services 
Blue Ridge Graphics 
District of Kitimat 
BC Hydro 
District of Stewart 
Premier Propane 
PNW 
Terrace Totem Ford 
R. Price & Sons 
Terrace Airport 
Astro Pure Water Purifiers 
Northwest Consolidated Supply 
Independent Industrial Supply 
Canadian Airlines International 
Pendragon Computers 
Northern Health Care 
Northwest Community College 
Totem Press/Smith Communications 
Re/Max of Terrace 
Smithers Chamber of Commerce 
Wayside Services 
Tolsec/AGK 
Inn of the West 
First Choice Travel 
Lockport Security 
Link Window Coverings 
Skeena Broadcasters 
Neid Enterprises 
Cole Petroleum (esso) 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
Sight & Sound 
City of Terrace 
BC Tel 
Northern Mountain Helicopters 
Rainer Giannelia Systems 
Air B.C. 
YOU SHOULD BE THERE TOO! 
Space is limited, call today- 638-0405 
1992 
tt 
Locals give feds advice 
Cut the red tape 
, , °  
TERRACE -- The country 
needs a better education system, 
less government and more sup- 
port for small business, a group 
of local residents decided last 
weeE'; " . . . .  ;: 
The group was one of two 
who met March 24 under the 
"community talks" portion of 
a federal propserity initiative 
program. 
It's billed as a way of finding 
out how the country can 
become more prosperous and 
better compete leading into the 
next century. 
The comments from the near- 
ly 20 people in the two groups 
were sent by electronic mail the 
next day to two federal cabinet 
ministers in charge of the pro- 
gram. 
Trade, industry, science and 
technology minister Michael 
Wilson and employment and 
immigration minister Bernard 
Valcourt are expected to take 
the comments and those from 
nearly 160 other communities 
and, turn them into government 
policy. 
The group felt the existing 
education system doesn't 
prepare young people for the 
demands future jobs will bring. 
Tfiose in the group also want 
more: collaboration between 
educators, business and labour 
to produce the kind of specializ- 
ed skills that'l[ be necessary. 
They think the education 
system should be more accoun, 
table and that there be a better 
utilization of money and of 
resources. / 
Chief among the points was a 
need for national standards ap- 
plying to teachers and to the 
kinds of courses taught in each 
province. 
Turning to government the 
group wants a reduction in 
duplication of services, aying it 
adds to the overall cost of doing 
business. 
And it wants a review of the 
tax system to provide incentives 
for business investment and to 
have a fairer distribution of the 
personal income tax burden. 
As for small business, the 
group again wants red tape and 
paperwork reduced and 
simplified. 
It thinks better information 
about business trends and 
markets made available to small 
and medium enterprises will 
help them indentify areas of op- 
portunity. 
And a restructuring of the 
federal Bank Act so that banks 
have to assist small businesses 
would be a benefit. 
APRIL IS 
DIAMOND MONTH 
112 Caar t EXLUSlVE 
Diamond OFFER! 
Solitaire ~_.~([~~~~ 
Ring ~ 
14 Kt. Gold. 
Brilliant Cut ~. .~' , '~~.  
Diamond 1499.o 
Limited Quantities 
'S 
SINCE ~9~0 
4637 Lake lse  Ave. ,  Ter race  - -  635-7440 
Skeena  Mal l ,  Ter race  - -  635-5111 
246 City Centre ,  K l t lmat  - -  632-3313 
or joy 
Baby's Hame: Dylan Peter Ivan 
Joseph Smith 
' Dale & Time of Birth: 
Februar/25, 1992 at 4:42 pm 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parenls: Priscilla Carlick & 
Peter Smith 
Baby's Name: Aaron Cornelius Max 
Connar 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
February 26, 1992 at 4:55 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 10 oz, Sex: Male 
Petunia: Sheryl & Keith Conner 
Baby'a Name: Heather Violet Elizabeth 
Scodane 
Date & Time of Birth: 
February 28, 1992 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 2 oz, Sex: Female 
P|renla: Nicole Bangay & 
Vance Scodane 
Baby's Name: Bradley John Keumper 
Date & Time of Birlh: 
February 29,1992 at 3:50 am 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 14 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Lorne and Koran & sister 
LIndsey 
Baby's Name: Rory Elmer John ErJckson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
February 29, 1992 at 3:27 am 
Weight: 1 O Ibs, 3 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Robert Erickson 
& Anne Wright 
8aWl Name: Lisa Ann 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 1, 1992 at 2:45 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs, 7V2 oz. Sex: Female 
Parentl', Alvin & Terl Seymour 
Skeena  Mall "we.me Molto r-IlliVll Compltttorl" 535-5236 
TWO GROUPS of local residents spent three hours last week talking 
about what's needed to make Canada more competitive. David 
Clayton from Vancouver was one of the group leaders. 
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PRESENTING THE 
~il~BURGER ALLSTARS 
The Chlssic ]~l~burger, 
Super ~tI~burgers, and Chicken Club. 
' I 4736 Lakelse Ave. 638-0065 
Terrace Furniture ,Mart's 
CHAIR 
699 FREE • ' O 0  ! 
Reg2 $1599.00  
WALL TO WALL '-.~t, m- 
S .pring ..... 
/C ean|ng llW IM! i Ill,,, > 
• ~ SOFA , . : .  . . . .  ~ 
MANY •MANY 
MORE~ UNADVERTISED 
' SPECIALS • 
Samsung 
• • -  am 
I 
Din!ng 
Su,te 
=27900 
Reg.  $599.00  
LAMP 
With Each Purchase Of 
A Bedroom Suite 
McLary 18 Cu. Ft. 
Fridge 
=799o0 
Reg.  $1149.00_  _ 
VCR • 
S16900 
Reg.  $309,00  
BEDROOM SUITES DINING SUITES 
LIVING ROOM SUITES KITCHEN SUITES 
"  o60 % OFF 
i 
i 
NO RAINCHECKS IN STOCK ITEMS ONLY QUANTITY LIMITED 
Terrace Furn_ iture Mar t ,', 
4434 Lakelse Ave. I v,~.[~] 638-055 i 
t i 
TERRACE-  There's a slight 
chance of negotiations to settle 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
land claim, 
But that depends upon the 
provincial government's ap- 
proach to a court appeal 
scheduled to start in May, says a 
speaker for the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en. 
The appeal was filed by the 
natives after their claim to 
57,000 square kilometres of 
Page A14 - Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 1, 1992 
La'nd c la im su i t  . 
delayed one month 
northwest B.C. was denied by negotiations only if the govern. 
Band 
chooses 
chief 
TERRACE-  The man who 
was at the forefront of the 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
through their lengthy supreme 
court land claims trial has failed 
in his attempt o become the 
chief councillor for Gitwangak. 
Don Ryan was one of five 
candidates nominated to fill the 
position in the village located at 
the junction of Hwy37 and 
Hwyl6. 
The .election tiecame 
necessary when chief councillor 
Glen Williams resigned to take 
up a position with Gitanyow, 
another Gitksan band. 
Elected chief councillor was 
Larry Moore with 63 votes. 
Ryan received 34 votes, Mary 
Dalen 14, Art Matthews 38 and 
Guy Morgan 45. Moore has 
served as chief councillor 
before. 
Ryan has also been a chief 
councillor, at Gitseguecla. He 
was defeated last year. 
Ryan said he wasn't disap- 
pointed by the election results, 
adding he was asked to run by a 
group of people in the village. 
Tenders~ ,,~ 
Put out 
TERRACE --Railings will be 
replaced on the Deep Creek  
Bridge on the road to the Nass 
as part of a $56 million program 
announced last week. 
The job is one of many 
rehabilitation projects on which 
the highways ministry is taking 
advance tenders. . 
The idea is to give companies 
a better and earlier idea of work 
that will take place and to give 
them more time to complete 
projects during favoqrable 
weather, says highways minister 
Art Charbonneau. 
Rehabilitation is defined as 
work to improve existing .roads 
and bridges and is regarded ~s a 
way of preventing more expen- 
sive repair work later on. 
Also going to tender in the 
northwest are the paving of 
Hwy37A from Bitter Creek to 
Hyder and repaying Hwyl6 
from Perow to Broman Lake 
between Houston and Burns 
Lake. 
Point in the 
Right Direction 
Set  kids on a course  towards 
self.disclpline and confidence. ~~ 
the B.C. Supreme Court last 
year in what is now known as 
Delgam Uukw vs. The Queen. 
It was to start next month but 
the provincial government ask- 
ed for and was granted an ad- 
journment last week of one 
month. 
That was. because the new 
NDP government fired the law 
firm the previous government 
hired and retained a new firm 
more sympathetic to its point of 
view. 
What the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en are looking for is 
something concrete upon which 
negotiations could start, says 
Ardythe Wilson. 
She said anything the provin- 
cial government does must 
depart from the Delgam Uukw 
decision which denied the ex- 
istence of aboriginal rights and 
title. 
"The  G i tksan and 
Wet'suetwe'en chiefs have 
already told us there'll be no 
negotiations if the extinguish- 
ment argument in Delgam 
Uukw remains," said Wilson. 
She added the Gitksan and 
Wet 'suwet 'en will accept 
ment recognizes the existence ol
native self government and o' 
title before the talks begin. 
"What we would be doing i~ 
relying on the goodwill of th~ 
crown to give us whatever right: 
they agree to give us" if tha 
didn't take place,/Wilson said. 
"This  government mus 
recognize the inhei'ent right t( 
self  government  - -  it '  
something that already exist: 
and can't be legislated in. I 
already exists based on ou 
culture and traditions," she 
said. 
Another Gitksan spokesman, 
Don Ryan, said the native ap- 
proach goes beyond the NDP 
phrase of "political legitimacy" 
it used last December to express 
its position on self-government. 
"The only aspect that will 
work is recognition of inherent 
self-government," hesaid. 
Ryan added that negotiations 
would work to defining the 
scope of native rights. 
The appeal is scheduled to 
start May 4 and court time to 
June 26 has been set aside for 
five appeal court justices to hear 
the ease. 
0 
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i FACTORY-DIREOT 
SAVINGS! 
ONE DA Y ONL Y 
~" Thursday, April 2 
10 a.rn.- 6 p.m. 
Terrace I nn  
EXECUTIVE SEMINAR ON OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY & HEALTH 
This seminar addresses the specific 
concerns of managers who must work 
within WCB guidelines. 
•Terracc, April 21 11 DAY-$501 
SAFETY CON HITTEE MEMBER SEMINAR 
This seminar is for people who are on, or 
work with, a Safety Committee. Topics 
covered include roles and duties, how to 
use WCB regulations, worksite inspections, 
accident investigations and others. 
• Terrace, April 22 11 DAY- 8~01 
Registration is limited. For more information 
and to register plcasc call: 276-3099 or toll-free 
in B.C. 1-800-972-9972, Local 5545. Or write: 
The Education and Training Section, 
Occupational Safety and Health Division, 
Workers' Compensation Board of B.C., 
Box 5350, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 5L5. 
Presented by: 
UJORKERS' 
COI~PENSATION 
OFBRmSH BOARD co.~m.,A 
All these couises are offered in other centres on different dates. Please call for more information. Course fees are subject o change, . 
,"J ) if 
Introducing Dodge Dakota Magnum Club Cab 4 x 4 
wdh 36% more horsepower. 
. • • • , 
, , L r .~  • !  
. . . . . .  i~,~ " 
DODGE DAKOTA MAGNUM 
232 HORSEPOWER MAGNUM 
318 u~ m~, . r  ,o. M,L~=E ,80.~  L.., 
IU  L l lq l J I I I L  MAGNUM V6 ENGINE) 
LARGEST TRUCK IN ITS CLASS 
OWNER'S CHOICE ' 
PROTECTION PLAN. 3_~'L~_ "  
• I O 5.9 0 
FACTORY FINANCING 
OR Sl.000 
CASH TO YOU" 
OVER 48 MONTHS 
ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER 
~,,AT YOUR LOCAL B.C. CHRYSLER DEALER. 
. . . .  *Compa~,onloF~ondC!~smndmdWlonlddcu~.**0ffe~mutuo exdus~mxlfocpe~s~91use~.nmn~gsu~;o _oP~mLEx .:StO, OOO~S.~APR 48moctthtem. 
' " ' " " -- Freight, l i (~e,  loxes, insuronce, rec jmt~;  on(] emer tees OXlT0. Limited time ~er. ~e  ue~r ~ oeml~. ~,ome re~r~r~ "1~.  aw u,~,= = u* r,. 
f , 
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R U SINE'S S DI RE CT 0 R V 
I: ~ _ . . ,  ..... , ' TERRACE EXPERTS - -  iN A GLANCE ~ ,,I 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
~ Inflatable Boat 
Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
: We specialize in conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
" repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
I 24 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
e '  
I I 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
KITIMAT 
632-4499 
or 
632-5585 
"FOR THAT 
- TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
~%:;:.::~ ' T::.;.:.'.2:'~ :.:~ii:,%::.:::.>: : "%: .i..: ~": :: : ...... ~.~.~. • ~.~<~, .~. -~.-,~,~ .~ 
......... : ::::~ .......... : :.~"":':':':::::T:~:i': .: ~:,ii~:~ililili~ii:  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~~. . .~ . : !  
SPECIAL  OCCASION"  . 
Ride in elegant luxury; 
Celebrate in extravagance; 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TVIMCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY Non-Smoking Vehicle 
- BRIDALBOUTIQUE 
:":' [q~~resses  * Invitations 
t • Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4617 B Lakelse Ave. 638"1  77  3 
RICHARDS ON EMERSON 
The Drycleaner & Shirt Laundry 
~ NEWLY RENOVATED LAUNDROMAT~ WITH FULL TIME ATTENDANT onday - Sat. - -  8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
3223 EMERSON 635"5119 BACHELOR SERVICE 
OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. -- 8 P.M. 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES INC. 
Bonded "A" Class Gas Fitter 
FOR ALL HEATING INSTALLATION AND SERVICE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
;35-7979 (Fax) 635-2208 
' 1 I I 
KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
T.hornhill  Electric 
Resid=ntial & Commercial Wiring .! 832-5585 " 
• * 24 hr. Answering Service • ;'"FOR THAT SPEOIAL O00ASION" : " 
:~ ~:: : ~ '/** So , i ce  6Ca"s 3 5-9 our7Speclalty 8 7 : r . . . . . .  : '  ~" :: : . :'~ ~ ' i~ .... CreateRide C lebrate anunforgettable i  ele ant in exr vagance;luxury; m mory. 
3532 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. Rick McCarron ~ Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo system 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5A7 Registration No. ~ 69S4 Proprietor I .~  RESERVE EARLY Non-Smoking Vehicle ,,
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street. 
Terrace, B.C, 
: 638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-681-26~6 
ro l l  
~ ~ ~  CANADA LTD. 
'""" As Low As S699 Mebiles Starling 
, Portables Starting As Low As S519 
Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No 45002Pohl~ 638"0261 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
When yo ' - -~u gotta' have it, We:fi ~_r  Itl 
"Our expediting service will " ve your company money' 
CHIMO DELIVERY 6384530 
I 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
src.=O pie=moo 24 HOUR 
& monuntettt$ Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace. Kitimat. Smithers 635"2444 
& Pdnce Rupert 
Funera l  Serv ice  
Association 
E) A | I i ICW'NA 
n u  mwm L , I  l a i ,Eu  
~Jt 'S l  ~ / W  • R 8B1]  ... SINCE t955 
TRA NSPOR TA TION 
~S YS TEMS L TD.--~" 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
I FAX:(604)635-7197 MEMBEROF~.~ 
~,,,B~EeUANSr.',re~RACE, a.C. vso~, .'-1 
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4o46 L~keI~s Ave.,.Te~aoa, B.C. 635"5727 or 635-4555 
I 
~ ~ ~ - - ~ 1  ~,~ Windshield Repair/Replacementsl 
,, • ICBC Replacements I 
f ~ ~ ~  • Ml~ors I 
~T~~,~ml  J • Wlndowa I 
. .~ ' .~=~~ .So,--Un,, I 
~AL-C 'S  GLASS LTD I 
:~ 'C~ 3720 R~v~, O,ve Ter~.e ! 
~: '~  638-8001, In Kitimat 632:48001 
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WHOLE 
FRYING CHICKEH 
Grade A Frozen. Limit 4. 
2.18 /kg  
tb 
 'MEXICAN 
MANGOES 
Size Range 8- 16's. Haden Variety only 
~!~i~i!i i// i i ~I~I/I!~ • 
•/~/i ~'~ i !i~ /~ i! ~i~ii~i I 
ea  
TIDE 
DETERGENT 
Reg. 1 2 L or 
Selected Ultra 6 Litre. 
88 
ea 
TOP SlRLOI 
STEAK 
Boneless. Limit 3 
6.34/kg. 
88 
lb 
FIVE ROSES FLOUR 
All Purpose. 
10 kg: bag 
~88 
ea 
PAPER TOWELS 
Scott. ' ~' ..... 
! Jumbo pkg. 
of 3 rolls 
LUCERNE YOGOURT 
Assorted Flavours. 
500 g tub. 9. 
r 
Your AIR MILES COnllBCtiOn. 
Safeway is proud to be your exclusive grocer, drug store and florist 
sposor for the AIR MILES TM Program in Western Canada. 
Drop by and join today. It's absolutely free. Once you receive 
i 
your AIR MILES TM card, you'll be able to earn travel miles at 
Safewayand other program sponsors - including Sears, Bank of 
Montreal, Holt Renfrew, Goodyear, United Van Lines, Tilden 
fMontreal AIR MILES TM MasterCard, Lenscrafters and First Choice Superchannel. 
The more you use your card, the sooner you'll be able to redeem your travel 
miles for air line tickets for the whole family! 
Get full details at your neighbourhood Safeway. You'll save like always-and 
A fly like never before. 
Exclusive Grocer, 
Drug store and Floiist, 
Advertised prices in effect until closing Saturday, April 4, 1992 at your Terrace Safeway Store only. Quantity rights reserved. 
f 
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WHA 6 ,. .~) 
UP 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is Intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which It is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, •
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
:~ i t  ~t ~" ~r at 
APRIL 4, 1992 - -  Terrace Public 
L ibrary,  presents "Take Part 
Story Theatre" with Herb and 
Lois Walker on Sat. Perfor- 
mances will take place place at 11 
a.m. and 2 p.m. at the library. 
Please pick up a free ticket at the 
library prior to the performance. 
No admission without a ticket. 
For more information, please 
call the library at 638-8177. 
,k t, ,k ,k ~, 
APRIL 4, 1992 - -  Terrace 
Homebased Business Fair 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m Sat. Terrace Inn 
(The Skeena Room) Free admis- 
sion. 
.A, .t- ~ ,t, ,~ 
APRIL  7. 1992 - -  Ladies Aux- 
iliary Legion Branch 13 monthly 
meeting to be held at 8 p.m. All 
members please attend. 
APRIL  7, 1992 - -  Terrace 
Breastfeeding Support GroUp 
~ ,~viil be offtues, a t  8 p.m. in the 
educat ion  room at M i l l s  
Memorial. As well as answering 
bi'eastfeeding questions we will 
talk about positive discipline. 
For further info. call Terry at 
635-3287 
APRIL 8, 1992 - -7 :30 p.m. at 
City Hall. Canada Day commit- 
tee meeting. Bring and idea & br- 
ing a friend. Phone Mary 
Graydon, 635-5518. 
APRI. L 8, 1992 - -  The Terrace 
Little Theatre will hold its 
general meeting on Wed. at 7:30 
p.m. at the McColl Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum Street. Call 638-1215 
or 635-2942 for info. Don't be 
shyl - -  bring a friendll 
,k ~. ,t, ~ "k 
APRIL 8, 1992 - -  Ladies soft- 
ball organizational meeting 7:30 
p.m. at 4827 Scott Ave. Anyone 
interested in playing in the 1992 
season, please phone May 
635-6972 or Joyee 635-7098. 
• t..k ~ .t. ~ 
APRIL 9, 1992 - -  Regular mon- 
thly meeting sponsored by 
B.C.O.A.P.O. No. 73.2:00 p.m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
Kalum Street. For further infor- 
mation please call 635-9090. 
APRIL 11, 1992-  Terrace 
Multicultural Assoc. and Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Assoc. will be hosting an open 
house for their new office space 
on the second floor of the 
Anglican Church office building 
at 4506 Lakelse Ave. on Sat. 
from noon to 3 p.m. Everyone 
welcome to drop in for tea and 
cookies. 
MAY 22-24, 1992 - -  75 Year 
Reunion for all former students 
and staff Boston Bar/North 
Bend school in Boston Bar, B.C. 
Contact  the school at 
(604)86%9222 for further infor- 
mation. 
,k ,t" ~ "t" t" 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992-  The 
Dr. REM Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion will be holding a Christmas 
Arts & Crafts Fair. Door prizes 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables 
avilable, Craft tables are now on 
sale and going fast. To book a 
table contact Debbie at 6354601 
evenings, 
WITH OVER 50 VOLUNTEER 
positions at a Variety of com- 
munity organizations to choose 
from, we can help you find the 
volunteer opportunity to match 
your interests and skills, Visit 
our office at 4506 Lakelse 
weekdays between 8:30 a.m, and 
4:30 p.m. Terrace Community 
Volunteer Bureau & Senior's In- 
formation Access. 
~ ~ .t..A.t. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - -  
A .C ,O ,A .  self-help open 
meeting. 7:30 p.m. at the Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazdle. 
For information phone Paul at 
635-3045, 
Cont'd BIO 
Going hungry for Brazil 
BREAKING FAST: Skeena Grade 10 student Robin Kohl and 60 
other students there ate well after the school's 30-hour famine last 
weekend. 
Students here are starv!ng to 
help the poor. 
This weekend and last 
weekend, students at both 
Caledonia Secondary and 
Skeena Jr. Secondary were tak- 
ing part in the annual 30-hour 
World Vision famine to support 
their needy counterparts in 
other countries. 
But this year's pledge drive 
has a different wist: half the 
benefits will go to a project for 
street kids in Brazil that a local 
teacher helped start. 
Caledonia teacher Bob 
Bussanich and his wife Claudia 
had the idea while driving home 
from Prince Rupert a couple of 
years ago: they would help 
friends and relatives in a shan- 
tytown district of Olinda, Brazil 
start a school for homeless 
children there. 
Claudia's sister Eliane and 
nearly 30 other volunteers now 
lead the project in Olinda. 
Bussanich and Caledonia vice- 
principal Mark Frey have been 
organizing fund-raising drives 
here to make the idea a reality. 
So far they have raised nearly 
$12,000 and clearing began for 
the school at the beginning of 
this year after a local church 
agreed to give them land for the 
school. 
"When you go there and see 
the number of kids that are 
Bob Bussanich 
homeless, you sometimes want 
to give up," Bussanich says. 
"When there ai'e millions on the 
street what we're doing is a drop 
in the bucket. ~ut those 30 or 60 
kids are going'to benefit." 
He said the schoolhouse when 
complete will have classroom 
space for about 60 street kids, 
as well as a drop-in space for 
some of them to stay. 
Known in Brazil by its 
Spanish acronym AMO (mean- 
ing love in Spanish), the 
Children's Haven Project 
school should be finished by the 
end of this year. 
It's hoped that within two 
years the school Will be self- 
sufficient, subsisting on craft 
and candy sales. 
"What disappoints me most 
is all the red tape,,, i says 
Bussanich. "Everything takes 
so long. I want this project to 
happen fast." 
Meanwhile, there's no School 
but children are being taught 
out on the pavement. 
"The hardest hing is to get 
things started," he added. 
"Once you get things tarted the 
whole community comes 
together." 
The community in Olinda is 
already rallying around the pro- 
ject, he says. And now with the 
help of students and local ser- 
vice clubs, so is the community 
of Terrace. 
Skeena teacher Dave Bartley 
says half of the $3,400 gathered 
in pledges will go to  the 
Children's Haven Project. That 
amount will be quadrupled by 
matching rants from Alberta 
Aid for International Develop- 
ment and the Canadian Interna- 
tional Development Agency 
before going to Brazil. 
About 60 students at Skeena 
- -  more than 10 per cent of the 
school population -- went 
without food for the 30 hours 
before chewing down Saturday. 
morning. 
And it's hoped even more 
students at Caledonia will be 
taking:part this weekend to add 
to the total. 
TLT tops again 
Local play" 
w ns at rest 
Terrace Little Theatre's cast 
for Living Together will be liv- 
ing together for a bit longer. 
They're now preparing to br- 
ing their three-act comedy to the 
provincial drama festival in 
Campbell River after winning 
the northwest zone drama 
festival last week in Smithers. 
The zone festival adjudicator 
judged the play best production 
of the two competing this year. 
Terrace Little Theatre's 
Marianne Brorup-Weston said 
Living Together will be 
mainstaged .in Campbell River 
in the second week of June 
along with the other top nine 
plays from across the .province. 
"We're feeling pretty good," 
she said after the zone lest. 
"We have to do a lot of fund- 
raising now." 
TLT's stage manager, An- 
nette Canute, won a special 
merit award for her backstage 
work with the play. Ken Morton 
won best director for the pro- 
duction, and the entire TLT 
team won the best ensemble 
award. 
The Smithers production -- 
Keeping Charlie Company 
entered by the Bulkley Valley 
Players' Hans Saefkow -- won 
awards for best actress, best 
supporting actress and best 
visual presentation. 
In deciding not to give a best 
actor award, the adjudicator 
said the acting quality was 
uniformly high, and that no 
single actor deserved to be 
elevated above the others. 
. Terrace Little Theatre 
will bring Living 
Together back to the 
McColl Playhouse for as 
many asthree benefit 
performances in late 
May. 
I m l  
Terrace Little Theatre will br- 
ing Living Together back to the 
McColl Playhouse here in Ter- 
race for as many as three benefit 
performances in late May in an 
attempt to bankroll their trip to 
Campbell River. 
And starting Apr. 30, theatre- 
goers will have a chance to take 
in a new east of local actors in a 
pair of one-act dramas. Glass 
Bottle will be directed by 
Marianne Brorup-Weston, 
while Annette Canute will be in 
the director's'chair 'for Under 
Control. " 
Seniors give the gift of learning 
It's a gift from the old to the young, and the remaining 80 per cent of annual in- It becomes the second-largest fund under 
Last week's donation of $25,000 by the 
Terrace Old-Age Pensioners Association to 
a scholarship fund for local students i an 
act of generousity that will live on for 
generations to come. 
Seniors were at the Happy Gang Centre 
Wednesday morning to hand the cheque 
over to the school district's Harold Cox, 
who also chairs the Northwest Education 
'S8 Foundation. 
The money was raised over many years 
through various fundraising activities in- 
eluding teas, bake sales, bazaars and raf- 
fles. 
"This money has accumulated over 
many years," said first vice-president Lou 
Gait. "It represents a 10t of work," 
The $25,000 becomes a perpetual 
, scholarship, with 20 per cent o f  interest 
earned being reinvested as gi'owth':c~ipitai 
terest paid out in scholarships each year. 
Cox said the scholarship -- $1,000 this 
year, increasing in future years to whatever 
amount he interest payout is -- will go to 
graduating Caledonia Senior Secondary 
students on the basis of both scholastic 
ability and need. 
The twist involved in this particular 
scholarship isthat a student won't receive it
until entering second-year of a college or 
university program . . . .  
"It's a pretty large donation," Cox 
noted, "and it's unique in terms of it going 
to a second-year student." 
"I can't think of anything more needed 
in the community," he added, "This 
generousity will go on forever." 
the auspices of the foundation, which has 
awarded more than $112,000 in scholar- 
ships since its inception in 1978. 
More than $20,000 in scholarships are 
expected to be paid out to local students 
this year. 
The foundation now administers 
scholarship funds totalling more than 
$160,000 derived from donations from 
various individuals and organizations. 
Cox notes that anyone can set up a 
scholarship through the foundation -- 
either by contributing one lump sum or by 
contributions over a period of time, 
Many people designate money for the 
foundation i  their wills, Cox said, noting 
that such legacies are currently tile 
The $25,000 grant joins nearly two dozen backbone of the current fund total, 
' ) nate  to  an other scholarship funds administered by  He said it s possible todo y of 
the Northwest Education '88 Foundation, the existing Scholarship fundSi Lou Gair 
, • ' . . ,  , 
• \ 
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Calling all singles 
SINGLES take note! The Terrace and Kitimat Northern 
Singles Club has a whole slate of events ready for April. On 
April 3 they'll be at the Legion for a steak dinner. On the 
fourth it'll be fun bowling at the Terrace Bowling Lanes. 
Every Tuesday is coffee night at 7 p.m. at Mr. Mike's. On 
April 8th at 7 p.m. they head to Ferry Island for a walk, hot 
chocolate and marshmallows. 
April 12th will be a day for picnicking and horseback 
riding, with the group meeting at 1:30 p.m. They will host an 
Oriental Garden dessert after 1:30 p.m. on April 19 . . . . . . . . . . .  
And on the 25th they'll be at the Legion for a dinner and 
dance. (RSVP only - -  no tickets at the door), 
For more information on any of the above events, call 
635-3238 or 632-3547. 
Plant sale nears 
THE ANNUAL Spring Plant Sale moves to a new location 
this year - -  the Skeena Valley Farmers' Market site off Davis 
Ave. 
The Skeena Valley Fairs Association event will be held 
Saturday, May 23. 
Organizers ask residents who are carrying out spring clean- 
ing of flower beds or gardens to consider making donations 
of any perennials, hrubs, berry bushes or other plants. For 
more information call 635-7582 o~ 635-7402. 
The Skeena Valley Fairs Association also sponsors a barn 
dance featuring local musicians on Saturday, Apr. 4 at the 
Thornhill Community Hall.' Tickets available at the Co-op, 
Sight and Sound, Thornhill Motors or Central Gifts. 
A month full of winners 
THE MONTH of March has been a lucky one for a number 
of local cash calendar holders. 
There's a new $50 winner for every square on a Dr. R.E.M. 
Lee Hospital Foundation cash calendar - -  and every calendar 
holder could be a winner. 
The $50 winners over the last two weeks are: Regina 
Prusko, Hazelton resident Ken Buchanan, Kitimat resident 
Otilia Tarares, Houston resident Ian Andrews, Ann Zadoroz- 
nyj, Clarence Braam, Linda Hidber, Don Cooper, Dease 
Lake resident Willis Ludlow,.Ian Munson, Darlene Swanson, 
Prince Rupert resident Frank Jackson, Herman Buschmann, 
Janice Kester, B. Barrent, Mary Brown, Norm Heighington, 
Chris Johnson, Peter McClain and David Hall. 
Today's winner - -  the first one in April and a $100 prize 
winner - -  is Cheryl Lippert, of Kitimat. 
Flowers 
on sale 
A giant silk plant sale will be 
held here as a benefit for the ~ 
Canadian National Institute for 
the Blind. 
The sale is set for 10 a.m. to6  
p.m. Thursday at the Terrace 
Inn. 
Sale of the plants would go to 
provide specialized equipment 
for the blind and visually im- 
paired. 
Bill Stewart, a part-time 
business instructor at Malaspina 
Communi ty  Col lege in 
Nanaimo, is organizing the 
fund-raising venture, which he 
sees as a model for his students. I 
Two business students have 
been hired to assist in the runn- 
ing of the operation, 
THE TRUCKS ARE HEA 
i TO 
SKEENA MALL 
- -  TERRACE B.C. 
LOADED WITH ANTIQUES & REPRODUCTIONS 
ANTIQUES - -  Dressers; Wardrobes; Tables; Chairs; etc. 
HERITAGE REPRO' - -  Buffets & Hutches; Tables - -  all sizes; Chairs - -  at 
the best prices ever seen; T.V. Stands; E.T. Cabinets; Coffee table sets; 
Bookcases etc., 
MANY SHOW SPECIALS = . . . .  GREAT PRICES 
ARRIVING APRIL 6 
DROP IN AND SAY HI - -  BROWSERS WELCOME 
Presented By i 
GEORGE CAMERON ANTIQUES LTD. 
'~' ,~'2" , ;  ~ .~ !~ ~ r ~ '~ " :;~ "~ ~'~'~: : 
Cover-R e protects from the elements and is great 
for greenhouses, cars, paintbooths, workshops 
and is available in many sizes... 
POPULAR SIZES 
1 2x4x8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $358 
1 2x l  Ox8 .. . . . .  ." . . . . . . . . . . . .  $464 
1 2x20x8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $759 J i,.j' ........ I 12x24x8., .$918 
• ~i~.~'~. • _ .... . ,~!~'~ ..... ~ ,,. MANY MORE SIZES TO i~ , -  ~:  ~ I 
CHOOSE FROM ij: 
COVER IT ® AVAILABLE [ 
I nSevera ICo lours  I' I 
See Dealer For  Details isrAN~A~,,.~,~Y~Ttm~r~oOl~l 
BURDETT DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
4759 Highway 16 W. 
Terrace, B.C. ~ : ~ 
V8G 1 N3 ' ,. 
PHONE .................... 635-2818 
FAX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  638-1188 
i 
Gitksan 
land case 
featured , .  
A new book on the Gltksan 
and Wet'suwet'en land claim 
court case is now out. 
Colonialism on Trial provides 
an inside look at the longest- 
running aboriginal court case in 
legal history. 
The seed for the book was 
planted nearly five years ago 
when northwestern artist Don 
Monet sketched the first of hun- 
dreds of images of the faces of 
native chiefs testifying in the 
land title action that came to be 
known as Delgam Uukw vs. The 
Queen. 
After three years of cour- 
troom sketches and a year of 
research, design andlayout, the 
resulting book - -  a plain- 
reading and humourous guide 
to the trial by New Society 
Publishers - -  is now on the 
shelves. 
"This is not an academic 
text," Monet says, "but a uni- 
que guide to an unusual and dif- 
ficult court case." Images are 
interwoven with news clippings 
and actual transcripts from the 
trial, with a brief introduction 
to each chapter by Skanu'u (Ar- 
dythe Wilson). 
"Canad ian  readers will 
d iscover just  what was 
presented, on their behalf, to 
the Supreme Court of B.C.," 
Monet said. "This is important 
because this drama was kept 
almost invisible to the general 
public." 
The argument of the 48 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
hereditary chiefs that they still 
hold title to 57,000 square 
kilometres of northwestern 
B.C. was rejected a year ago by 
Chief Justice Allan McEachern, 
who ruled that aboriginal title 
may have existed, but was ex- 
tinguished during B.C.'s col- 
onial period. 
The B.C. Court of Appeal is 
to begin hearing the natives' ap- 
peal of the McEachern decision 
in early May. 
Both authors were present at 
an official book-launching 
yesterday in Smithers. 
Colonialism on Trial by Don 
Monet and Skanu'u is published 
by New Society Publishers;. 
  MOI 
PLay ~l~- - " - -  
S ~nhrt ~ ' "  
McDo.nald' s P izza 
ro l ls  ,n to  Ter race  ,',, 
Terrace Owner/Operator, Malcolm HilCOVO and Ills team, 
It's McDonald's Pizza Time In 
Terrace & All Canada 
Here in Terrace, British Col- 
umbia and right across Canada 
March 23rd has become an 
h istor ic  day --  the day 
McDonald's Pizza came to town 
to stay. 
Revolut ionary new ovens, 
designed and developed by 
McDona ld ' s  own team of 
engineers, produce a delicious 
pizza every time in under five 
minutes. 
The crew, managers  and 
Owner -Operator ,Ma lco lm 
Hilcove, tasted as they mastered 
the procedures to individually 
prepare ach pizza and to operate 
the unique new oven. The crew 
say even the most enthusiastic 
pizza connoisseur will find a lot 
to love about McDonald's Pizza. 
McDonald's Pizza is available 
in two sizes - -  six-inch personal 
or 12-inch family --  for in- 
restaurant dining, take-out or 
convenient pickup at the Drive- 
Thru. 
The pizza dough is made from 
enriched wheat flour, is covered 
with a tasty sauce of crushed 
tomatoes,  basil;  garl ic and 
oregano,  layered with moz- 
zarella cheese then garnished 
with traditional-favourite topp- 
ings. 
The family-size comes in four 
varieties i Cheese, Pepperoni, 
Ham and Pineapple, and Deluxe. 
The Deluxe includes naturally- 
smoked pepperoni, sausage, 
green pepp.ers, semi-sweet 
onions and deluxe mushrooms. 
The personal-size comes in 
Pepperoni, Ham and Pineapple 
and Deluxe. 
The Pizza is freshly baked in 
McDona ld '  s revo lu t ionary  
ovens in under five minutesl 
" I t ' s  truly amazing," says 
Malcolm Hilcove. "The proof is 
in the eating. Come in, see and 
taste McDonald 's  Pizza for 
yourse l f .  You' l l  become a 
McDonald's Pizza lover too." 
Call For 
School 
& Club 
Specials 
McDonald's Pizza 
is great for special 
events at school, for 
hockey and other 
sports dinners; in 
fact, for any group's 
special occasions. 
To arrange delivery 
to your function, 
just contact your 
McDona ld ' s  
restaurant. 
f 
Hot New Taste Launched Nation-wide 
Canada's largest pizza chain when 
the revolutionary pizza ovens were 
ceremoniously turned on in its 640 
restau.rants. 
But it didn't happen overnight. 
The national launch 0fMcDonald's 
Pizza came after seven years of 
Canadians love pizza and 
McDonald's loves to respond to its 
customers. Now, Canadians can enjoy 
pizza at McDonald's, served up l~lst 
with McDonald's own great aste. 
"We don't expect March 23rd 
will be declared anational holiday" 
says Ron Marcoux, Executive prodtict development and test 
Vice-President of McDonald's marketing. A team of McDonald's 
Restaurants 0fCanada Limited,"but chefs, nutriti0nists and home 
That's what McDonald's is 
serving, fast! 
The unique new oven, designed 
by McDonald's own team o1" 
engineers, uses state-of-the-art 
technology - something engineers 
call a "cone impingement air 
system". It bakes McDonald's Pizza 
perfectly in under five minutes. 
"McDonald's is always searching 
it's a histor, y-making day . . . . .  on ot r economists,,~ working hand-in-hand, for and finding ways to satisfy out' 
calendar:' with restaurants'arid suppliers, tried customer's, changing tastes and 
As the date of the imr0duction of many plzZ~ taste combinations and lifestyles,".Mareoux said. "Now 
Pizza to McDonald's menu across cookingmetli0dsJ we've added the great taste of 
the country, it marks one 0i~:the : Customersam011ng ~ind market McDonald's Pizza tOoutlhm0us RomddL ~tarcollx 
most exciting milestones i: in tests:idL~nlti]'ied:~; "thebest asting hamburgers and frieS,~breakfasts,, E~'t'Cutive. vice-President 
McDonald's 25 years in canada. : pizza:Tradttibnal style, With quality and special sandwicheS. , : McDomdd~. Re~:taurmm" 
McDonald's instantly became ingredients and a ligllt, tasty crust, . o/C, mida Limited . /  
Contributed by 
Kitimat Coast Guard Aux. 
How much does a VHF 
radio cost? 
In dollars, most boats here 
in the area burn that amount 
of fuel in two weekend 
fishing trips, some in only 
one. 
• But the real cost of not 
having a radio is what hap- 
pens to your family and lov- 
ed ones when you get into 
trouble. 
First they get a little wor- 
ried and say "He'll be OK. 
The fishing was good and 
he's just late." Then as the 
hours drag on they start to 
~magine all the things that 
can go wrong. 
Was the water too rough 
'to come home? Has the 
motor broken down? Or 
have .they hit a rock and 
sunk? My 
husband/brother/loved one 
may be floating around 
somewhere out there. 
The last five search and 
rescue operations in this area 
all shared two common 
results: 1, Fortunately no 
lives were lost. 2. They all 
escalated to a Search and 
Rescue operation because 
none of them had a VHF 
radio. 
Had they been able to 
mmmunicate, their situation 
would not have been as hard 
on their loved ones. 
Knowing that you are only 
overdue doesn't give the 
coast guard the information 
and time to find you and pre- 
vent an accident becoming a
tragedy. 
Although Prince Rupert 
coast guard can pick up VHF 
transmissions from the five- 
watt portable hand held 
radios, there are "blind 
spots" in this area. A 25-watt 
transceiver will reach Prince 
Rupert in all but a very few 
of these spots. 
Please, spare your family a 
whole lot of grief and buy a 
• VHF radio. 
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Jeweller reflects on 25 years 
Friends from the Skeena Mall 
gathered together on Saturday 
evening - -  Mar. 21 - -  at the 
new Terrace Inn for a surprise 
farewell retirement party for 
Mr. and Mrs. Lehmann. 
A presentation of a beautiful 
framed picture of the Seven 
Sisters Mountain by Vi Timmer- 
man was given to the Lehmanns 
as a gift of farewell from friends 
in the mall. 
Mr. and Mrs, Lehmann arriv- 
ed in Terrace in Nov. of 1967, 
first starting up their jewellery 
business on Kalum St. 
Heinz Lehmann first arrived 
in Canada on Nov. 15, 1951 
from Germany. He went to 
work at the Premier mine in 
Stewart where he worked until 
late in 1952 when he was injured 
and hospitalized in Prince 
Rupert. While recovering there 
he first met Edith Kawinsky 
who was nursing there. 
Mr. Lehmann moved to Van- 
couver where he found work. It 
was there at aNew Year's Eve 
celebration that he met his wife 
Gertrude. On Sept. 4, 1954 they 
were married. 
The Lehmanns had two 
daughters - -  Karen and Sabrina 
- -  both of whom were born at 
the Grace Hospital in Van- 
couver. 
While Mr. Lehmann was 
working for Simpson Sears (in 
charge of the watch depart- 
ment) a friend told him of a 
jewellery store for sale up in 
Terrace. The store had belonged 
to Jake Broer, who had passed 
away. Mr. Lehmann went home 
that night and said to his wife 
"How would you like to move 
to Terrace?" 
Two weeks later the Lehmann 
family packed all their belong- 
ings and drove to their new 
home in Terrace in November 
of 1967. After a few weeks in 
town, they received a phone call 
from Edith Kawinsky asking if 
he was the Mr. Lehmann she 
nursed in the Prince Rupert 
hospital. Mr. Lehmann said this 
was such a wonderful feeling as 
to be living in a new place not 
knowing anyone. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lehmann 
stayed at their Kalum St. loca- 
tion until 1974, when'they~mov-"~ 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by' Yvonne Moen 
ed to Lazelle Ave. In 1985 they 
moved again to the Skeena 
Mall. 
The Lehmanns over the 25 
years of their business in Ter- 
race have served some families 
through three generations. 
Their retirement plans are to 
stay in Terrace - -  both say it's a 
great place to live. 
The Lehmanns ay they will 
spend some time visiting their 
children now. Their daughter 
Karen and her husband and son 
live in Victoria, while daughter 
Sabrina and her husband and 
daughter live at Brandon, 
Manitoba. 
A big thank-you to Mrs. 
Murray from Delta for the old 
photographs. In the picture you 
can see the 5 cent to $1.00 store, 
then owned by Mr. Duffus. In 
the middle is the jewellery store, 
first opened at this location by 
Mr.'  Cook f rom Cook 's  
Je~611ery in P~ince Rupert in 
/ 
A FIFTIES-ERA view of Kalum Street shows the original location of 
Lehmann Jewellers. The location is now an empty lot adjacent to 
where Don Diego's restaurant now stands. The Lehmanns operated 
the jewellery store for 25 years -- through three generations of 
some local families. 
1954. It was later sold to a Mr. 
Feen and then to Jake Broer - -  
and then of course Mr. 
Lehmann. The Royal Bank 
opened at this location on July 
2, 1947 and I believe the 
building was built by the Eby 
people. 
I know I 'm in deep trouble. I
must apologize to Muriel 
Miehiel for last week's gaffe of 
giving her 90 candles when she 
only deserved 70. Happy birth- 
day, Muriel - -  we all know you 
look great at 70. Many more 
years of good health. 
I hope you went out to the 
Terrace Figure Skating Club's 
ice carnival "Skating through 
the ages". What a great show! 
Both skaters and costumes were 
wonderful. A big pat on the 
back to all the hard workers 
who made such a fanta~sticeven- HEINZ AND TRUDY Lehmann' marked 25 years in Terrace' with 
ing come togdfer~:. : ; "  .': .... {heir retil:ement last week. 
Ii 
I 
.i 1 
Catch 
L 
of 
the 
year DIVIDENDS Terrace Credit Union pays record dividends. 
Dividends are being paid on membership 
balances and will be in the form of additional 
shares. 
share 
equity 
This dividend represents the best return of any deposit 
account at the Credit Union. 
" : i  >:!~! 
AT YOUR.... 
Terrace & D!strict 
Credit Un=on 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7282 
~ 7<'~ ¸ 
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Vet e ra n s rn a r k Vim y :.-.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.', 
Ridge battle anniversary & WiN!  
th~'ibrrstnoC~'all I would like to Notes ] ~;~ I '-I. 
takethis opportunity in wishing Bronch~3,  Ter race  i ~ I a, 
two fine gentlemen our best "~ '~ '  
;~S2fl~lsd ag:~wellaSs°c~nBSoa:dy I I[]
C°lthurst recently spent s°me ar°und Canada will be baked p°tat°' and fresh green " And if Y°U put °n a sot °f  now c u s t ° m t h e  75th anniversary s lad. Servingis from 5:30 --:/j~ Now April,save on ~ ~~~B E- t ime in M i l l s  Memor ia l  celebrating p.m I I  wheels atthe same time, you could win ~BB 
Hospital. Both gentlemen reside Vimy Ridge, and I am proud until 8 p.m. so come early and ~ 
at Lakelse Lake and I know at .that on behalf o f  the Legion I don't  be disappointed, those free, too. One draw per location. ' L 
the time I visited them they were will be doing an hour-long Are you in the mood for l~, until the end of B-F 
both looking forward to return- dedication tO the men and Texas two-step and line danc- 
ing home. On behalf of all of us women who were involved in ing? If so mark these dates - - ]  Goodrich. Contest ends April 30, 1992. 
a Branch 13, get well soon. Vimy Ridge. The dedication can down - -  March 20-21 and You could win the tires.. FREE! 
March 27-28. Dancing will be to " ,, Sadly we learned of the pass- be heard on my weekly radio 
ing of a well-know figure in our show "A Touch O' White the music of Jack of Clubs. 
community, Mr. Bob Garret. Heather" on Sunday April 4 at Come dressed in country and 
Bob was a man who loved life 9 p.m., If anyone has any infer- western style or as you wish. 
and lived it to the fullest. Many marion that I can use on the There will be a prize for best- 
of us will remember Bob when program, please drop it off at dressed person and Mr~Presi - 
he had his wildlife program on the Legion or at the radio sta- dent Howard Cromarty will be 
TV7 many years ago. He will be tion. supplying the prize. All money 
sadly missed by his family and Mark these dates on your raised fromthese %nts will be 
friends, calendar. The 1st Friday of each going back into our community, I 
On March 14th, Branch 13 month is steak night. For$7 you and also to help us to replace [ ]  
was proud to be part of the St. can enjoy a juicy 7 oz steak a our roof, which leaks. 
Patrick celebrations, and we 
participated in the Shamrock O' 
°*° a pro ot*°  TE r ra  e (] 0p  
aginast muscular dystrophy. A
dance was held in the Legion to 
the music of Laurel & Hardly. It 
was a good night and enjoyed 1 
by all. . I i 
On April 9, Canadian Corps ~ ~ ~ , . ~  ~ , ~ l l ~  
Finding "1 
the way 
to health 
Contributed by 
Skeena Health Unit 
Did you know that Northwest 
Connect ions ,  a reg iona l  
Healthy Communities Network, 
ha.s..bcp, n.es~abJjLhed ll¢(¢jn ,¢he, 
Northwest of B'.C.? 
' Healthy,C~om~nunities is bas-: 
ed on a road View of health. 
Health is seen as more than an 
absence of illness. It is seen as a 
person's ability to cope with 
their environment and to meet 
their own needs. The Healthy 
Community • process itself in- 
volves a broad range of com- 
munity people in deciding what 
the community needs, develop- 
ing an action plan and then car- 
wing it out. The community as 
a whole takes responsibility for 
making their community a 
healthy one. 
People here in the northwest 
region often feel isolated. 
Geography and climate serve to 
make travel to other com- 
munities more difficult than in 
other B.C. regions. The net- 
work works to reduce this sense 
of isolation and to supportpeo- 
pie in their community de~;elop- 
ment activities. 
The Regional Health Com- 
munit ies Network has a 
representative from several Of 
the communities in the nor- 
thwest. The network links us 
these representatives through 
regular conference calls. The 
network acts as a resource and a 
way to share information as 
communities work to establish 
the process in their com- 
munities. 
To find out who your com- 
munity representative is on the 
network or for more informa- 
tion, contact Northwest Con- 
nections c/o Skeena Health 
Unit, 3412 Kalum Street, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 4T2. 
CORRECTION 
The following errors have occurred in our 
March 29 'Price Cruncher' flyer: 
The 'Lisa' Balloon Curtain featured on 
page 3 is 78x54", not 78x60" as stated 
in the copy. 
The illustration of the 20" Gas Mower 
featured on page 5 is incorrect. However, 
the description and the advertised price 
($149.97) are correct, 
The Stackable CD Storage Cabinet 
featured on page 8 Is on sale for $14,00, 
not $9.97 as advertised. 
The Illustrations of two bicycles on page 
12 have been Incorrectly keyed. Key 'C' 
has been transposed with 'E'. 
The Box Kit illustrated with the Utility 
Trailer on page 12 Is so!d separately. 
We sp~glze for any Inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
Kmlfl Canada Limited 
d | '  
SU N.,D.AY 0 N. ,LY . . . . . . . .  
'APRIL 5 
Scratch and 
Save With 
This Coupon 
osOi l 
I 
W ~ ~= : .~,~':iii~.::.ii~,,!ii!ii~,i~ . :.-:'.:::i":.:: " To be removod ~i:: !ii.., ~,!,~.~i::i~:~!~:~il 
.~  ., :~,::i: ~:!!iiii!!;~i'.i~ii~!~4{i~: . . . .  . :..,::"::~; :~ii:/: Cus!o~.er~:s~!~.!i!!!i:::!ii!i !: ll ~i!;iiiiiii~ii~iiiiiii{iiiiiii{iiiiiiiil;;i;ii!i!iii!l 
When you go through check out with 
of any. regular priced :item in any d~ 
cashier will give you a Scratch & Sa~ 
SCRATCH & SAVE... 
Co-op Association . 
- To ; . - -= .  Terrace Co op Dept. Store Ce'~'r~" Co-op Farm & Garden Centre 
4617 STORE HOU,S'. wo, ,.~ , 291. 2 STORE HOURS:Mo,OAy ,,BU 461 7 STORE HOURS: 
Gre ig  Ave  M0... . . . . . .  p Mohtor  S t .  SATURDAY Gre ig  Ave .  Mon.. Thurs . . . . .  g am.  6 pm 
' Thurs. & Fri . . . .  9 am- 9 pm Friday . . . . . . . . . .  9 am- 9 pm 
g_g"[g~ R_~A7 Saturday . . . . . . . .  9em-,pm 6 : :15"9595 8am.6pm 635-6347 Saturday . . . . . . . .  ,am-6pm 
I,J¢ I , I  I,le " I J  qkl¢ "It a Sunday . . . . . .  11 am.Spm ~ ~ ""  . . . .  SUNDAY 11.,4 SUNDAY 11-5 
The Pacific North west Music Festival runs through to April 
11 with events across town. Here is the list of  events for  the 
next week: 
THURSDAY, APRIL 2 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• 9 a.m. - -  Instrumental: flute (beginner, Jr. A, Jr B). 
o 10:10 a.m. - -  Instrumental: oboe and bassoon (Jr A), 
clarinet. 
• 1 p.m. - -  Instrumental: percussion, saxophone, flute. 
• 7 p.m. - -  Instrumentah clarinet, saxophone and flute. 
Pentecostal Church Fireside Room 
• 9 a.m. ~- Speech arts: individual dramatic ages 7-8. 
• • l p.m. - -  Speech arts: individual dramatic age 8, in- 
dividual yric. 
• 7 p.m. - -  Speech arts: individual dramatic, ages 13-16. 
Pentecostal Church Auditorium 
• • 9 a.m. - - Jun ior  piano: baroque composers, Grades 3-6. 
• * 1:30 p.m. - -  Junior piano workshop. Open toall. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 3 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• 7 p.m. - -  Instrumental: woodwind and brass. 
Pentecostal Church Fireside Room 
• 9 a.m. - -  Speech arts: individual yric, ages 9-16. 
Skeena School 
• 9 a.m. - -  Band competitions: Clarence Michlel Elemen- 
tary (2nd year band), Alexander Gr. 7 band (Kitimat), Cop- 
per Mountain Elementary Ensemble, Uplands Elementary 
School 2nd year band, Prince Rupert combined concert band, 
Nechako-St. Anthony Gr. 7 band (Kitimat), Clarence Michlel 
year one band, Hazelton Elementary band, Cassio Hall 
Elementary Grade 6 band, Thornhill Elementary year 2 band, 
Royal Wilcox Grade 7 band (Kitimat). 
• 2:25 p.m. - -  Band competitions: Thornhiil Elementary 
year one band, Prince Rupert schools combined concert 
• band, Cassio Hall band, Kildala Elementary Grade 7 band 
(Kitimat), Uplands Elementary ear one band. 
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• I p,m. - -  Choral: operetta, chorus. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 4 • 7 p.m. - -  Choral: church choir, jr. choir, hymn sing, 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre folk song chorus, church choir, vocal ensemble, female  
• 9 a.m. - -  Dance: classical solo, grades 1-5. 
• 1 p .m. -  Dance: classical ballet, chorus, sacred choral, madrigal ensemble, choral open ,  
• 7 p.m. - -  Dance: jazz-stage dance, quartette. 
Skecna School Pentecostal Church Auditorium 
• 9 a.m. - -  Band competitions: Houston Secondary : 9:40 a.m. - -  Instrumental: trombone and baritone, 
School grade 8 band, Skecna Jr. Secondary Grade 8 concert 10:10 a.m. - -  Instrumental: tuba, trumpet and horn' 
band, Hazelton Secondary band, PRSS band, Fort St: John * 10:40 a.m. - -  Instrumental: concert groups, grades 7-10. 
Jr. Band, Stewart Secondary School band, Kitimat all-city * 1 p.m. - -  Instrumental: brass. 
• 2:45 p.m. - -  Instrumental: concerto, grades 9-10' 
Gr. 7 band. * 7 p.m. - -  Instrumental: strings. 
• 12:30 p.m. - -  Band competitions: Caledonia concert 
TUESDAY, APRIL 7 
band. ^^_t.in.. d RE.M. Lee Theatre • •2  p.m. - -  Band competitions: Prince Rupert ~,.,,,u ~ ....... : =' 
grade 8 band, Skeena Jr. Secondary grade 9/10 concert band, , :9:30 a,m. , -  Orff: primary and intermediate; ~: ilt 
Hazelton Sec. Gr. 8 band, Bulkley Valley Christian School : * 1 p.m. - -  Choral: elementary school choir. 
band, Fort St. John senior band, Thornhili Jr. Secondary • 1:.50 p .m. - -  Choral: jr. sec. school choir (gr 8,10). 
: concert band, Houston Secondary School senior band, Booth * 2:30 p.m. - -  Choral: sr. sec. school choirs. 
Memorial concert band (Prince Rupert), Mount Elizabeth • 4 p.m. - -  Choral: jr. sec. school choir (gr 8-12). 
Secondary School (Kitimat). • 4:30 p.m. - -  Choral: secondary school pop singing. 
• 6:30 p.m. - -  Band competitions: Terrace Community • 7 p.m. - -  Senior piano: Beethoven (grades 2-10). 
Band. Pentecostal Church Auditorium 
SUNDAY, APRIL 5 * 9 a.m. - -Sen ior  piano: "Thundershower", In the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre beginning", "Jester", Under 17, Mozart and Haydn, 
• 1 p.m. - -  Dance: demi-character. * 1 p.m, " Senior piano: Bach (grades 7,10), German 
• 3 p.m. - -  Dance: student choreography, non competitive romantics (grades 4-10), 
• : * 7:30 p,m. - -  Choral: art song, sacred, opera, recitals. solo. 
• 7 p.m. - -  Vocal: junior, intermediate, senior solo. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8 
Skeena School IR,E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Noon - -  Stage band: Hazelton Secondary school, : ' i i  09 a.m. - -  Senior piano: French impressionists, Chopin. 
• 12:25 p.m. - -  Stage band and vocal jazz: Caledonia, : :~0  I p.m, - -  Senior piano: 20th century, conservatory, 
Kitimat Gr. 7, Skeena Jr. See., Prince Rupert Senior Sect, 7 p.m, - -  Senior piano: Lieder, concert group (Gr,5-8), 
Mr. Elizabeth Senior See., Thornhill Jr.  See., Houston. Pentecostal Church Auditorium 
MONDAY, APRIL 6 : * 9 a.m. - -  Vocal: junior vocal solo, folk song solo, sacred 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre solo, intermediate vocal solo. 
• 9:30 a.m. - -  Choral: action songs, classroom music, • 1 p .m. -  Vocal: Canadian composers, conservatory, 
choirs. 20th Century composers, enior vocal solo. 
q:q:).q:) ) 
® 
el' r /C('' Co'op 
FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
sOPEN SUNDAYS FOR SUMMER, II-E 
A free plant to the first 500 customers 
Save 10% .- 50% on regular priced merchandise 
with our new Scratch & Save 
Sign your child up for the "Pumpkin Growing Contest" Ages 6-12 
SUNDAY ONLY , 
MOISTURE METER ~ ~'~: .... '" 
Reg. Price $6.99 O~ AA 
Sale Price Ea ..................... t=) ~Jl,'=l~='l ' 
8" HANGING PLANTS 
Reg. Price $9.89 0 I~ inl (II 
Sale Price Ea .................. .. ~ M • ~ 
EDIBLE RG PLANTS ~ n AI irll 
1 Gal. Size. Sale Pdce Ea....~ ;~,'ql, ;~ 
FORSYTHIA 
5Gal. Size. 0 t  I~  A l l ' l i  
Sale Price Ea ................ ~11 ~ll,m't ~,~ 
SWEET PEA NETT1NG ~I  I111 i r t  
6' x 20'. Sale Pdce Ea ........ ~ I ! ,  ~ 
MONDAY - -  SATURDAY 
HORSE TACK ~l r lo l  irllP, iP 
Allltems in stock ..... IU  /U  Ig l r r  
MONDAY- -  SATURDAY 
FRUITTREES~:~.,~ ~.. :;,,,, ,..,..~.:. 
Get in on the first ~ 10 q.~ 
shipment. Ea ..... ............ V m ~ • v v 
4" PERENNIAL i BEDDING (~ a'~ Q Q 
PLANTS.' Ea ...................... V ar,,,, v v 
WHITE LANDSCAPE HOCK (~q 0 0 
20 kg. Bag. Sale Price Ea.. . . tpu • ~ 
4" AFRICAN VIOLETS. (~1 ~Q 
sale Price Ea; ................ , . . .V z - v v 
RUBBER MAID GARDEN ~70 O0 
CART. Sale Price Ea ....... V #~"  ~ ~ 
EVERGREEN HEDGING PLANT 
PLUGS. Start your own ]~ irll 
hedge. Ea ................................ tJllgl 
or .............................. 3/$1.00 
Economy Totals 
I; p ' i f '  :,q :)q J 
,!Ls :pikz= t 
S lilr q,S 
Terrace Co-op Home Centre 
die 
Ft. 
Sale 
Ends 
April 11/92 
Terrace Co-op Association 
Terrace Co-op Dept. Store Co-op Home Centre Co-op Farm & Garden Centre 
461 7 
Greig Ave. 
635-6347 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon. • Wed . . . . . .  9 am • 6 pm 
Thurs. & Fri . . . . . .  9 am • 9 pm 
Saturday . . . . . . . .  9 am. 6 pm 
Sunday . . . . . . . .  11 am. 5 pm 
2912 
Molitor St. 
635-9595 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU 
SATURDAY 
8 am. 6 pm 
SUNDAY 11-4 
461 7 
Greig Ave. 
635-6347 
STORE HOURS:  
Mon. - Thurs . . . . .  g am. 6 pm 
Friday . . . . . . . . . .  9 am. 9 pm 
Saturday . . . . . . . .  9 am - e pm. 
SUNDAY 11.5 
i i i  i i ~ii  i,~ 
.THEWORLD 
IS YOUBS...IF 
:YOU/(NOW THE' 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
WaBon hosless is tile right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
~:ommunily. 
' I<are.n 638-0707 i 
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tA I ,  ~ lb"  I~  &~ I011AI  4qh"  A lalh ENVIRONMENT CANADA SmLta  r t ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
v i i '  ¢ a t l  I~1  IV  ag~a~H Information line: 635-4192 / 
Consultations: 635-3224 
J Ill J 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun • Normal conditions for I* i  Haenalat;aand Welfare cSan~daet Bion-~tre social I~/ CanadR 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (em) (mm) (hrs) the First of April -- highs of 
~ 8, lows of zero. By mid- 
Mar. 22 11.5 4.9 0 O 8"7 month wecan anticipate ~ ~I~[~l~ II~VJ ~ ' ,~m * i~  IB~" . i i~. v ~Blm~," ~Jn~. 
Mar. 23 12.0 1.2 0 0 9"2 highs of 13 and lows of 3. 
~-  - - _ _ _ _  
Mar. 24 14.1 -0.1 0 0 9.6 
Mar. 26 8.0 2.4 0.4 2:4 0"4 (12th, 1966). Highest: 23.0 I ) " " " • 
Mar. 27 6 .1 -0 .5  Trace Trace 6.3 ;~ (29~h,1976)'3rd, 1898 - i !  ) 
LAST Max. MIn. Snow Rain Sun After several weeks delay 0 
Ir.,AK lemp. letup, tcml tram) (,rs) caused by a series of severe ~ ~; 
~ "  snowstorms, arushofgold- ii April l lth, 1992 
Mar. 22 6.2 -2.4 0 0 8.1 seekers was finally able to 
Mar. 23 7.0 -2.3 0 0 9.8 tackle the famous Chilkoot 
Mar. 24 8.6 -2.8 0 0 10.7 Pass on their way to the !ii"*~ / ~  
Mar. 25 9.2 -1.6 0 0 11.0 Klondike goM rush. A major 
Mar. 26 9.8 -3.0 0 0 10.2 avalanche in the pass that 
Mar. 27 8,3 -2.3 Trace 0 7.2 day killed at least 60. : 
. . . . .  | i  The Terrace Inn 
' ~ ~!' ~ ~ Doors Open: 6:30 p.m. 
t l  ~i • D!splays Show Starts: 7:00 p.m. Bea e -  oG,fts. 
~i • Weddmg Planners 
an a I i i~;: o Fashion Show m__ I oGowns 
~! custom designed ~ ~-3~, _ 
I 1 I By: PERSONAL FIT ql_  
returns , invitation: ~ ~ ~ '  ~" "I For your free ~vV/j ~ 
The Lads from Liverpool ' ' ~ii Call ~ ~(~-~J~~, , ,  ~ 
may have parted company long I I 
ago, but Beatlemanlais alive ' '~  638-0707Karen ( ( ~ ~ ~  nd well -- and will be coming I | r' 
to Terrace this summer. I i i ~ 
That's the name of the group I I 
being brought here by the Ter- I II ~ ;  O.1" I XT~-'~.. ~"~ " ~ ~ : ~  
race Northmen Rugby Club as ] I 
part of its sixth annual musical I I [!: Gilllan 'i / / '~ '<~~ I~ '~ j  
extravaganza. I u till 635-3044 \~ ~ ~~/k~/  The event akes place July 24, J I 
upon Beatlemania's return from [ I !i] ~ ~/~/~~~ ~ l ! '~ l~~i :  ) yet another European tour. [ II 
Sharing the spotlight with the I I 
group will be Willie and the [ I 
Poor Boys whose repertoire of [ I 
Creedence Clearwater Revival I I I:*. ~ , fT ' - -~  ('_~h~-a~~J~"X~ [/""- \~ ~ ~  
and other classic rock and roll I ! ~ i ~ j / /e l se /  ~ ~, , ,~1 / 
songs brought he house down I I - ~ ~ ~ ~  
last time they were here. ~ ~_~!i ~l j~ " . 
When tickets go on sale -- an ~m l m m ~ , - A m  ~t ~ m ~ l ~  
announcement is expected soon '~1 l~ lm1[ [ .~ ]~ ]k~' Im ,mini[ " | ~i:i [~i ,.oJ~/~I0~/~ ,.vo. 
-- those wishing to catch the ~ l~ l l l  b B lq~ ! ~ l l lmVlhmV I =NC~ / TOIT~'S~'V~: Weddin E~ ~e show better not waste any time ~ _ !  ~e i , . . . . .  I - t e r's event was a - - - - - - ' - - - - -  FREE KIDS MOVIES I ~¢!i~ _ _  _ _  
~,~3-t~aet Sell,out 'and this ~ =~=J~m=~I '~ ITH ANY OTHER REI~f-A-L I • ........................................ " ...  .. ................... " "~..................... ' . ....... " ............... ~ ~  
Oiae is guaranteed to be the . . . . . . . .  ~ ..................................................... , ,  , ~/z3 gaKeuse Ave. 635-4333 I same I 
. . . . . .   .,reaung a " . . . .  i 
better labour clin ate 
for B.C. 
Let's work together, 
his is your • 
nvitation to help 
the Government of British 
Columbia create fair and 
balanced labour laws. 
h's time for all of us to start 
working together on 
strategtes to build a stronger 
economy and maintain our 
quality of life. 
A fair and 
open process 
Three of the special dvisers 
appointed.by the Minister 
of Labour- John Baigent, 
Vince Ready and Tom 
Roper- will be travelling 
the province to hear your 
ideas, 
We'll take your ideas and 
use them as the basis for 
British Columbia's new 
labour law. Let us know 
what you think is good or 
bad about the current labour 
law, Tell us how we can 
change the Industrial 
Relations Act to promote 
harmony and stability in 
B.C.'s labour/management 
climate, 
You' re invited 
to attend the 
public meeting in 
your area 
Nanaimo April 15 
Phone 755-2342 
Kamloops April 21 
Phone 828.4516 
Kelowna April 22 
Phone 861-7404 
Castlegar April 23 
Phone 354-6550 
Cranbrook April 24 
Phone 426.1291 
Terrace April 27 
Phone 638-3272 
Prince George April 28 
Phone 565.6120 
Fort St, John April 29 
Phone 784.2390 
Abbotsford April 30 
Phone 852-0976 
Victoria May 11 
Phone 387-3795 
Vancouver May 12, 
Phone 775.1262 13, 14 
To book a speaking time, 
call the number.listed 
for themeeting earest you; 
h's helpful if you prepare a 
written brief of your ideas in 
advance for the special 
advisers. 
Please send your briefs as 
soon as possible tO: 
Claude Heywood, Chair 
Committee of 
Special Advisers 
Ministry of Labour 
and Consumer Services 
Sixth Floor, 
1019 Wharf Street 
Victoria, B.C.:-;. i.: 
V8V IX4 .... ; 
For general information . ' 
Ca11387-3795./: :" ~ : .  " 
, k " " 
Government of British Columbia 
Ministry of Labour 
and Consumer Services 
Hon, Moe Slhota, Minister 
/ 
. . I llll REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURES 
For 
FIRST YEAR PRIMARY 
IN SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 
This information is provided to parents of children who will be entering Year One 
in September 1992. 
The School Board is seeking the cooperation of parents in registering their child 
as soon as possible. Early registration is requested in order to provide the 
School District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
To be eligible for entry to school in September 1992, students must be five 
years of age on or before December 31, 1992. 
A birth certificate and proof of immunization will be required at the time of 
registration. 
**Please register your child at your neighbourhood elementary school for 
September entry on: 
Monday, April 6 from 9:00 to 3:00 
Kiti K'Shan Primary- (French Immersion) 
Tuesday, April 7 from 9:00 to 3:00 
(English) 
All schools with primary students in Terrace 
Stewart Elementary 
Kitwanga Elementary 
S A 
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Feature 
Home By 
Convenience store with 
all the ingredients 
This convenience store 
has all the ingredients to 
prov ide  the owner 
operator with a place to 
live and the flexibility of a 
multi-income buisness. 
The store has five 
grocery coolers plus a 
walk- in coo ler ,  the 
necessary equipment for 
take out food, plus the 
other things you would ex- 
pect to find. 
The Car Wash has 2 
covered bays and a third 
bay for trucks and RV's 
plus a vacuum system. 
The well equipped laun- 
dromat has 14 top load 
washers, 1 large heavy du- 
ty washer, 8 large dryers 
plus 4 double dryers and 
adequate  hot water 
capacity. Last but not 
least - -  649. 
The parcel of land lends 
itself to further expansion 
for future developments. 
For complete details 
contact Derick. 
DO VOINI PANT 
Please put yukkies 
in  their place 
PITCH-ill 
14 X 52 FT. MOBILE 
HOME 
Attractive trailer with 2 bedroms, 
wood stove in the living room, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer and 
living room drapes included in the 
price el $24,900. MLS 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT 
Ideal development site Ior In. 
dustrial Business that needs good 
access and exposure. Lot 151 ft. 
x 150 It. corner of Earle and 
ACREAGE EAST OF 
TERRACE 
Six separate parcels of land 
located in the old Copper 
CitylKitselas area ranging lrom 21 
to 194 acres in size, at various 
prices. Contact olfice for details of 
properties. MLS 
ROOM TO ROAM 
Make an appointment to view this 
1,600 sq. It. lull basement home. 
Open family kitchen, 5 bedrooms, 
3 baths, nat. gas heat & hot 
waler, rec room with sink & 
lireplace, hobby room, storage 
and more areas to finish in the 
basernent. P~;ice $89,500. Ex- 
elusive. 
PUT THE CITY AT 
YOUR FEET 
When you live in this comlortable, 
4 bndr., full basement home. You 
wil love watching the sparkling 
cit~ ligSts~'at night and the 
!dramatic view of the Skeena 
Valley and Coastal Range Moun- 
tains by day. Enjoy the cozy 
warmth ota lireplace either in the 
Liv. or Rec. room or relax on one 
of the patios outside surrounded 
by rockgardens, shrubs, and 
beautiful trees. Yours for 
$174,500 - Owner will consider 
smaller home as part payment. 
See this well kept home today. 
D~l~h P. nr l l in~kl  DllOh, I hmnh 
SPACIOUS BENCH HOME 
Over 1,392 sq. ft. of living space, 
4 bedrooms, laundry, sunken liv- 
ing room, kitchen & dining area on 
the main floor, and a full base- 
ment with 5th bedroom, 4 pce. 
bath, and space to tinish to your 
own taste. Nat. gas heat & hot 
water, concrete driveway, land- 
scaped and tenced lot facing on 
two streets. Priced at $99,900 
MLS. P : 
SANDE BLVD. 
AFFORDABLE 
Attractive features in this 3 
bedrm., basement home in t;entral 
Thornhill. Nat. gas heat & hot 
water, patio doors oil kitchen din- 
ing area, single garage, freshly 
decorated & re-carpeted, situated 
on 75 x 200 It. lot. Early occupa- 
tion can be arranged. $69,500 
GREAT STARTER - 
GREAT PRICE 
Extensively renovated 2 bedroom 
rancher in a great Horseshoe loca- 
tion. Nat. gas heat and hot water. 
Concrete ringwall, carport. Call 
now Ior appointment. $66,900 
MLS 
~hrJqf,I nnrnln~.Ui Sylvia Grilfin Cam Simon 
TOP OF THE WORLD VIEW 
Exciting property to build a view 
house, served by paved rear ac- 
cess, frontage on Birch Ave., all 
services available, and lot has a 
good start on landscaping with 
Iru t trees apd established,shrubs. 
LOT 
One of the most beautifully land- 
scaped lots in all of Terrace! With 
24 established fruit trees spread 
immaculately across this 60 x 
370 lot, your dream home will fit 
in perfectly with your pleasant 
surroundings. Call today for more 
details. MLS 
Ron Redden 
IDEAL FOR THE "FIRST 
HOME" BUYERI 
If you qualify, 5% down will get 
you into this comlortable and.cozy 
3 bedroom bungalow. Added 
features are a floor to ceiling dou- 
ble fireplace and extra storage off 
the carpor t. The large 81 x 132 
lot is attractively landscaped with 
lawn, shrubs, and evergreens. 
Call for more details today. Asking 
$79,500. Exclusive. 
DEVELOPMENT SITE 
Well constructed older home, 
presently rented, situated on acre 
of land, fronting on two streets, 
located near the Municipal 
-building. ideal motel; office 
',building,. or-i~ommerclal i location, 
:.presently ~onpd .R3. MLS ! 
CLEARED THORNHILL LOT 
Large triangular lot, serviced by 
Thornhlll water, hydro, telephone 
& cablevision available. Good 
drainage, located on Simpson 
Crescent, not far from Copper 
Mountain School~ suitable for 
trailer or home. Price $20,000. 
Joe Barbosa 
THIS IS NO APRIL FOOLS - 
ONLY $68,900 MLS 
This very attractive 3 bedroom 
home has been superbly remodelled 
in todays fresh and modern colours. 
Features include an enormous kit- 
ellen with lots of oak trim cabinets, 
appliance garage, a built-In 
olsnwasher and breakfast bar. A 
natural gas fireplace adds a touch of 
comlort anti, warmth to the cozy liv- 
mgroom. You will be impressed with 
a long list of renovations which in- 
dude newer plumbing', new vapour 
barrier and some new insulation and 
twin seal windows where required. 
A I this is situated on an easy c; re 
ot close to all amenities. A defln te 
must see inside - Call Suzanne or 
an appointment to view today. 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
SUN. 1.3 P.M. 
3037 CRESCENTVIEW AVE. 
$109,900 MLS 
Situated on a larg lot on a no-thru 
street you'll find this 3 bdrm home 
perlect lot the young growing fami. 
ly. Oak hardwood floors and dormer 
windows create an atmosphere el 
character and charm. A large coun- 
try style kitchen opens onto a patio 
which Includes a 6 person hot tub. 
For the hobby or boat person,.a 
large 20 x 55  ft.~ garage with 
workbench. All this plus an added 
bonus of a nanny suite make this an 
attractive home, at an affordable 
pdce. Join your hostess Suzanne on 
Sunday for a preview el this special 
home, 
. . . . . . . . .  " '~ '~:#'  r ~4~ ~ . . . . . . .  OLD FASHIONED CHARM 
; ~' " and modern comforts are combined 
$16,900 MLS 
A well maintained 12 x 68 mobile 
home, already for you to move into, 
It has 3 bdrms, built-in china 
cabinets, n.g. heating and many 
other leatures. Check oul this 
mobile todayll Call Sheila for more 
details. 
r-~ ~ HEW LISTING '3'0~t~ 
Located in an excel lent 
neighbourhood of the Horseshoe. 
This 4 level split d,~lgn features 4 
bedrooms, lar.,gql,~ily room, 3 
bathroorr, s~.~. j~.T& water. This 
home ts in ~c'~llent condition with 
new flooring throughout and recent 
painting. For more it)formation and a 
personal viewing phone Dave now. 
Asking $119,500 MLS 
in this 3 bedroom well kept home in 
the Horseshoe ~re~'~ating area in 
the spaciou~d~l,'~gives lots of 
elbow ro~k ids ,  and a large 
master 'o~oom accomodates all 
your furniture A handy 14 x 20 
storage shed/garage has multi pur. 
:}oses. This is e new listing at 
~78,500 - Call Joy Dover. 
' PICTURE THIS 
Rolling hills and a clean creek. This 
59 acre parcel is a special place to 
build your hobby farm. Partially 
cleared with some fencing near Kit. 
wanga off Highway 37A. Priced at 
$50,000. Call Joy MLS. 
3 BUILDING LOTS IN TOWN 
on Kenney & MeDeek. Approx. 65 x 
120 each. Buy one or all three. Pay. 
ed street and all services available. 
Priced from $16,500 to $17,000. 
Call Joy. 
NEW LISTING 
4 year old home located in Phase III 
of Thornheights, 4 bedrooms, n.g. 
heat & water. Large kitchen with an 
abundance of oak cabinets. Patio 
doors oll dining area leading to the 
sundeck. Master bedroom ensuite. 
Basement is partially finished. 
Listed at $103,500 Exclusive. Call 
Dave now for your appointment o 
view. 
QUICK OCCUPANCY AND 
NO G.S.T. 
Hew Ior '92, 1,216 sq. IL full base. 
ment home, 3 bediooms, n.g. heat 
& water. Master bedroom ensuite, 
large kitchen and dining area, patio 
doors oll kitchen lead to the 
sundeck, main floor laundry. 
Situated on a quiet non.thru street. 
Asking $116,500, MLS. Call Dave 
• flOW. 
NICE TO COME HOME TO 
Located on a quiet street near 
hospital and schools, this exten- 
sively renovated home has 3 
bedrooms, laundry room on main 
floor, large eat in kitcheu, new 
bathroom, carpets, line and fresh 
paint. The full basement has a new 
3 bedroom suite to help with the 
mortgage payments. New cedar 
Ot]GK GgltlFII;|G;3 this ~.y  hem(,. 
Call Wanda today, Asking $88,500 
EXCL. 
LISTINGS WANTEDI! 
For a free comparative market 
evaluation, call Sheila today. 
BENCH LOT 
A view of the mountains - trees - 
privacy - on Ihs bench - 100 x 
150 ft. lot - build your new home 
- sel up a mobile, For more info, 
call Sheila. 
John Currle Joy Dover Dave Reynolds 
635.9598 635.7070 635.3126 
Suzanne Gleason 
635-6952 
Derlck ~,ennedy 
635-3042 
Wanda Walberg 
635-3734 
heila Love 
635.3004 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
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Tynan Weekly Features 
Plan of the Week 
~. ,'p. !:4 . . . . . . .  ~"~/~"~"~-",, • L,~. ' ..~ 
r.e" 
" , 
_ .,,;...:, 
NO. gV-SO0 
i• )/ASTER BEORO0~4 15 ' -8"x13 ' -0"  
SUNDECK 
y ZERO ~ 
r tR[I'~AC( 
.~  • LIVING ROOM 
19'-8"X 14 ' -9"  
r',U~$ 
It.COX 
,,.Je 
~.r-w.~t NOOK 
11 '-O"x I 1 ' -0"  
- ~,.~ ~ ' ,~ 
e,o.~, P ~ ~ 7.  ;~i UL!.,,.~4r,:.,"~",-,,T't 
~ 1 1  .~ "~, ~ .......... -'
.~ .~ '~ NOTE : I 
~- - ' "  THIS PLAN I~Cl.tX)[S | 
~"  AN U~C~INI~ BA~Bi34T 
I 21 ' -8"  x 2~8"~.... . .  ; 
50 ' -0"  
PLEASE REMEMBER 
qlP YOUR PROMISE. 
Varietv ,, •/.-.,.,, 
SEND YOUR PLEDGE TO: 
VARIETY CLUB TELETHON 
BOX 7400, VANCOUVER, B,C, 
V6B 4E2 
OR BRING IT TO A N Y BRA NCH OF THE RO YA L BA NK 
THANKS FROM VARIETY'S KIDS! 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN : 
IG61 SO, FT. 
'S When it time 
to s ze down 
By M. TYNAN 
Empty nesters will love 
this stylish rear view plan 
which offers a comfor- 
table living environment 
at a more suitable, smaller 
scale, 
A contemporary ex- 
terior features an in- 
teresting angular design 
along the kitchen, nook, 
and living area, making 
this plan suitable for a 
corner lot. A side entrance 
garage is an uncommon 
feature and is partially 
covered to provide shelter 
in inclement weather. 
Designed specifically fora 
rear view lot, the master, 
main living, and eating 
area all face the rear. 
Enter through double 
doors  in to  a foyer 
brightened by an overhead 
skylight. A good sized kit- 
chen provides ample cup- 
board and counter space 
and a pantry. A handy 
open counter acts as a pass 
through to a large carousel 
nook which takes the 
place of the more formal 
dining room found in 
larger homes. The family 
room is also absent. In- 
stead, an extra large living 
room provides a comfor- 
table area for relaxation 
and entertaining. Sliding 
glass doors lead out to a 
partially covered sundeck. 
The master also has ac- 
cess to the deck, and 
features his and hers 
closets, and a four piece 
ensuite with a raised 
soaker tub. An extra 
bedroom provides ac- 
comodation for overnight 
guests or could be con- 
verted into a good sized 
den or sewing room. 
Downstairs, an unfinished 
basement could be the site 
of a future workshop. 
Plans for RV-560 may 
be obtained for $315 for a 
package of five complete 
sets of working prints and 
$25.00 for each additional 
set of the same plan. 
Allow $15.00 extra to 
cover the cost of postage 
and handl ing  (B.C.  
residents add applicable 
sales tax to plan total) (All 
Canadian residents add 
7070 GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling) 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in 
our NEW Rear View plan 
catalogues "for $9.58 in- 
c luding postage and 
handling and 7°70 GST. 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard 
authorization payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan of 
the Week, 13659-108th 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 
21(4. 
REDUCED $109,000 
Horseshoe location. Large family 
home has many special features: 
- fireplace - carport 
- dining room - covered deck 
- large bedrooms - fenced yard 
- 2 baths - paved drive 
Call EHIKA immediately. 
• ....... ! L .... ~ 
JUST LISTED 
Great family home on large lenced lot  
with a play area for children. This weg. 
organized home has closets and 
storage areas throughout. Completely 
finished and nicely decorated, ready 
to move right in. Priced at 294,900. 
MLS. Call ERIKA to set up an appt. to 
view. 
DELIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT 
Attractive contemporary 1V2 storey 
home with a full basement. 3 
bedrooms, natural gas heat, rec room 
in the basement. Southern exposure, 
very bright. Vaulted ceilings. If you 
are Iookbfg for something a little dif- 
ferent, call DICK EVANS to view this 
home listed at 2106,900. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL CORNER 
on Highway 16 East, town side of new 
bridge. Over V2 acre. $99,900. Call DiCK 
EVANS. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
.96 acres, Keith & Molitor .......... 289,900 
YOU DESERVE THE BEST 
One of the most magnificent views of Ter- 
race and the mountains available from the 
liv[ngroom, dining room, kitchen and 
master bedroom of this recently renovated 
home on the Bench, For complete details 
and an appointment to view this outstan- 
ding home, contact DICK EVANS. 
PANORAMIC VIEW 
Enjoy the surrounding mountains from 
all sides. 2 + 1 bedrooms, 1V2 baths, 
deck, upper floor freshly painted, new 
carpets and linoleum. N.G. heat. 
$99,500. For your appt. to view, 
please call JOYCE FINDLAY. 
635-2697 
BUNGALOW 
Only 2 years old. Located on non-thru 
street on south side. 1,150 sq. ft., 3 
brms n.g. heat Nicely landscaped. Fenc- 
ed rear yard. $97,000. Please ca JOYCE' 
:INDLAY for ag the details at 638-1400 or 
635-2697. EXCLUSIVE. 
VALUE PLUStl 
4 good sized bedrooms on one floor. 
Master brrn is LARGE with full ensuite and 
walk-in closet. Fireplace, sunken conver- 
sation pit, dining room, eat-in kitchen, 3 
baths, double garage. Call JOYCE 
RNDLAY for your appt to view. 635.2697 
MLS 
,2  a!s 
experience in I , ~  
real estate. ~1~ ~' l  
BRAND NEW LISTING 
Near new home. 1 year old single. 
level home with excellent quality 
features. 1,040 sq. ft., 2 baths, crawl 
space storage, large 50 x 189 lot. 
Located on the south side near town. 
Must be seen. Priced at $92,500. Call 
JOHN, EXCL. 
TOP RESALE AREA 
5 bedroom home in a good area of the o 
Horseshoe gives your growing family plen. 
ty of elbow room. This one owner home 
has been maintained immaculately, has 
new flooring throughout and has many 
other excellent features. Call JOHN for fur- 
ther information. $119,900 MLS 
PRICED IN THE 70'S 
3 bedroom home in the downtown area, 
has self-contained suite in basement. Live 
upstairs and cut your mortgage payments 
in half. Located in the downtown area. 
Priced to sell at 275,500. Call JOHN at 
638-1400. EXCL. 
NEW WOODLAND HEIGHTS 
LARGE SPLIT LEVEL 
Over 1,200 sq. ft. home on Merkley 
Road. 3 hrms, ensuite, ful bath, room 
for rec room & 4th brm..79 acre for 
the gardener. Some carpet upgrading. 
13 yrs. old. Sign posted. Phone GOR- 
DIE SHERIDAN. Well priced at 
292,500 MLS. 
PRICE REDUCED 
Terrific large home on 1.47 acres.Over 
1,400 sq. ft. and in excellent condition. 
3+1 brms, ensuite, rec room, games 
room. Road access to back of property. 
Located on Crescent St. Contact GORDIE 
for a quick showing. 2119,000 MLS 
I:IME: TO INVEST 
Up & down duplex near swimming pool. 
Ground floor features 2 brms & natural 
wood. Top floor built in 1990. Also 2 
brms, drywall with track lighting. Great 
yield with each renting for $650. Top floor 
currently vacant. Call GORDIE for quick 
showing: 289,000 MLS 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
KEITH ESTATES 
Here is the opportunity ou've been 
waiting for. Located in the Keith 
Estates is this 1,200 sq. ft. full 
basement home, that offers the 
following leatures. 3 bedrooms, 73 
x 100 1ot, double carport, 2 
bedroom suite down, and fenced 
back yard. For more Information or 
your personal appointment to view, 
call Hans. Asking $98,500 EXC. 
SIZE[ PRICEI CONDITIONI 
GREAT VALUE! 
I1 you require size but are working 
with a budget - Don't overlook this 
exceptionally developed home. 
1,400 sq, ft., 4 bedrooms, 12 x 24 
family room, and many more 
features. 4 appliances included, Ex. 
ceptiona ly we decorated lrom floor 
to ceiling. Great package for' the 
asking price of $54,900 MLS. Call 
Laurie for viewing. 
Stun Parker 
630.4031 
CUSTOM QUALITY 
Can be seen throughout his 1 year 
old home located on secluded 135 x 
178 lot. Offering over 2,100 sq. ft. 
of finished living area on 2 Boors 
plus a full basement. Three 
bedrooms. Two and a halt baths. 
Family room. Garage and much, 
much more. For your appointment 
this truly well built custom home, 
call Jim. MLS 
KITWANGA HOME 
This home has a lot to oiler you and 
your family. 1,028 sq. ft. with a full 
basement, Four bedrooms. Rec 
room. Workshop. 12 x 20 sundeck. 
This home is located on a 90 x t 30 
lot which is serviced by a communi- 
ty water and septic service, Priced 
at $47,500 MLS. 
PRIME BUILDING LOTS 
Two lots - one 63 x 131 and the 
other 61 x 132. Located on Dejong 
Crescent and waiting to be built on. 
Asking $25,900 each. You may 
want to consider one of these lots 
for the dream home you have 
always wanted to build. For more In. 
formation call Shaunce. MLS 
Jim Duffy 
63§.0688 
Gordon Olson 
638.1946 
COUNTRY CLASSIC 
- 2,400 sq.ft. - 3 Bedrooms 
- Fireplace - 3 Baths 
Asking $140,000 EXC. 
SUMMER RETREAT 
Check out this 27 acres east of Ter- 
race with approx. 1,600 It. or 
highway frontage. There is approx. 
3 acres cleared and a small A-lrame 
cabine. Call Gordie Olson for further 
: information. Asking $25,000 MLS 
ATTRACTIVE ACREAGE AND 
HOME 
Located on main highway, 23 acres 
in two parcels can be purchased 
separately, Mostly cleared, ready 
for cultivating, fruit trees, berry 
bushes, garden, green house, Also 
)rovides a vepj well maintained and 
decorated 14 x 70 mobile on full 
basement-like structure. Power pro- 
vided by generater back-up, pro. 
)ane main. Impressive property. 
Asking $45,000 for home and 11.5 
acres. Additional 11.5 acres 
$17,000 MLS, Call Laude for view. 
inn. 
NO ( 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just north of Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreage. One of them is 16 + 
acres in size and the second is 
10+ acres in size. For maps or 
more information, please give Hans 
a call. Asking $19,900 each, MLS. 
PRICE TO SELL 
Want to be in a quiet location? 
Check out this 136' x 115' lot to 
build or put your mobile on. Close to 
elementary school and only minutes 
from downtown. Listed at $14,500 
MLS. Call Shaunce today. 
BUILDING LOTS 
Located on the Bench, close to 
school, we have listed lhese 3 level 
building lots. Each is 60 ft. plus by 
142 It. Call today about these lots 
pdced from $21,5g0 MLS 
ATTRACTIVE PACKAGE 
1979 14 x 70 mobile home. 
Spacious rooms through out, Bright 
front end, Kitchen with ample 
storage and counter space. Situated 
on large fenced lot providing lots of 
parking. 4 appliances included. 
Freshly decorated, Call Laurie for 
viewing. Listed at $51,900 MLS 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
A new executive home with 3103 
sq. ft. of super quality finishing. 4 
bedrooms, 3 baths, double garage 
and many more fine features. Call 
Shaunce lor more information. MLS. 
PRIVATE BUT CONVENIENT 
This 5 bedroom home offers com- 
plete privacy nestled on 2.36 acres 
hut is only minutes from downtown. 
This 2.storey home with a full base- 
ment will bejable to satisfy all the 
needs ot your growing family, Five 
bedrooms. Fireplace, In.law suite. 
Wrap around sundeck. Call Jim to 
make your appointment to view. 
Asking $139,900. EXCL 
MUST SELU 
Just listed attractive corner lot in 
town sultable lor duplex, zoned R3. 
This property must be sold. Call 6or. 
die Olson for further details. Asking 
$17,900. 
Laurie Forbes Hans Stach 
835.5382 635.6739 
)UESTION ABC)UT IT? 
BENCH RESIDENCe 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
63§-§382 
123 ACRES 
Located in serene and picturesque 
area of Cedarvale on east side of the 
Skeena River. Approximately 3 
acres cleared, year rbund creek, 
main road provides year round ac- 
cess. First and second growth 
timber. Asking $65,000 MLS. Call 
Laurie. 
Ted Garner ,! 
635-5619 
iii i 
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Multi-featured 
Basement  Ent r .  , 
DESIGN NO. WP-236 
I I I 
I i L- - - - - - -  
uu~.  
, . . . . - - -  
I I  I II 
i +-+ I. 
r~- , -~ ' r7  ~-~=" ~ , i l  ..... ' -1  ~-- - - I  I l l f l ICHEN I F'AMILYROOM I BR ~" ' I  E~R 
~-LL l , .~ .dx l~ i4  12.3x13.4 I 11-0x9.0  "!,.,1~ 12.0x9-0 /  Looking . fo r  a grade-: level I / entry house that's, a little 
} : ~  . . . .  ~a,, [~- - J~  featureddffferent"'heredesignwithis ~a mul t i  ~many 
~m __~o.  -. ,~ E ,. ~ desirable items. Rntry . f rom 
' J l  ' \ j [ ~  the double garage is through 
/. an attractive grade-level 
foyer...up an open staircase 
,~o  to the main floor. Once on 
II ~!~° ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
p*: : u I . . . . . .  
_ _ ,~__..__L._~__ F-? 
!: ; I  1 I 
Width-" 48'-0" I~;~l~'"~'~'~-d~l I[ III .. I 
Depth: 39'-0" !'"" '-:' " '~~'L . -~ ~I~ ~ . i~,~, ' /" Hall ~/ 
i l ' :~ :~ ' '  ~-Sl,~ i ' , - . ' -  Main  F loor :  146 i  sq .  f t .  ' ~ ,,: ,m+t.~/ ~or~,,~ 
• Basement Floor. 1187 sq. ft. . . . . . . .  ~' ~+'~'":'~ 
"1. FO,  ER .,, 
(not  inc lud ing . . .garage)  ' .............. : :  .... _>[. ,  !!~.-, . .:-...i~"..~ 
• . "~ '- : .!~~ ,K..,L_" .~___-=. ~ - - 
I I I  ~ _ _  Westhome / Wesplan r,.T,~::: 
l t" 
~%~N ~,~ House Plans Available Through 
'Zer e  
Ucensed Premises ~ ~ l ~ ~ l l  ° 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
+ee.o,.,+,,~..s~.o 635-6273 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
• W[=DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m,- 8:30 p,m. 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m, 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m, 
located in 
the 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE 
635-6302 
the main fl0or,.,you will notice 
the attractive Corner fireplace 
and ~ high-vaulted Ceiling of 
the livingroom. The entire 
living area is accessible to 
the large covered deck which 
provides for an excellent re- 
. lationship between incloor- 
outdoor living spaces. 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
2 games for 4 games for $1 ,O00 I $1 ,OOO each week every other week 
Tickets Available At: 
House of 6imoighets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhgl; Gitlak,damix Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh; Ron Sampare, Gree~vgle; Wayne 
Tait, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
ANNOUNCING..... 
A project of the Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce supported by 
local businesses and the RCMP. 
/ 
Verne Ferguson 
635.3389 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT 
- 3 Bedrooms 
- Thornbill mobile 
inspect, compare, offer! Call us 
now! Ric or Deborah 638.0268 
I ~  (OIL) 635-6508 (Hm.) $23,900 
• . ~:.~ ,:~'~'~,~ 
Brenda Erickson I ~  
638-1721 
N 
Olga Power 
635.3833 
t , P ,  
Gordon Hamilton 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
Garden space is a bonus addition. 
Bungalow. Fencing, Iruit trees, 3 DR/4 
pce. bath PLUS *Near schools - bus. 
Two storage sheds. At this price - Call 
Now! Priced at $49,900 MLS (910151) 
Call Gordon Hamilton at 635.9537 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, April 5 
1-3 p.m. 
TUCKED AWAY.., 
- Bench area 
- 1.97 acres 
- 2 Bedrooms 
Carl Ric or Deborah for a showing 
638-02681635.6508. $39,900 
SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL 
Attractive mobile home highlightblg com- 
fort. Walk-in closets, carpeting, main. 
level aundry, woodbur~ng stove, deck, 2 
BRIone 3 pce. bath. Wood storage shed, 
wired workshop and greenhouse, 
*$23,000* (910096) 01ga or Evan. 
Lakelse Realty 636-0268 ~ 
THORNHiLL ACREAGE 
Uncleared 2,19 acre corner lot at the junc- 
tion of Marlo~ Road and Old Lakelse Lake 
-Road. MLS~ $13,800. Call 0lga Power, 
635.3833 (920008) 
SOUTHSIDE LOT I 
Lot available on quiet cul.de.sac s t reet•  THORNHEIGHTS 
75 x 109 building lot In Thornhelghts Sub. 
75 x 185. $24,900. Call Otga Power | division, Priced to sell at $19,000, Call 635.3833. 
I Olga Power 635.3833 MLS (920068) 
.... TERRAC E STANDAR D 
GOD'S LITTLE ACRE 
- Mountain views & privacy 
- 5 Bedrooms 
Call Ric or Deborah for details and 
a prompt showing 
638.02681635.6608, $97,951 
PLEASANT SOUTHSIDE HOME 
Pleasant 2 bedroom home on Southside 
Terrace. Well maintained yard with deck. 
Enjoy lhe summer evenings. Lots of park. 
Ing area. Call Evan 638.1273 or Olga 
Power 635.3833 to view• MLS (920067) 
JACKPINE FLATS ACREAGE 
Build your country dream home on this 
2,9 acres lot In Jackpine Flats.Level 
ground, nicely treed, corner lot with ex- 
cellent access from two sides, Priced at 
only $14,500 MLS, (920004) Call Even 
Young 638.1273 ' 
ACREAGE IN TOWN 
Uncleared acreage on the Bench near 
N,W, Commulty College. 4.37 acres with 
lots of trees. Listed at Just $62,500, MLS. 
Call Olga Power at 635.3633 
PLEASANT AND CHEERY 
Attractive Southside home with plus 
values. Stucco/wood. Quiet street, great 
family area, gas heat, hardwood floors, 
eat.in kitchen, 4 BRI4 pce. bath, main. 
level aundry, woodburning stove. Fenced 
yard with back alley entrance, 
*$79,900" (920040) Brenda Erickson 
638.1721 
KEEFER STREET sPECIAL 
Needed: handyman with need lor a 3 bdr, 
home. Good possession available. This 
home has N.G,, garage, good size living 
room and kitchen and back alley access 
are the assets, What more could you ask 
for on the asking price of $46,000, MLS. 
Call Brenda to view betore Its gone, 
(920061) 638.1721 
REALTY WORLD,CANADA, 
PROUD SPONSOR 
OFTHE CTV 
OLYMPIC TELECAST 
John Taylor 
635-7603 
i:: :i ~i :%11 
Ric White 
635.6508 
I/ 
Deborah Ashton 
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FUN FIT NITE every Monday 
and Wednesday from 8 - 9 p.m. 
at Kermode Friendship Centre, 
upstairs. Exercise to Richard S's 
video "Sweating to the Oldies" 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the Alliance Church 
located at 4923 Afar Avenue. 
For further info call the Church 
at 635-7727 or Eleanor Froese at 
635-5253. School provides 
classes for every age group from 
2 years, through teens and 
adults, 
A.C.O.A. MEETING. An open 
se l f -he lp  group  meets  
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle. For information phone 
Paul at 635-3045. 
dr -k 'k "k ,k 
COME SING. Join the Terrace 
Youth Community Choir. Ages 
8-13 Monday evenings 6:15.8:00 
p .m.  Phone  635-9649 or 
638-1230 for more information. 
Limit of 40 singers. 
SIGN LANGUAGE classes be- 
ing offered at Terrace Child 
Development Centre Wednesday 
evenings. Phone 635-9388 for 
further information. 
.k .k ,k .t, .k 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
Terraceview Lodge Pet Visita- 
tion Program. Once a month 
committment eeded. Dogs only. 
for more info. call Tommy at 
635-3737 (days) or 798-2226 
(evenings). 
.k .k ~ .k, ,k 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED POR 
"Chi ld Health clinics" for 
Tuesdays from 9:30 a.m. - 12 
p.m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Thursdays 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Duties include weighing & 
measudng children. No lifting 
necessary. For more information 
call Debra at 638-3310 
i" 
WHAT'S UP 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice every Mon. from 7:30 
8:10 p.m. Jr. Table; 8:20 - 9:00 
p.m. Sr, Table 9:15 - 9:45 p.m. 
piping & drumming, Meet at the 
Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
Anyone interested in playing or 
learning to play, call Audrey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT White Cane Club 
meeting the 2nd Tues, of every 
635-9119 for more info, 
DAIKO-ZENJ I  BUDDHIST 
TEMPLE Soto Zen meditation. 
Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m, Call 
638°8396 or 638-8878. 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TER- 
RACE meetings held first and 
third Thurs. of each month at 
Kin Centre, 4119 Sparks St. 
Please contact Robert Finlayson 
638-1231. 
635-3907, 
MOTHERS TIME OFF. Do you 
need time for yourself away from 
your kids? Have I got the answer 
for you. Mom's Time Off - -  
Mon. , Wed, Thurs., Fri. Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Time 10 a,m. • 11:30 
a.m. For more info, call 
635-4147. 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG 
SISTERS are recruiting new 
members, Regular meetings are 
the third Monday of every month 
at the new office, 4650 C Lakelse 
Ave., from 7:30 - 9:30 p,m. For 
month at h00 p.m. in the *****  moreinfo, phone 635-4232. 
Women's  Resource Centre. KINETTE CLUB OF TER- *****  
Everyone welcome, Forinforma- RACE meetings held 2nd NORTHERN SINGLES meet 
tion phone Sylvie at 635-6422 or 
Elizabeth at 638-1397. 
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets 
every Wed. from 6:30 - 8 p.m. 
For kids 6-9 years at Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
St. Ph, 635-2434 for more info. 
JUNIOR YOUTH GROUP 
meets every Wed. from 6:30 - 8 
p.m. at Terrace Pentecostal 
AssembW, 3511 Eby St, For ages 
10 - 12 years. 635-2434 for more 
infc, 
CRYSTAL'S PLACE is a youth 
drop in centre for teens and 
young adults. We offer games: 
Nintendo, foose bail, pool, 
board games• and much more. 
Christian rock videos, snack bar. 
Come for a visitl 4804 Olson 
Ave. 635-5450 or 635-2434. 
Fridays 3:30 - 11 p.m., Saturdays 
1- 5 p.m. 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
improving your English? Join an 
advanced level, English As A Se- 
cond Language class, We meet 
Saturdays and Mondays 4 - 6:30 
p.m, at the Reading Place (next 
to the Tillieum Theatre. Call 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
, ASSOCIATION 
urgently needs 
'COACHES 
For the following divisions 
Under 7 - 1 Under 14 - 2 
Under 8 -  2 Under 1 7 - 2 ' / 
Under 12 - 1 
Girls: 9 - 12 years old - 4 
1 3 - 17 years old - 2 
~E HAVE THE PLAYERS. 
WHERE ARE THE COACHES? 
To volunteer, please phone: 
Mary 635-3475 or Bey 635"371 9 
COACHING CLINIC 
LEVEL I 
Saturday, April 4, 1 992 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER 
.... Phone George 635-3 71 9 
TRAVEL T/ 
NEW ZEALAND 
• Auckland- Just Imagine 
Within 60 minutes off an International flight you could be sai 
Ing on a superb sparkling harbour or sipping world award winr 
Ing wines In their 'original'Vineyards, walking in subtropic= 
native bush, browsing in sophisticated shopping centres, exple 
ing a remote island, wandering in a grand green city park, sta~ 
ding atop an extinct volcano with a 360 = panorama round yet 
experiencing the power and prowess of an skilled Maorl Conce 
)arty, surfcasUng from the shores of a magnificent black san 
beach, eating lobster at a harborslde restaurant, joking with 
local at a boutique brewep/, cheedng in the stands as the cow 
try's best thoroughbreds gallop by you, witnessing top athlete 
battle it out at a major event, golfing on an international standat 
green, board sailing from a clean golden sand city beach, llste~ 
ing to a top philharmonic orchestra nd opera. 
Dozens of trips and tours explore Auckland. One trip, 
popular with locals as visitors, is the West Auckland Vlneyal 
Tour - a perfect opportunity to sample some of New Zealand 
leading wines. 
Below the watedront promenade, the huge transparent wall 
through tunnel Kelly Tarlton's Underwater World offers y( 
a~sortednpse't°'n°se acquaintance with sharks, slingrays and o t h e r s e a  creatures. "~ "x  / ~  
. . c a , . . o w . s n  or o r .  r 
of New Zealand from the dramatic and enchanting displays of,/~,., 
the Expo Pavilion of New Zealand. near the airport. ;' r~ ~,~ 
For art lovers the Auckland City Art Gallery and many small | !~  
galleries presentcontempora~y and historic exhibitions. The new ~"A 
Aotea Centre is the major venue for'concerts, opera and ballet ~ I.]~k~ l~j~i/'~ 
while the Mercuw Theatre and several smaller venues keep up a --~-~ 
q constantly changing cultural diet with perfo~m~pc~s ranging 
from traditional to bizarre. J~  
Stop Imgglnlng, Auckland has it alll ~-" 
FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ :  "FOR PEOPLE 
I~ GOING PLACES" 
RAM L. 4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
• TERRACE, B,C, V8G 1R6 
635-2277 
Wednesday of each month. Inn 
of the West, 4620 Lakelse Ave, 
Please contact Pat Waddel 
638-1726. 
A PLACETO GO when preg- 
nant and  needing support. Bir- 
:thright offers confidential and 
non-judgemental help to any 
, woman distressed by an unplann- 
ed pregnancy, Come In for a free 
pregnancy test, baby or materni- 
ty clothes, or just a friendly and 
sympathetic listener. Office at 
No. 201, 4721 Lazelle Ave, (in 
" the Tillicum Building) Open 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m., Tuesday through 
Fr iday .  24 -hour  he lp l ine  
every Tues. at 7 p.m. at Mr. 
Mikes for coffee Phone 
635-3238 for info, 
TERRACE K IT IMAT 
• SINGLES meet every Tuesday at 
Mr. Mikes - -  7 p.m. Terrace, 
For info. phone 635-3238. 
** ,k**  
THE ALZHEIMER SUPPORT 
group holds monthly meetings 
on the last Thursday of each 
month at 2:00 p.m. at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. These are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are most welcome, For more in- 
formation please call Gillian at 
635-3381. 
~[]lll[]]J Illl]///[f[[I]lllllfl[[l~l]][lll]llllllllllll 
Everything For Your Windows 
...and Morel 
:::: t, • I .~  '"-'" . . . . . .  
!if:: I ,~"~, ~!.~ :~ ;, ~. ::. ....... 
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, ' The  Qua l i ty  of Custom. . .  
I a t  Depar tment  S tore  P r i ces ,  o r  Less !  
,SP  REST  
i Window Decor 
# 
1012 Columbia Street, Smilhers • Phone 847-3977 
~ ~-~ f~ ' l  f~ /~/ . -~L~ZZi~ZZ Z - ~ £ ' ~ ' ~ ~ Z ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  
Triathletes - Roadies 
ParaMount Series 3 
= Road Bike 
- hand built full chromoly double butted frame 
- Shimano Fix100 Groups 
i~'~ - 14 Speed Hyper Glide Cogs i 
- 21 pounds 
° $899oo  
Reg. $1195.00 
m~l  ' -- 
~,  
Kuwahara Edge Mountain Bike Tech Bandlands Mountain Bike 
-A l loy  Rims 29900 - Fu l l  Chromoly Frame :49900 - Suntour Under Bar Shifters $ ' - Top Tube Cable Routing 
- 18 Speed , - Shimano 3OOLx Groups 
- Dia-Compe Canti Lever Brakes NOW - Quick Release Front and NO 
- Mens And Ladies 18" Frames Reg. $439.00 Rear Wheels Reg. $630.00 
Kids Bikes l "l Q95 BRC Chasin' Rainbows 
" 16" wheels 
"Training Wheels $ 
- Fenders i i _'-'~ 
' d NOW 1 I I  -Cha~nGuar  _ - 
He~]. $199.00 
! Accessories 
Bar Ends - Joe Murray Dewey Bars 
.~,~ a _q.~ - 250 grams a pair 
"~'~/"1'-- - Come with plugs & tape 
Reg. $695.00 
,e  
;2  
Terrace :::; Smithers  
4613 Lazel le ~:)i 3704 South 
Avenue ~: l ! '~  !;~i'i! Alfred Avenue 
635-5225 ~N~i! &,~i~:!~i:;!:i!i~!~;:;:~! 847-5009 
• ] 
~i I ~i/ii, ~ 
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All Seasons all powerful 
Wranglers 
• golden 
oldies 
As All Seasons celebrated last 
week's recreational division 
playoff victory, Skeena Hotel 
was left wondering what went. 
wrong. 
Although fifth in the regular 
league, Skeena caught fire in the 
playoff round robin, dropping 
the division champ Precision 
Builders twice on the way to a 
perfect 4-0 record. 
Meanwhile, in Pool B, All 
• Seasons had snuck into the final 
on goal difference after that 
group's teams finished in a 
three-way point tie. 
~:;~i!:ih~the fifial, ' hbwevei:, ',~11 
Se~iS6ns extinguished their op- 
(: p0nent;s title hopes as they 
erupted  for six unanswered 
: goals to bury Skeena 8-2. 
Mar io  Desjardins and Alex 
Gordon led the assault with hal- 
: tricks while Lyle Marleau pick- 
edup three assists. Ian Alger 
and Bruce Cameron combined 
for both Skeena goals, scoring 
one each. 
In the Oldtimers final, goals 
were hard to come by and im- 
possible if wearing a Northern 
Motor Inn Okies sweater. 
Riverside Auto Wrangler net- 
minder Rocky Boisvert threw 
up an impenetrable wall across 
the goal mouth to lead his team 
to victory. 
However, the win wasn't as 
easy as the 3-0 scoreline made it 
look; The Wranglers were cling- 
ing to  a single goal lead until 
late in the game when an in- 
suranc~ goal with two minutes 
to go  iced the contest. An 
empty-netter accounted for the 
final marker. 
,~ :~,~; ~T,. '.~ 
A DESPERATE DiVE(above)by:' 
Skeena goalie Woody Miller just 
ifais to stop. IVlario :Desjardins 
(10) net one of hi s three goals! 
on the night, on the doorstep 
for any rebound is Lyle Marleau 
(17) while Skeena players Rolfe 
McCooey (7) and Larry Nord- 
strom can only watch. The 
power play goal was All 
Season's fifth of the game and 
tempers frayed as they went on 
to rout Skeena 8-2 rout. At right, 
referees Frank Van Ness and 
Brent Anders intervene in a con- 
frontation that saw Rick Clark, 
extreme right, ejected from the 
game. 
%, 
The final was the rubber 
match for the two teams who 
had split their two round-robin 
games, 
Young and 
ruthless . . . .  
Terrace Blueback's top swim- 
mers again turned in impressive 
performances during a recent 
meet in Petersburg, Alaska, but 
coach Bill Nash says the show- 
ing of the club's novices was the 
highlight of the weekend. 
Julie Vanderlee recorded per- 
sonal best times in nine of the 10 
events he entered while Patrick 
Levesque set new standrads for 
himself in eight. 
Nash was also impressed by 
the showing of a pair of eight- 
year-olds, Amanda Hunter and 
Michael Jensen. While neither 
picked up a win, he pointed out 
each recorded top five finishes 
in half a dozen events. 
Spearheading the Blueback 
attack at the seven-team eet 
were Aimee Peacock, Corey 
Holland and 'Tina Holland, 
each powering to six victories. 
David Vanderlee, Tori 
MacKenzie, Denise Vanderlee 
and Vince Gair notched a cou- 
ple of first place finishes apiece 
while Jason Kumpolt, Jennifer 
Vanderlee, Audrey Erb, Stacey 
Clark and B.J. Erb maintained 
the team's momentum with 
strong swims. 
The meet was won by the host 
Petersburg Vikings (90.1 pts.) 
while fellow Alaskans the 
Baranof Barracudas (730) just 
edged out the Bluebacks (700) 
for the runner-up spot. 
However, Nash pointed out 
the Terrace team did not arrive 
in time to compete on the Fri- 
day evening. "Had we swam on 
Friday night, I'm certain we 
would have won." 
But missing those early races 
didn't stop the girls triumphing ' 
on their side by a comfortable 
430-373 margin over the Vik- 
ings. " :' 
Describing the meet as a 
"team building experience", 
Nash said it gave the younger 
swimmers a chance, to rub 
shoulders with their more ac- 
complished teammates and 
watch how they handled their 
pre-race preparation. 
Given the results achieved in 
Petersburg, he now expected 
"some really amazing swims 
out of these kids" when the 
Bluebacks host this weekend's 
Sprint into Spring meet. 
A regional meet, the Sprint 
will draw swimmers from 
Masset, Smithers, .Prince 
"Had we swam on Fri- 
day night, I'm certain we 
would have won." - -  
Nash. 
I 
Rupert, Kitimat with a total of 
150 competitors expected to 
take part. 
Strokes: 
Stacey Clark and B.J.I Erb's: 
strong per formances at 
Petersburg came hard on the 
heels of high-point trophy wins 
in n Masset the previous 
weekend where they finished 
third inthe l~under age group. 
The 12 ft. seas encountered 
by the Bluebacks on their ferry 
ride to Alaska failed to throw 
shannon Kumpolt, '.'the most. 
amazing chaperone i 've ever 
. had," according to Nag h. "She: 
made the trip for us", 
.. " ; 
. ,  Al-,I-ey .... ex  p e r r  
head for open/ .  
year when Houston hosted the 
open. Terrace are also defen- 
ding champs in the ladies team 
and aggregate categories. 
More than 160 bowlers will be 
taking part in the event with 
competitors from Kitimat,: 
Smithers, Houston, Prince 
George and Mackenzie going up 
against he Terrace aces. 
Next year it will be the Ter- 
race Lanes turn to host. the Nor- 
thwest Open, 
Extra pins 
The 400  mark has been 
broken three times in league 
play at the local lanes this 
season. Larry Lopushinsky has 
bowled a 411 and a 401 while 
John Wiebanga lso has a 401 
to his credit. 
Bowlers are reminded. 
registration is now under way 
for the Spring leagues. It pro- 
bably won't take long to fill the 
sheets, so early sign up is recom- 
mended. 
I Terrace bowlers head for 
Mackenzie this weekend look- 
ing to mine some medals at the 
Northwest Open. 
Men's team for the April 3-5 
event will be Larry Lopushin- 
sky, Greg Saunders, Leif 
Thomsen, Randy Durand, Glen 
Brink and John Ross. 
Lopushinsky, Saunders and 
Thomsen will also bowl irt the 
men's singles. 
On the ladies' side, Sherry 
Lopushinsky, Diane Francis, 
Cecile Boehm, Dianne Camp- 
bell, Darlene Frank and Lori 
Roberts make up the team with 
Lopushinsky, Francis and 
Boehm also vying for the singles 
i title. 
The mixed team will be Don 
Collison, John Rasmussen, 
'Dennis Ward, Dave Wiebe, 
Monica Peacock, Marlene 
I Thornton and Debbie Mid- 
For results of concluding ~ : ......... : :  .: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
round robin games and final L~:::"~ . . . . . . .  ::~:'~:"  ' :~ ':~:' ~'' '~ ..... : i:~: .:. : dleton. 
, . . .  ......... , ........ ~ .~, , ,  ..... In the ladies singles, Boehm 
standings, see Scoreboard on : • .:~ ~,=+~,,~,~.¢,~;.~,, : ,: .: . will be seeking to repeat her 
page C2. " ~ "/":~ " ........ ~ ~": ....... gold medal pert'ormance last 
I I II 
leasec itcs ide of a k Catch-and- re  r w m r . 
Ever since an alderman everywhere. Despite what ~ rocks or drop kick them into And, for the faint of heart 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
wled the beaches of the Cop- 
per on an almost daily basis 
for six months. 
We saw no dead steelhead 
on the bank, recaptured a
number of fish and 
per cent survived, monitored our radio-packing 
A tagging program con- steelheaduntil the last one 
ducted by the Steelhead spawned and left the river in 
some apologists for the com- 
mercial fishing industry 
would have us believe, the 
resultant mortality is almost 
nil. 
During the implementa- 
tion phase of the hatchery 
program there, Environment 
ministry personnel on Van- 
couver Island fished for 
steelhead broodstock using 
bait and a barbless hook. 
The mortality rate was 
about three per cent. and, of 
the fish caught and then 
transported to hatcheries, 99 
with strong sympathies for 
the commercial fishing in- 
dustry made his nonsensical 
motion urging Prince Rupert 
council to have Skeena sport- 
s fishermen who practise 
catch-and-re lease in- 
vestigated by the SPCA, we 
have heard similar sen- 
timents from native gillnet- 
ters and seen a number of let- 
ters to the Terrace papers be- 
moaning the devastating ef- 
fects of hook and release 
upon steelhead populations. ', 
When commercia l  
fishermen, native or other- 
wise, and their supporters 
start  cr i t ic iz ing sport 
fishermen for harming 
steelhead stocks it's akin to 
workers in a slaughter house 
chastising rodeo contestants 
ear ly  June. 
" Dame Juliana Burners, the 
fly.fishing nun, grabbed her 
quill and penned these words 
in 1496: "Be not too greedy 
in catching your said game, 
as...taking [oo much could 
I 
/ 
This sentiment is echoed 
many times in the annals of 
fly fishing literature. In 1939, 
Lee Wulff extended the idea 
when he wrote: "Game fish 
are too valuable to be caught 
only once. The fish you 
release is your gift to another 
angler and, remember, it 
may have been someone's 
similar gi ft to you." 
Catch.and-release is an ex- 
ample of enlightened self in- 
terest practised by sportsmen 
doing their part to ensure 
fish continue to be a 
renewable resource, 
Sure, there  :are the 
mongrels who drag fish over 
the river upon discovering 
they have caught a fish under 
restriction. But those men 
are not anglers and they are 
not voluntarily practising 
catch-and-release. 
Practitioners of the release 
'em alive ethic use barhless 
hooks enabling them to 
release small fish with a gen- 
tle wiggle of the rod tip or, 
failing that, a twist of the 
hook. 
Veteran releasers use gear 
that limits the playing of a 
fish to the shortest time 
possible and are careful to 
revive a fish suffering fatigue 
by gently moving it back and 
forth in the current. 
Those who excoriate 
anglers for playing with their 
food simply do not unders- 
tand that angling is not food 
fishing (though anglers do, 
on occasion, kill and eat a 
fish), ~but a , .participatory 
sport ~ith hrtisti~ knd scien- 
tific ramifications. 
whose delicate • sensibilities 
are sorely offended by the 
cruelty involved in bringing a 
fish to hand on the end of.a 
barbless hook, let .them 
ponder the word crd~l and 
appreciate here are degrees. 
Tearing up fish habitat, i~ .... 
cruel. 
If we are to eat fish we 
must catch them, still, 
asphyxiating them in a gill • 
net or crushing them at the 
bottom of a seine bag before 
spilling them out on the deck 
of a boat is cruel. 
Gaffing a fish at the bot- 
tom of a falls is cruel, 
Fishing stocks to the verge 
of, and sometimes over the 
edge of extinction is real 
cruelty. 
And who do you find in- 
volved in and very often at 
the vanguard of campaigns 
to limit Or bring an end to 
that kind bf C'~eliy?! ~; 
That's right,anglers. 
i I I I 
Society to. determine the 
habits of Copper River 
steelhead provided further 
testimony to the durability of 
steelhead, for roping calves, 
Catch-and-release is a After capturing close to 50 
practice sportsmen have era- steelhead one cold November 
braced out of sensitivity~tol day and implanting six inch 
the pl ight of Skeena  long radio: transmitters in  
steelhead and sport fish half a dozen of them,we pro- 
I 
} 
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Bowling League 
Stats  _,=CORE BOARI  
Recreational Hockey P layoffs  
REC DIVISION 
March 14 - -  All Seasons 5, Nora's Auto 4 
March 15 - -  Skeena Hotel 7, Precision Builders 5 
March 17 - -  Inn of the West 1O, Precision Builders 6 
March 17 - -  Nora's Auto 6, Back Eddy Pub 5 
March 18 - -  Back Eddy Pub 6, All Seasons 3
March 19 - -  Skeena Hotel 5, Inn of the West 0 
March 21 - -  All Seasons 8, Norm's Auto 3 
March 22 ~ Precision Builders ! I, Inn of the West 7 
Friday Mixed 
(bowled Mar. 20) 
Ladies high single 
265 - -  Karen Tait 
Ladies high total 
745 - -  Cecile Boehm 
Ladies high over ave,/game 
86 -- Karen Tait 
Ladies high over ave,/total 
181 - -  Karen Talt 
Ladies highest ave, 
232 - -  Diane Francis 
Men high single 
311 - -  Dell Bjornson 
Men high total 
744 - -  Dell Bjornson 
Men high over ave,/game Pool 'A' Standings 
109 - -  Norm Taylor Team 
Men high over ave./total Skeena Hotel 
264 - -  Charles Stanley Precision Builders 
Men highest ave. Inn of the West 
240 - -  John Rasmussen Pool 'B' Standings 
Team high single All Seasons 
1157 - -  Hagen Five Back Eddy 
Team high total Norm's Auto 
3084 - -  Hagen Five 
Monday Men's League PLAYOFF  F INAL  
(bowled Mar. 23) Skeena Hotel 2, All Seasons 8
High single 
346 - -  Lou Nagy 
High total 
785 - -  Jim Duffy 
High over ave./garne 
GP W L GF GA PTS 
4 4 0 25 16 11 
4 1 3 26 30 3 
4 l 3 34 31 2 
4 2 2 17 15 6 
4 2 2 14 14 6 
4 2 2 17 19 6 
OLDTIMERS' DIVISION 
March 14 - -  Riverside Auto Wranglers 7, Convoy Supply 3 
March 15 - -  Northern Motor Inn Okies 6. Convoy Supply 5 137 - -  Alden Anderson 
High over ave./total 
206 - -  Alden Anderson 
Highest ave. 
258 - -  Leo Nagy 
Team high single 
1269 - -  Avco 
Team high total 
3536 - -  Avco 
Saturday Bantams 
(bowled Mar. 21) 
Ladies high single 
191 ~ Letitia Heeley 
Ladies high total 
458 - -  Khalie Eye 
Ladies high over ave,/game 
71 - -  Letitia Heeley 
Ladies high over ave./total 
54 - -  Letitia Heeley 
Ladies highest ave. 
143 - -  Khalie Eys 
Men high single 
226 - -  Tony Trogi 
Men high total 
518 - -  Daryl Muir 
Men high over ave./game 
110 - -  Tony Trogl 
Men high over ave./total 
March 18 - -  Convoy 5, Wranglers 4
March 21 - -  Okics 4, Wranglers 3
March 22 - -  Okies 5, Convoy 2 
Standings 
Team 
NMI Okies 
Riverside 
Convoy Supply 
PLAYOFF FINAL 
GP W L GF GA PTS 
4 3 1 19 17 8 
4 2 2 20 15 7 
4 ! 3 15 22 3 
NMI Okies 0, Riverside Wranglers 3 
Terrace Mixed 
Dart League 
NAME GP W % 
Bob Bennett 192122 63.5 
Carol Creek 84 52 61.9 
Marg Sanlnier 102 62 60.8 
non Thyr 213129 60.6 
Loretta Seale 216130 60.2 
Annette Hiren 255149 58.4 
Halcolm Baxter 103 59 57.3 
John Doucette 132 75 56.8 122 - -  Tony Trogi 
Team high single Ray Tank 128 71 55.5 
515 - -  Star Trek Kay Manroe 230126 54.8 
Team high total Neat Nordstrom 236120 50.8 
1321 - -  Star Trek Ben Souse 187 95 50.8 
Saturday Jr /Sr Joe Botz 199 99 49.7 
(bowled Mar. 21) 
Ladies high single Carla Boreham 77 38 49.4 
296 - -  Michelle Wiebe Brian Mclntyre 246121 49.2 
Ladies high total . Clare Greet 214105 49.1 
601 - -  Tanya Olsson Frank Rodriques 155 75 48.4 
Ladies high over ave,/game Joyce Bradley 205 99 48.3 
128 - -  Michellc Wiebe . " - '  " T " 
. , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ......... < ............ ,,antrley. an ...~ . . . . . .  106 51 48.1 
r h~ . . . .  ; '~." , ~ ~. * " ' . "  ~' ; ' ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~* ' ,~- .~ l~et ty : lda l l lpO¢ l l  . . . . . . .  ." ; 254121 ' :47;6 t~ - -  Mane ~tsener . . . . . . . . .  - ,  - ; 
Eadies highest ave. . Jack Richard 95 45 47.4 
185 - -  Tanya Olsson Anita Ratcliffe 201 95 47.3 
Men high single 
226 - -  David Halley 
Men high total 
564 - -  David Halley 
Men high over ave./game 
64 - -  Andy Lukasser 
Men high over ave./total 
75 - -  Andy Lukasser 
Team high single 
726 - -  Hot Shots 
Team high total 
1842 - -  Hot Shots 
TOBACCO IS A 
DRUG. 
Protect your children. 
Art Lorimer 256119 46.5 
Theresa 
Doucctte 190 88 46.3 
Scott MacKenzie 171 78 45.6 
Keith Norman 87 39 44.8 
Laurel Mclntyre 264115 43.6 
Peggy Degeraess 201 87 43.3 
Hilda 192 82 42.7 
Sally Ryan 232 99 42.7 
Joe Sabourin 256108 42.2 
John Greet .'144 50 34.7 
High Score Leaders 
(number of scores of 100 
or more) . 
Bob Bennett - -  124 
Loretta Scale - -  121 
Ron Thyr - -  110 
Brian Mclatyre - -  99 
Annette Hiren - -  90 
Neat Nordstrom -- 74 
Kay Munroe - -  61 
Joe Sabourin - -  57 
Frank Rodriques - -  42 
J¢ck Richard - -  41 
Joe Botz ~-- 40: 
Joyce Bradley - -  40~. 
Laurel Mclntyre --  3;I- 
Carol Creek - -  36 
I I 
CAR RENTALS I FOOLS 
Call Us Today For Complete ! 
Rental Rate Information RUSH |N. 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS DICBC 
3779 River Drive 635-57:17 
I II 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO. 
.PALACE,. APRIL 1992 
Terrace 
Athletic 
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12 
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Athletic 
Association 
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Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
26 
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Athletic 
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Hockey 
13 ¸  
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Hockey 
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Society 
I I I  ~ .1  l ,Fg"  " ~  I ' ,q  ; I  t}  ~1 ~,,1 ) /LV  
1 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
8 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
14 
Kerrnode 
Friendship 
Soctety 
21 
Kerrnode 
Friendship 
Society 
28 
Kerrnode 
Friendship 
Society 
15 
Terrace 
Blueback 
• Swim Club 
22 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
29 ¸ 
Seniors 
Information 
Access 
I l l l l  i t.'l I/'~ i . "  II 1 . , .~  ,~- .~ .l=.y,~. 
2 Terrace [3  Big 14  Minor 
747 Brothers I Softball 
Air Cadet i Klnettes 
Terrace i " N.T.C. L F~ga 
Anti Poverty ] Terrace Local ~[eg 
i:i-0/d~ioi- ,~ fff-~a'dT~ q-1-i--L~tii0 
-"  Royal ! .=.u Paraplegic l JLJL Theatre 
Purple Association,, Kinsmen 
t Terrace N.T,C. 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local 
16  'l;e;riaTce 1~'  Canadian 
.L • Paraplegic 
Air Cadet Assoclatiol 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
23 Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
AntI,P0verty 
N.T.C. 
Terrace Local 
ZJ.. Canadian 
• " Paraplegic 
Association 
, N.T,C, 
Terrace Local 
30Monteesoa[ . 
Tenace 
Anti.Poverty I 
Search & 
Rescue 
"18  Rlngette 
Terrace 
Soccer 
Figure 
Skating 
i25 U.le 
Theatre 
Parents For t 
French 
Shames : 
Ski Club 
i ¸ : 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games,12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p,m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
• o 
t 
There's a quick and 
easy way to get your 
resu l t s  on  the 
Scoreboard  - -  just fax 
them to 638-8432 
anytime, day or night. 
Softball correction 
An item in the March 18 
Sportscope d scribed the Ladies 
Softball League as slo-pitch. 
Not so! Although the league 
does not use the windmill 
delivery, it's still fastball. 
The league's organizational 
meeting takes place tonight at 
4827 Scott Ave. beginning at 
7:30 p.m. For more informa- 
tion, contact Joyce (635-7098) 
or May (635-6972). 
DO YOU HAVE A CHILD 
TURNING 5 ON OR BEFORE 
DECEMBER 31, 1992? 
YES I 
then your child is eligible for 
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION 
(First Year Primary)! 
Have your thought about FRENCH IMMERSION? 
This program enables your child to learn a second lang0age while 
studying the .,same subjects offered in the regular English program. 
Who's eligible? 
Any child normally eligible for English Kindergarten or Grade 1 (now 
called 1st and 2nd Year Primary) is eligible for French Immersion. 
Prior knowledge of French is not a requirement. 
You may register your child for 
FRENCH IMMERSION at: 
, KITI K'SHAN PRIMARY 
4730 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, .B.C. 635-311 5 
or  
, JOHN FIELD ELEMENTARY 
Hazelton, B.C. 
i MONDAY, APRIL 6th "1 
For more information on the French Immersion Program please • contact: 
Joan Norman 635-7461 or Patti Barnes 638-1713 
(THIS AD PAID FOR BY CANADIAN PARENTS FOR FRENCH -- TERRACE 
CHAPTER) 
OPEN 
. . . . . .  , . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , ,  . 
HOUSE 
April 3 & 4 
At 
Denise --  our Husqvarna-White educator will be here to show the 
newest ideas in sewing and serging. Take this opportunity to: 
Purchase the #1 machine! 
The worlds most advanced 
computer sewing machine 
with Omni Motion 
Only =2,990 
With Your Purchase Receive 
FREE 
A Superlock Serger 534 
With A Differential Feed 
A $750 Value 
An Easter or Mothers Day Gift 
That Will Last FOREVER! 
3308 KALUM STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 638-1335 
SPORT 
SCOPE 
Dilley selected 
Terrace representatives 
will make up almost half the 
B.C. boxing team going to 
next week's nationals. 
Local fighters Joey Losier 
and Darren Bell having 
already qualified as two of 
the six boxers heading for 
Sarnia, Ont., Jeff Dilley has 
now been named as one of 
the provincial contingent's 
two coaches. 
The nationals are over, 
Terrace boxers will be setting 
their sights on the Golden 
Gloves competition to be 
held in Nanaimo May 1-2, 
the last major provincial 
tournament of the season. 
Help wanted 
Even if not competing in 
this year's Skeena Valley 
Triathlon, local residents can 
play a big part in its success. 
Race co-ordinator Da le  
Greenwood says the triathlon 
association is looking for 
volunteers to help set up 
prior to the July 12 race, 
look after registration and 
security, mann water stations 
and tear down once it's all 
over 
Some billets will also be re- 
quired as well as vehicles to 
transport athletes. Pick-ups 
or vehicles with bike racks 
are particularly needed. 
Call the Volunteer Hotline 
at 635-9100. 
Tennis 
anyone? 
If the answer is yes, now's 
the time to sign up with the 
Terrace Tennis Club. 
The club is issuing an in- 
vitation to all enthusiasts to 
come out to the Kalum St. 
courts. Adult membership 
fee is $45 for the season and 
that entitles you to join in the 
friendly competition. 
The club nleets at the 
courts each Tuesday, Thurs- 
day and Sunday evening 
from 6 p.m. until dusk. The 
first club night is this Sun- 
day, April 5. 
Coming up tomorrow 
night is the club's general 
meeting where future plans 
including tournaments will 
be discussed. Anyone con- 
sidering joining the club is 
welcome to attend. 
The meeting takes place at 
4412 Walsh Ave. beginning 
at 7:30 p.m. For further in- 
formation, phone Karen 
(635-5603) or Ada 
(635-9695). 
I 
i; 
i 
- .  ,~, ~ ~.. 
TOP TERRACE finishers in the Kitimat open were Bill Robinson 
(left), Kay Munro and Bill Boreham who took runner-up spot in the 
mixed triples, 
Terracites dart 
off with cash 
They may not have 
dominated the tournament, but 
Terracites at least brought home 
their fair share of the $4,940 of 
prize up for grabs in the Kitimat 
Dart Open. 
Top finish for local players 
came in the mixed triples where 
Kay Munro, Bill Robinson and 
Bill Boreham took the runner- 
up spot to the Kitimat-Prince 
Rupert combo of Brian Reeves 
and Stef and Cathy Maestrello. 
Munro was in the money 
again in the ladies' doubles 
when she teamed with Marg 
Saulnier for a semi-final spot. A 
strong Terrace showing in the 
event included final eight 
finishes for Annette Hiren- 
Carol Boreham and Noelle 
Bulleid-Joyce Bradley. Saulnier 
also notched up a final eight 
placing in the ladies singles. 
On the men's side, Robinson 
teamed with Pat Campbell in 
the doubles for a semi-final spot 
and also managed a final eight 
finish in the men's singles. 
In mixed doubles, Campbell 
produced his second semi-final 
finish of the weekend with the 
help of Clare Groot. 
!1  
n 
===, 
Their blend of variety, country and original music 
has entertained audiences all over the U.S., 
Canada and Europe. 
Musical entertainment at it's very best! 
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THE TERRACE INN 
Proudly Presents  
BYFORD 
& 
AVERY 
Performing in 
AUGI'S LOUNGE 
April 8 to 11 
and 
April 15 to 18 
9 pm til 12 
4551 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6630 
OataTrain 
Computer Package 
Datatrain 386sx system 
,~" 80386 SX proccsser (t6 Mhz) 
,0. 2 Mb RAM, 52 Mb Hard Disk, 1.44 Mb Ftopw 
,~ Super VC,~ 1024 x 768 Colour Mordtor 
Mouse and Wlndowa 3 
Raven 9105 Printer 
Raven has dramaUcally reduced the noise level of dot matrtx 
pHntem wtth lhe new Hush Scries 9105. A low cost colour option 
e.~, aLso be Ir~taJ~¢d. 
Works for Windows 
Mlcr~,ofl Works for Windows combines the tools you'll need 
most oRen In one easy-to-une program. 
Training 
includes ystem configuration and basi~ training. 
1999 
Phone fo r  spec ia l  p r i ces  on  o ther  conf igurat ions  inc lud ing  
386sx /20 ,  386Dx and  486sx  sys tems.  
[,[o) [ol! I I }] J Ii] I[:,] I
Introducing the new Hush Series Raven 
prh,ters.They Include c0lour opU0n, push/ 
pull tractor, paper park and memo load. 
plus a generous 11.7" carriage. 
9 Pin Raven =4 Pin 
9105 " " ' ~ -  2406 
Regular $399 ~ Regular $499 
s299 s399 
I The Raven LaserPdnter-5 I0 emulates the 
tiP LaserJet llp, Includes 28 buflt-ln fonts, 
5 2K memo=y, an adjustable paper Input my 
, and five page per minute prlntJl~ sperd. For 
omc¢ or home. this brand new L~cr printer 
offers unbeatable value. 
s999 
I 
i {~ t l~V i I J J l  I I l l  I I~"[VI:']| I l[" I I I l l  [*]III [ '~  
. .~ . l l r  W,,i~m.,.,,,~ 
31m I~vcn  ~ '250  telephone answerlr~ =ys- 
tern/faesimt]e places at your IIn~ergl~, =ll the 
communJeaUons tools you nccd to stay con- 
neotcd to },out bualnc=m,ll include.= Auto 
Telephone, ~'~w~rin~M achlnc. Thenn=d Copier 
and 30 Speed Drab. 
s599 
Flying high 
UPLANDS SCHOOL witness- 
ed some fine shooting during 
a grade seven girls basketball 
tournament held Saturday. 
Fu results next week. 
! 
AIR  
~IPOLLUT ION 
l Support Your Lung Association 
4:  ,,::~,Yourgllt 
\ to Ilie,. 
'1 .  ca,adian 
: / Cancer  i: :.-.. " 
supports research, preven- 
tion-awareness programs, 
and help for cancer patients 
and their families lhrough 
work done by the B.C. 
Cancer Agency, the B.C. 
Cancer Foundation, and the 
Society. Please include 
name of deceased, name/ 
address of next of kin and 
name/address of donor for 
tax receipt. VISA/Me accepted. 
3227 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N2 
635-6361 
- -= 
DON'T WORRY 
IT'S STAINMASTER 
I ~ . . . . .  ~ . I . , ' , ;  .... :;~,~, ............. I 
.-.--- . . .  - -~ • . 
,~ m .,d 
L 
FT~ 
/~,E::fr. 
"G " 
'CcrtllicatJon ma k o|E.I, du P0nI de Nemours and Compan.~ 
Lots of carpets claim stain resistance. 
But its not a STAINMASTER* Carpet if it 
doesn't say Du Pont. 
Du Pont Certified STAINMASTER* 
Carpet backs up its claim of stain resis- 
tance with a total performance warranty, 
that also covers static protection and 
wear.* Come and see the carpet hat you 
won't have to worry about for a loi~g, 
long time. 
See warranty for derails 
DU PONT CF~FIFIED 
CARPti-I- 
Terrace 
Carpet 
Centre 
3202 Munroe Street 
at Hwy, 16 W. 
YOUR DECOR TER.ACE 635-2076 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
ACTION AD S 
 'BUY  'SELL 11' RENT  "TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Class i f ied  and  C lass i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When s stat ho l iday fal ls on a 
Saturday,  Sunday  or Monday ,  the  dead l ine  le Thursday  at 
5 p.m. fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  and  classi f ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, VeG 1SO 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid .by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for addltlonel worde. *(Addi- 
tional Inoertlons) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.9S for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSlFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5, For Sale Misc. 16, Farm Produce 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc, 
27, Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
8, Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11, Recreaticnal 
Vehicles 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets'& Livestock 
2]., Help Wanted 
22, Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
Tho Terrace Standard reserves the ngbt to classify ads 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
1. Real Estate 
MOBILE HOME PARK FOR SALE, 18 pads, 
underground services. 635.4949 2c50 
3 BR HOUSE TOTALLY RENOVATED inside 
and out on large lot. Askin(~ $70,000. Phone 
635.9041 3p50 
under appropriate headings and to sot rates therefore and to 
determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against 
the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard ,eserves toe right to revise, edit. 
class ~/ or reject any advertisement and to retain any 
answers directed to tbe News 8ox Reply Service. and to 
repay the oustomer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box ,eplies on "Hold" iostroctlons not picked up within I 0 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing Instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested eot to send originals or documents to 
avote loss 
All olalms of errors in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the ndvert[ser equesting space that tbe 
5abilUy of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advortisement as pul~lished shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only ene incorrect Insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incur. 
rect or emitted item only, and that there shall be no llabiflly in 
any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system, 
No field or well. Lake has private air strip. 
ARE YOU TIRED OF LIVING IN TOWN and need 
acreage? Due to health reasons we are 
prepared to sacrifice, 230 acres with house, 
drilled well, green house etc., 36 acres under 
cultivation. Inquire 3th miles past Cedarvalo 
Lodge or phone 849-5487 3p60 
UNIQUE FOUR BEDROOM HOME on t/= acre 
with large workshop. Newly renovated kitchen 
and bathroom etc. Asking $86,500. Phone 
635.4503. 3p50 
37.23 ACRES with a concrete foundation 
suitable for a mobile home, shallow well, good 
start for a hobby farm, some timber, Houston 
area. Call 845.2560 4p50 
BEAUTIFUL HOME ON 5.17 acres with wrap 
around sundeck. 100 RSF stove with oil 
backup, privacy plus, 3 bedrooms. 2 full 
baths, 2 living rooms, must bo seen. 
$62,500. Call 845-7729 4p50 
2. Mobile Homes 
Askng $16,500 for qulck,s~ale. Ca!l.!ndra.,(~ra-.. :WANTED; .MOB%~HOME~with-gas furnace, 
i~ger at ~eatt~ Wortd Northe'r'n t~r turtt~er into. Send phi)to', prti:~,'tel~phBne no. to Box 2138 
398-8266 days or 398.7470 evenings, Lease New Westminster, V3L 5A3 8p43' 
i~S assumable or available Ior purchase from 
the B.C. Government. 44tfn 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS[ You're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. V= hour from Salmon Arm -- 45 
rain. from Kamloops, 10 mln. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific climate. Start the 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 
1-679.8904 tfn37 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq, ft. custom design. 
ed rancher in Thornheights. Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2th baths, double Jacuzzl, 5 
skylights and many more features. Asking 
$129,900. Phone 635.2833 for appointment 
to view. 10p44 
80 x 200 SERVICED TRAILER LOT, close to 
schoot. Cabin revenue $250/month. Clear U. 
tie. Cash sale or owner/financed. Low down 
payment. 635.3767 8p45 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thornheights 
Subdivision Phase III. $16,900 - $17,500. 
Commercial lot on Groin Ave. $27,500, 
635-2148. 4p47 
FOR SALE IN TOPLEY: Two bedroom home on 
half acre. Full basement, good well, septic, 
fireplace, bath, drapes, curtains, carport, 
garage, garden area. Phone 577.3424 in the 
evening. 4p47 
1.9 ACRE LOT IN GOSSEN Subdivision, Large 
shop and small trailer. $30,000 635-7657 
3p48 
HOUSE IN GRANISLE. 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, full basement, dual heat. Im- 
maculate condition. Includes outbuildings, 
suodtok, etc. $46,000 OBO. 1-697.2996. 
Phone or leave message. 4p48 
THORNHILL, ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom home 
Renovated 2th bath, sauna, large landscaped 
lot, lruil trees, shop, much more. $125,000 
638.0273 4p48 
FAMILY HOME. 5 bedroomsl3th baths on 240 
acres. Excellent drilled well 20 gpm. Out- 
buildings, fenced, 20 miles west of Burns 
Lake. $82,800. 1-696-3296 eve, 4p48 
FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE, with 2t/l baths, ono 
with Jacuzzi. Finished basement. Near school 
& hospital. $125,000. Phone 635.7548 3p49 
1,050 SQ. IT, 2 BEDROOM HOUSE 01~ 120 x 
400 ft. lot in town, 638.2018 3p49 
APPROX 80 ACRES AT KWINITSA, B.C, 
Located between Skoona River and Hwy. 16, 
Great for hunting or fishing lodge. Phone 
635-5205 2p49 
FAMILY HOME ON A QUIET STREET In Thor. 
nheights. 1,200 sq. ft, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, office 2t/= baths, carport, 
$115,000. 635.5793 3p49 
FOR SALE OR RENT: 12x 64 trailer, gas heat, 
large fenced corner lot, Expando living room. 
Priced tosell. Call Houston 845-7757 4p46 
1981 14x70 3 BDRM, MOBILE HOME in well 
maintained trailer park in lower ThornhiR. 
Close to schools, tridge and stove incl. 
$30,500. 635.53B3 3p50 
FOR SALE 1983 MANCO 14 x 73 MOBILE 
home. $32,000. Newly renovated - includes 
shed Must be seen. Located in Pine Park. 
Phone 635-5761 alter 6 p.m, lp50 
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 11x50 addition, 
bright and airy, unique layout, 4 large 
bedrooms, new natural gas furnace. $29,500. 
635.4920 3p50 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featurino 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845-3161. 31tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town, 
Fridgelstove, socurtty entranoe. Paved park- 
ing. On site management, 635.7957 15tfn 
NEW 2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, No pets, 
non.smoker and working person only. 
Available immediately, $550. Call after 5 p.m. 
635.6991. 4p47 
ROOMMATE WANTED for a two bedroom 
basement suite, Located close to town, 
635.5461 or 635.4949 4p47 
ROOMMATE WANTEC, Quiet non.smoking per- 
son preferred to share double wide, Price 
negotiable. 638.0313 3p48 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. Available 
May 1. Phone 635-6428 5p48 
ROOM FOR RENT $250 plus utilities. Phone 
635.5652. Available Immediately. 3p48 
ROOM AND BOARD. 638-8293 2p49 
ONE BEDROOM FOR RENT with kitchen 
facillties, Utilities Included. 635.5893 3p49 
BACHELOR SUITE AVAILABLE immediately 
for rent $4501month, No pets. References re- 
uired. 638-8874 1p50 
FOR RENT 
SERVICE/COMMERCIAL 
880 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'xl 2' 0 HEAD DOOR 
WASHROOM & N,G. HEAT 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
Phone: 
635-7459 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
3. For Rent 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT In town. 
635-7176 lp50 
RM. &/OR ROOM & BOARD. Rots. required. 
635.3082 3p50 
2 BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. No pets, Non 
smoker. Available immediately. Call 
638.1967 lp50 
MAIN FLOOR OF THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
close to town, Available May 1. Non smokers, 
no pets $550/month plus utilities, 635.9186 
after 6 p.m. 3p50 
CLINTON MANOR: We are taking applications 
for a bachelor suite. Rent $340, includes hot 
water. No pets, Ref. Ph. 635.3475 3p50 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE CLOSE to schools. 
Wall to wall carpeting, N.G. fireplace, anC 
'ard. $700/moth. Phone 638-0714 3p50 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrally located 
2Dd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Av8. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorate to suit te- 
nant. 
Contact  John Curr le 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF I(ALUM & ~oTr 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Ffldge, stove, heat and hot water Includ. 
ed. Carpeting, storage space. References 
required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $400,00 
2 Bedroom Apt. $470.00 When 
Available 
3 Bedroom Apt, $540.00 
No pets, 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 ~ 
4. Wanted to Rent 
RENTAL ACCOMODATION WANTED FOR 
young couple with outside dog. Prefer yard, 
close to towo: References available, 
635-2513 messaDe or 638.8350 3p48 
WANTED TO RENT - SHOP suitable for a 
retail automotive repair business. Please send 
replies to File" No. 84 clo The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. VBG 
1S8. 3p50 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
buoket 80% new. $5500. 32 tt. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .has everything & 'trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 It. Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. lacks, $2000. Now Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Kon Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19fin 
BUY HARDWO00 FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4.15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq. ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq, 
ft. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. ft. 
1.695-6616 12tin 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands 1or size and volume, Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur. 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695-6365 
or 695-6391 tfn44 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or alumlnum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning, 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS 
AND KITIMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
BATHROOM 
VANITY 
19" x 17" 
IRLY  B IRD 
E:7 
638-8700 
Hwy 1 6 E Terrace 
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
BAILIFF SALE 
1989 GMC S .16  P ickup,  
AM/FM/cassette, 4 cyl, 3 spd, 
60 ,400 kma. 
1988 GMG Get Away Van, auto 
trans, cruise, air cond,, power win- 
5. For Sale Misc, 
YOU COULD EARN FREE TOYS just by having 
a demo In your home. Call Lisa for more into. 
638.8639. These are high quality, reasonably 
priced educational toys. 1p50 
HORSE MANURE FOR SALE for your flowers 
and gardens, $2,00 per bag. Approx. 20 Ibs. 
635.3835 3p50 
FOR SALE: Moffat full size stove and oven. 
Smooth top cooking surface Very clean. 
$250. 635-9396, 635.4843 lp-50 
RENOVATING? BUILDING A HOUSE? Get our 
brand new catalogue. Covers kitchen, 
bathroom, livingroom, bedroom and cabinets. 
It's free. 847-9040 or write: C.C.C., Comp 18, 
Site 57, RR No. 2, Smithers. 4p50 
HUSQUVARNA 2100 CD CHAINSAW, 36" bar 
$250; Black & Decker electric winch with ball 
hitch mount and custom made case $200. 
Drafting table with drafting arm. $400 
635.2506 3p50 
APPLE IMAGEWRITER LO PRINTER, for Macin- 
tosh computers, Wide carriage. Prints letter 
quality or high speed, black or colour. $650. 
63s.7842 evenings 3p50 
SILK LINGERIE & BRIDAL GOWNS with Euro- 
pean lace and some antique lace. Silk bridal 
gowns made to order. Many items one of a 
kind. Showing only in Kitimat. March 26-28, 
April 3-4. Lower level City Centre Mall. Con. 
tact: Heather Liodstrom 632-4542. Christine 
and Company. 3p48 
POOL TABLE, COLOUR TV, BAR fridge, 3 pc. 
Ikea chesterfield suite, coffee table, bunk 
beds, love seat, kitchen suite, dishwasher. 
636.4454 3p48 
10' X 50' THREE AXLE, four room bunk house 
$5,500; 1968 Ford fuel truck, three tanks, air 
brakes, 390 industrial engine, 5 speed, two 
speed axle $2,500 847.5207 4p48 
LARGE TOSHIB,4 MICROWAVE $200; beige 
couch & rocker $100; futon rocker and long 
chair/bed $150; 4 beigs swivel kitchen chairs 
and table $200; four 6.ft. x 3 It. bookshelves 
$40 each; large computer desk with hutch 
and drawers $125; 4.drawer dresser $50; 4 
ft. oak stereo stand $150; olectmlux vacuum 
$100. Phone 638-1109 anytime. 4p48 
J.K. ERGOLINE 35 Tanning Bed. One year old. 
Excellent condition $7,000 OBO. 847-4567. 
Ask for Peter 4p48 
MATCHING COUCH, CHAIR & 01-rOMAN. 
$600. Almost new. One armchair, $75, table 
with 6 chairs $250. Mattress & boxsprlng 
$50. 635-9336 3p48 
LASER COMPUTER 40MG HARD DRIVE, disk 
drive, screen and printer $850. Freezer chest 
style, Woods model, new, never used $325 
635.3963 3p49 
ONE HEARTH WOOD HEATER in good condi- 
tion. $300. Phone 635-6634 between 4:30 - 
8 p.m. 3p49 
ATARI 520ST COMPUTER, Star printer, 
monitor, software programs $700. Assorted 
VHS tapes $10 - $30 (Must be over 18). 
Phone638;'1109 ~; 3p49 " 
t 
TIMBER - -  16,000 M3 
160 acres for sale on Porcher 
Island. 0[d growth timber. 
$180,000. Will consider offers. 
Niho Land & Cattle Co. Ltd. 
433-5545 
I 
HEMLOCK & 
CEDAR FENCING 
Buy Direct From 
Mill 
2903 Braun St., 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-5981 
6. Wanted Misc, 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or sellleg children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards, The sate of non compliant 
products not only could result In a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
COLLECTORS WANTED: have a little bit of 
everything,if you're a collector, please phone 
846-9751 or drop in at 1617, Highway 16, 
across from the Museum in Telkwa, Norma 
May's Collectibles and Crafts. 4p48 
INSULATORS, AVON & MILK BOTTLES, 
Thimbles, crocks, collector plates & spoons, 
old tins, tops for old canning Jars, old pop bot- 
tles, old pictures, dolls, old trunks, 846.9751 
Norma May's Colloctibles, 4p48 
WANTED: SAW LOGS - Birch, Cottonwood, 
Poplar. Phone 635.0375 ask for Don or 
633.2536 ask for Gordon, 3p48 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD, 
AMIFM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi- 
tion'. Must sell, $8,800. 635-7867 43tfn 
1989 MUSTANG COBRA GT, Fully loaded, 
never winter driven. Low miles, Still under ex- 
tended warranty. $13,900 635.4350 3p48 
dows  & locks ,  tilt whee l ,  
AM/FMIcassette,  5.7 L, V8, 
118,141 kms. 
1990 Rockwood 40' 6th Wheel 
Trailer, double expando, completely 
furnished Including VCR & stereo. 
For appointment to view - tag 635-7849. 
All sales are on an "as Is - where Is 
basis", no warrants or guarantees Ira. 
pied or given. 
e.n. eatty 
8, Cars for Sale 
1989 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM. 4 door, 80,000 
km, good condition. $6,750 OBO. 638.0160 
eves. 3p48 
1990 LUMINA EURO, 4 door, bucket, tilt, 
cruise, air, 60 series. 16" aluminum wheels, 
Warranty, excellent condition, 37 mpg, 
$15,000, 638.1292 3p48 
1986 TOYOTA MR2. 65,000 kin, am/fro 
cassette stereo, tilt stoering, good rubber, not 
driven for 2 yrs. $10,500. 626.3969 nights. 
626.3944 days. 3p49 
87 IROC, 33,000 kin, spotless, tunnel port in. 
jectlon, T-roof. Asking $16,500 OBD. Ph. 
635-4437. 58 Cadillac, clean, Saskatchewan 
car, Asking $5,500 OBO. Ph. 635.4437 3p49 
1987 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS. PB/PS, good 
condition, reliable vehicle. $800. 638.0694 
3p49 
1985 MERCURY MARQUIS. 4 door sedan, air, 
cruise, tilt, VB, good condition inside and out. 
Well maintained, 78,000 miles $16,000. New 
Asking only $3,995. 635-3351 after 6. 3p49 
1990 FORD PROBE GL. Fully loaded, mint con. 
dition, mileage only 10,000 kin. Asking 
$11,000, Call after 5 p.m. 635-6535 3p49 
1978 FORD T.BIRD, 2 door hard.tog, vinyl 
roof, ps/pb/pw, am/fro, auto reverse stereo 
cassette, 4 summer tires, 2 winters. In good 
condition. $2,200 0B0. 638-1805 3p50 
1990 SUNBIRD TURBO. White with striping. 
50,000 ~m, Excellent condition. Clean, sun 
roof, 5 speed, stereo. Phone 635.5238 3p50 
1989 DODGE COLT IOOE. 76,000 kin. Brand 
new Pioneer (lock with 4 speakers, New all 
season radials, smokey grey colour. Exc. 
cond. Asking $5,600. Phone 632-7801 3p50 
1985 NISSAN MAXIMA SE SPORTS COUPE. 
Excellent condition, silver, VB, 5 speed, many 
luxury features, zlebarted. $8,g00 OR0 
639-9629 3p50 
1987 NISSAN PULSAR NX SPORT COUPE. 
Mint condition, 49,000 kin, 5 speed, t.roof, 
snow tires on rims. $9,500 OBO. 639.9629 
3p50 
1988 FORD MUSTANG. 28,000 km, 5 litre 
engine. Hatchback, $11,000. 635-5535 3p50 
1987 THUNDERBIRD. Power steering, power 
brakes, air conditioning, silver, excellent con- 
dition. Must be seen. $8,750 or ~est offer. 
Phone 635-7411 3050 
i= 
SHOPPERS 
RT 
TERRACE. ,  B .C .  
635-5553 
THE DETAILING SPECIALISTS 
COMPLETE CAR & RCK-UP 
DETAILING 
t CarPets. ::. t .Extet lb rs  ~.." 
;;' Seats . . . . .  ,,:' .... ~,' 
• Shampooing & Waxing 
• Diamond Kote packages 
available 
Do you want the feeling of a new car 
without spending a fortune? 
Well then we're the place to go to. 
We'll make your car or pick-up look 
like new again, you won't believe 
your eyes. Gift certificates are also 
available and make the perfect gift 
for the person who has everything. 
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
TODAY, OR DROP IN, WE'RE AT: 
5412 Hwyo 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5553 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1979 GMC JIMMY 2 wheel drive 250, in line 
6, 4 speed. Running boards, bucket seats, will 
trade for t/= ton p.u, 849-5732 3p48 
1987 FORD AEROSTAR VAN. Excellent condi- 
tion. $8,000. Phone 638.1540 or 638-3233 
3p48 
1988 FORD AEROSTAR FAMILY VAN. Seats 
eight. VB, auto. trans. $10,995. Chinook 
Sales Ltd, DealerNo. 6101. 635-2033 3p48 
1988 MAZDA EXT. GAB. PICK UP 4 cyl., 5 
speed, standard trans. $6,995. Chinook Sales 
Ltd. Dealer No. 6101 635.5338 3p48 
1990 FORD CAN.AM CUSTOM MADE Van. Ful- 
ly loaded 20,000 ~m. $27,500. Serious en- 
quiries only, Call 638.8874 after 4 p,m. or 
view 3314 Sparks. 3p49 
1988 FORD F150 CUSTOM. Running boards, 
fiberglass canopy, 5 speed, V8, excellent con. 
dition, low miles, $8,900 635-3963 3p49 
1979 DODGE V= TON CLUB CAB, propane 
powered with 100 gallon tank, winter and 
summer tires on rims. $1,900 635.3963 
3p49 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1984 BRONCO II. Cruise, tilt, privacy Dlass, 
good shape, good condition. 27-30 mpg 
highway. $5,000 OBO 1.698-7627 4p49 
1988 FREIGHTLINER CABOVER 444 Cure- 
mins. Comes with cabguard lumber belts, 2 
sets tire chains, 2.way radio, some parts. 
Asking $41,500 635.5793 3p49 
FORD TANDEM 13 spd,, 44 rears, new clutch, 
brakes, hydraulic pump, etc. Asking $15,500 
OBO. Phone 635-4437. 300 AMP Hobart 
welder on wheels. Asking $1,650 OBO 
3p49 
1989 CHEV Z-71 SILVERAO0 4X4. Dual fuel, 
propane and gas. New tires.. $17,000 080 
635.5426 3p50 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
JUST I~ TIME FOR SPRING. Must sell 1981 
Travelairo motorhome, awning, full bath with 
tub, eye level oven, plus much more, Would 
consider trade for travel trailer or full size 
supercab truck. EC. $18,900 Phone 
638-1236 4p48 
1988 VANGUARD 27' CLASS C MOTORHOME. 
Air, tilt, cruise, awning, low kms, $33,000 
090. 1.962.9724 3p50 
FOR SALE: 1976 OKANAGAN 10th ' CAMPER. 
Complete new roof & vents in 1990. Has 
shower/toilet,, otc. Very good condition. 
$4,000 firm 638.1208 3p50 
1986 VANGUARD 24' MOTORHOME. Bunk bed 
model, exc. condition, 21,000 miles, full 
winter package, air, tilt, cruise, awning, TV 
antenna, Ziebart undercoating, tinted win- 
dows, running boards, well maintained & 
garaged. $28,900 632-5692 2p50 
FOR SALE: 11 FT, DELUXE VANGUARD 
camper. Sleeps six. Fridge, stove, toilet. Ex- 
cellent condition, $6,800, Phone 635-9396, 
Phone 635-4843 lp50 
14. Boats & Marine 
18 FT. BAY LINER (Quarter Master) 140 
Volvo. 798-2507 4p46 
30' SAILBOAT FIBREGLASS racer/cruiser. Ex- 
cellent condition. Fully rigged lor speed and 
comfort. Custon gear/interior. Must sell. 
ASAP. 627-4818 3p47 
1982 21 FT. CAMPION SKEENA MODEL. 4 
cyl. Merc. stern drive. 9.9 HP. O.B. equipped. 
C/w Road Runner trailer. Exc. cond. $15,900. 
632.5500 3p47 
FOR SALE 22 FT. WELDED Aluminum boat 
with cabin. Needs finishing. Cal be viewed at 
Lazelle Mini Storage. Open to offers 
635.2B03 3p47 
1980 CAMPION 'HAIDA' 2550 Command 
Bridge Cruiser. 100 hrs. on Volvo 260 w/280 
leg, lots of extras, 1989 HMS tandem trailer. 
Immaculate condition t~rough out. $26,000. 
567.3305 4p48 
15~, J~T.,, .ZODIAC 50 HP with jot, console 
s tee~ I g'~.~'nlzed'EZ load trailer, aluminum 
trp~m: Very low hours..~$7000~ 0B0,, 
63~:3'i]04 - " 3p50 .' 
15. Machinery 
1986 667D CLARK GRAPPLE SKIDDER. Low 
hours, c/w winch, spare tire and chains. Ex- 
cellent condition, 1-964.0576 4p47 
1990 MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL. Cost 
nearly $25,000, sell lor $17,000; 1979 Cat 
920 loader,log, lumber, grapple; 1979 Belarus 
4Wd farm tractor, has blade, four chaines, 
V12 engine. Will pull anything; TD14 Cat with 
log grapple; 1976 GMC 8V71, 13 sp.; 16 ft. 
steel deck' 1973 Ford LN70OO 3208 cat. 
Located in Telegraph Creek. Call Whitehorse 
mobile JJ3.7580 on Telegraph Hill Channel. 
4p49 
1967 FORD F700 Arch Truck. c/w noavy duty 
winch. Excellent condition. No rust, Last In- 
spected Nov. 91. $4,000 OBO. 1.698-7627 
4p49 
1980 COLUMBIA PUP TRAILER. (to haul short 
logs) with 2 sets bunks, headache rack. 
Ready to work. Excellent shape. $7,500 OBO. 
1-698.7627 4p49 
404 TIMBER JACK SKIDDER 44076 $10,500, 
Ford 9N tractor with half tracks. $3,000, 
Phone Bruce at 842-6280 2p50 
16. Farm Produce 
GOOD CHEAP HAY. Round bales $20 to $30 
per ton. Haul now, pay later, call for more in. 
formation Mike Bond at 567-9856 Vanderhoof 
4p47 
EAT MORE LAMBS, Canada lamb Drown by 
Canadians for Canadians. Available year 
round. Cummins Ranch. Hwy. 16 West 
Hazolton. 842-5316 4p47 
HAY, ALPALFA BROME, ALFALFA. Cut June 
15 - 20. No rain. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 
West. South Hazelton. 842-5316 4p47 
17. Garage Sales 
NOP GIANT GARAGE SALE. April 11, 1992, 
Carpenter's Hall 3312 Sparks, Terrace, Doors 
open at 9 a,m. 2p50 
HORSE 
PACKING CLINIC 
BY ABE EWERT 
Fall Fair Grounds 
Smithers, B.C., April 18 & 19 
Equipment supplied by: Custom Packr igg ing  
• Basic packing techniques • Latest equipment • 
For  In format ion call H, DeBoer  I 
847-9078 • Must  prereg is ter  I 
Name 
Phone 
Pre fer red  Date 
Fee  Inc luded Q $25 (one day) 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 1, 1992 - Page C5 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
niture chain I~ North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs,, to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings for 2 Individuals who are deter• 
mined to become leaders in this exciting In- 
dustry, No experience necessary but you 
must be=w ing to start at the bottom and 
work hard, No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
$1,50O/month. 2 hrs. a day. May • august. 
Operate 3 Dickle Dee ice cream hikes. Invest- 
ment required. Kirk. 765-2699 6p46 
EASY.0FF PART-TIME POSITION. To service 
stores in surrounding area. Must have van or 
pickup, small storage area. In business with 
no Investment. Auto allowance. Collect 
1-420.7124 Kevin Drummond. 4p48 
PART.TIME COCKTAIL WAITER/WAITRESS in 
Gigrs Pub. Apply in person at the front desk. 
Terrace Inn, 4551 Greig. 3c48 
COMMUNITY LIBRARIAN WITH community 
librarian certificate or equivalent. 35 hours per 
Week. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Apply with resume stating salary expected. 
Closing date for applications April 24, 1992. 
Apply to Houston Public Library Association, 
P.O. 8ox 159, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0. 4p50 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment In connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: in ads where 'male' is referred to, 
,please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8, Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. . 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tfn 
WILL DO LNTERIOR OR EXTERIOR painting. 
Reasonable rates, References. 638.8015 
after 5 p.m. Ask for Ed. 44Hn 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER. Will do finishing, 
renovations, install cabinets, patio, painting, 
hardwood floors. Also build furniture, etc. Call 
635.8277 (leave message) 8p45 
YOU CAN AFFORD LIVE ENTERTAINMENT Ior 
your party. Solo artist available for weddings, 
functions. Reasonable, References available. 
639-9217 or 632-7114 3p49 
ON THE SPOT MOBILE WASH. Lngglng equip- 
mbnt ~i~aiklng"l~ts, etc. Breakup•bargain 
pd~'e~ C~i1'845 7035 . . . . . . . . . . .  4p50 
23. Work Wanted 
PLUMBING AND HEATING'(Journeyman). New 
installations, renovations, service work. Free 
estimates, Brad 638.8584 4p48 
3H HOLIDAY HOUSEHOLD HELP. We'll tend 
pets, watch house, Reasonable rates. Llcens. 
ed. Phone Bob or Maxlne 638.8648 3p48 
CARPENTER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Will do 
carpentry work. Also condo and apartment 
maintenance. Call 638-0136 3p49 
22. Careers 
FULL TIME 
Position Open 
for an 
Experienced 
Sewer 
to sew industrial garments. 
Must have good command of 
English Language. 
Apply in person to: 
Time Cleaners 
4404 Legion Ave. 
During Regular Business 
Hours. 
LIGNUM LIMITED 
REQUIRES A 
CERTIFIED 
CIRCULAR 
SAW FILER 
.ignum Limited, a modern 
sawmilling complex in Williams 
Lake, B.C. has an immediate 
opening for a Certified Circular 
Saw Filer. The successful can- 
didate will have experience with 
thin kerr saws. Complete benefits 
and IWA rates apply. 
Please forward your resume to: 
m r  Personnel Manager ] 
LIGNUM LIMITED I 
i ~  180 Hodgeon Road I 
i ~  Williams Lake, BC. | 
lWM~JIHm~Wtm~lNIBtMml~mM~m~lH~tlm~ltm~i 
B LEGAL SECRETARY 
Required for: HI 
Genera l  Lega l  P ract ice  
• In Smlthers  
Preferred qualifications: 5 years legal experience 
computer, word processing, dictaphone skills. 
Excellent working conditions. L~ 
Top salary to qualified applicant. 
Please apply to: • • 
G.E. Greene  Barrister and Sohcltor 
m Box 940, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2NO 
Phone: 847-4777 Fax: 847-4029 [~ 
W All replies held in strict confidence. H I  
~i~i~u~i~ii~i~i~iHi~i~i~ii~M~i~i~i~i~iWi~i~Wi~ 
m 
BOOKKEEPER 
Required immediately. This is a full-time position. Must 
have 5 years experience in bookkeeping. 
Job duties include accounts payable, receiveable, payroll, 
cash handling and general office duties. 
Successful applicant will have experience with ACCPAK, 
LOTUS 123. A neat appearance and good command of 
English a definite asset. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
The Terrace Inn, 4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
i 
RECEPTIONIST 
Wanted: a dynamic, detail oriented team player for result- 
oriented practice committed to giving excellence. Love for a 
challenge and personal development, excellent grammar and 
telephone skills required. 
Salary $1700 - $2200/month 
Please send resume to: Dr. J.D. Zucchiatti 
4623 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2S4 
635-2552 
ADVERTISING 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Due to the increasing growth in the• market The 
Terrace Standard is accepting applications for an 
experienced advertising salesperson. 
Applicant should be self motivated, experienced 
in ad design and sales and possess strong in- 
terpersonal skills. A car is necessary. Competitive 
remuneration and benefits package. 
Apply in confidence to The Terrace Standard, 
Attn: Advertising Manager, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1S8.  
SKEENA CELLULOSE, INC., 
~..'~ . . . . . . .  .Tar rac'~ iWoodl~dnd~' o, Pi~Jra !!o~ b! ,i;.iii,.::~,~'~.'.~.~i 
Has an opening this summer for a 
FORESTRY STUDENT 
To assist in growth and yield plot establishment, research 
projects and other forestry activities. 
The applicant must have completed at least one year of a cer- 
tified post-secondary forestry technician or degree program. 
Experience in basic surveying, timber cruising or inventory 
work would be an asset. 
Applicants must submit resumes by Wed., April 8, 1992 to 
the address below dr to our Woodlands office at 4900 Keith 
Skeena 
t'I'I.I.IJI.(.)SE INC. 
Ave. 
Mr. Kevin Derow, R.P,F. 
Forestry Supervisor 
Skeena Cellulose, Inc, 
P.O. Box 3000 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C6 
C.ARR , 
5,  
i:i • 
If you're reliable, then we 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
Carriers 
Needed For: 
Route No. 125: 
31-3200 Kenney, 
31-3300 Munroe 
4800 Lazelle area, 
If you or someone you know 
is interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
• i 
• i 
i 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
ARE, NEEDED 
FOR ALL OF 
THE UPLANDS AREA 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY BOX 587, TERRACE, B.C, 
V8G 4B5 
DATE: 
EMPLOYER: 
LOCATION: 
POSITION: 
SALARY: 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
• H.S.W. Certificate, 
March 26, 1992 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
CHILD CARE WORKER 
$23 192.00 Plus benefits 
(under review) 
• E.C.E. Certificate or equivalent raining and education. 
- Ability to plan and organize within the Child Care Program Model at the 
Transition House. 
• Knowledge and experience working with Child Victims of Family Crisis, 
- A valid First Aid Certificate, 
- A valid B.C. Drivers License and access to a vehicle. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• Knowledge of Community resources. 
• Ability to work with a minimum amount of supervision 
- A sincere interest in working wRh children Is required. 
• Experience working in a cross cultural environment would he an asset. 
Applicants must be willing to submit to a criminal record search. 
Position is open to both Male and Female applicants. 
Interested applicants should send resumes to: 
Joyce Evans - Executive Director 
K'San House Society 
3224 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 2N1 
CLOSING DATE: April 15, 1992 at 4:30 p,m. 
MANAGER 
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for a 
friendly and energetic person who is 
committed to serving customer ex- 
cellence and quality in a fast paced en- 
vironment. We offer a competitive salary, 
complete benefit package and thorough 
. . . . . . . .  job'•'t~!hing':"Must be transferable.  -' :'~ '" 
Please apply in person 
April 3 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Only 
ATTENTION: 
Adele Laing 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
4750 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
~ ~=~LmkJbzcken ,, 
WOODS 
MANAGER 
Prince George 
A 
Our Client, Takla Forest Management Inc., an affiliate of 
Takla Track &Timber Ltd,, provides logs for its member 
shareholders through the management of its licensed 
holdings located north west of Fort St, James, B.C. This 
greenfield, truck-to-rail operation has an annual cut of 
200,000 m 3 per year and currently serves five sawmills in 
the Prince George area, 
Reporting to the President and based in Prince George, 
you will direct the woodlands operation to ensure the 
provision of consistent quality logs for delivery. This will 
include preparing operating plans and budgets, adhering 
to license requirements, supervising Company staff, • 
consultants and contractors, maintaining relationships 
w th the Ministry, and B.C. Rail and working closely with 
the native bands in the area, 
• .  i:you have significant field experience in preparing 
development plans, supervising interior harvesting 
operations, cruising, site preparation, road and cut block 
development, silviculture and •contract administration, As 
a leader, you are effective at training and developing staff, 
maintaining sound financial controls and fostering good 
working relationships with local communities. 
Please forward your resume, in confidence, quoting 
project 2031, to Robert A, McMillin, C,M.C, 
Price Walerhouse 
Executive Search 
601 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, 8.C, 
V6B 5A5 
FAX: (604) 662-53i2 i ~ • 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: ONE GIRLS RING. Blue sapphire With 
R 
2- CTION AD 
 'BUY  'SELL  "RENT  /TRADE 
20. Pets & Livestock 
REG. PERCHERON STALLION. 2 year old black 
1991 B.C. Jr. Champion stallion. Call 
567-4285 4p4g 
VANDERH00F ALL BREED BULL SALE. Satur- 
day, April 11, 1992 at 12 noon at Vanderho0f 
24. Notices 
PR0.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human lile issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.3646. 5fin 
i 
/-...~; OF THE MONTH 7:00 
World Blessing and Devotional 
Third Saturday of the Month 2:00 
EVERYONE WELCOME1 
NIRVANA 3611 Cottonwood 635.7776 
10kgoldband. Lost at Thornhill Junior S,econ. Auction Mart. g0 selected bulls, semen BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
dary School. Great sentimental value. Ifdound tested. Hereford show 10 a.m. Call 567.4333 rnent perhaps a tr0pica! island? Call Elan 
please cal1638.0116 2p49 0r567-4127 4p49 Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spirit! 2tin 
LOST: LADIES GOLD BULOVA WATCH, bet. A CLASSIC TWO HORSE TRAILER. Lots of ex- SPORTS CARD SHOW AT THE LAKELAND 
wean the College (McConnell) and Traumas St. Iras. Excellent shape. Asking $4,000. HOTEL. Burns Lake. Door prizes galore. Ad- 
Has sentimental value. Reward offered. Phone 845-7599 or 845.2286 4p5g mission $1.10 a.m. • 5 p.m. Sat. April 11, 
638.0441 or phone the College ~ t635-6511 
and leave message. 2p49 
LOST BLACK LAB PUPPY - 4 months old 
wearing brown collar. Lost in Horseshoe area. 
Answersto Sparky. Phone (;35.6969 2p49 
BLACK CANVAS WALLET. Lost in Skeena 
Mall. Reward ollered. 638-1202 2p50 
LOST: MAN'S GOLD RING. Has 3 small 
diamonds and the initial C. Lost on March 25 
at Mt. Layton Hot Springs between 5.8 p.m. 
Phone 638-0108. Reward. 2p50 
20, Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED FIEGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2~h yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dispos. 
tion. 635.3677 evenings or weekends. Ais0 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.367745tin 
HORSE CAMP. Girls 8.18. English/Western. 
Certified coaching. Great early discount. 
Write/call Saddletramp Ranch. Southbank, 
B.C, VOJ 2P0.1.694-3521 4p47 
BLACK ANGUS BULLS. See them at 
Magnuson's Test Station, Ouesnel. 
1.747-4444 Top quality fall yearlings, six. 
teen to eighteen months old. Turner Meadows 
Oualicum Beach. 1.752-6007 4p47 
g YEAR OLD REGISTERED QUARTER horse 
gelding. Well trained. Excellent disposition. 
$1,950 0B0. 842-6406 before 8 p.m. 4p48 
YEARLING SIMMENTAL BULLS. Registered & 
performance tested. Guaranteed sound. 
Deposit will hold for spring delivery. X-Bar 
Simmentals. Call 567.4127 @48 
REG. O.H. MARE. Well trained 3 yr. Arab/OH 
filly, 15 hh. Reg. 15/16 Arab yearling filly. 
847.4602 @49 
2 YEAR OLD LIMOUSIN BULLS for sale. 
Snowbird Limousin. Vanderhool. Call 
567.4896 4p49 
AT STUD: QUARTER HORSE STALLIONS. 92.Forinfocal1692.3475 4p47 
Adios Peppy, by Cue Bar Peppy, by Peppy AL:ANON IS A SELF HELP GROUP for people 
San. Also Justa Contender, by American Man, who care about or live with an alcoholic. 
by Three Bars. Phone 567.4914 4p50 
FOR SALE CHAROLAIS BI/LLS. Phone Penn- 
char Farms. 567.9323 4p50 
FOR SALE FEMALE PUREBRED PERSIAN kit- 
ten/registered. 635-5945 lp50 
IF A DOG IS TOO SMALL, if a horse is too big, 
try a llama as your companion. We have a 
great selection of young studs and geldings. 
Ready for sale. Come se - take yours now. 
1-694-3456 4p50 
SCOTTISH HIGHLAND CATTLE. One purebred 
~regnant cow. Nice horns and coat. $1,250. 
10 mo. bull calf $650.1-694-3456 4p50 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tin 
23. Work Wanted 
Meetings at Mills Memorial Hosp. Monday 
nights at 7:30. 8:30. For more information 
conlact 638.8109 2p50 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11 :OO a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Run Orr 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
KUSTOM 
KLEAN 
Specializing in House 
Cleaning, Yard Work, R.V.'s, 
Boats and Vehicles 
638-0885 
FAY HOPP 
4908 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Jane's Pet Gallery 
o Dog and Cat Grooming 0 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
Pet Portraits Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife 
635-6552 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
SHOE STORE FOR SALE. Located in the 
Vanderhoof Co.up Mall. Excellent opportunity 
for owner/manager. For full details call 
567-4525 4p48 
BUSINESS FOR SALE. Sports card store in 
• Houston. Some cabinets and stock lelt; single 
cards; sets, Bicketts and boxes of backups. 
Call 845-2762 4p50 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly  decorated beauty 
salon for sale. Owner retir- 
ing.  Exce l lent  re turns .  
Serious enquiries only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
Terrace H,)meBased 
Business Fair 
SATURDAY, APRIL 4 
TERRACE INN 
Skeena Rooms 
===~ 1 O:O0 a.m. - 4 :00  p.m. 
~ Free Admission 
/ /  ~ ~1~ £ Computers, Toys, Baby 
Items, Clothing, Gift Bags,  
Foodstuffs, Books, Crafts, 
Cosmetics, Crystal, Shoes, 
etc. 
1 ST ANNUAL 
Kitsumkalum Band 
MEGA GARAGE SALE 
Saturday, April 4 . . .  8 am-  4 pm 
Sunday, April 5 . . . .  8 am-  4 pm 
KITSUMKALUM RESERVE 
Tons of books, clothes, kitchen appliances, 
bake sale and other refreshments available. 
LADIES AUXILIARY 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
BRANCH 1 3 
invites 
ALL MEMBERS AND THEIR GUESTS TO A 
"HA RD TIMES" 
SUPPER & DANCE 
Saturday, April 4, 1992 
Supper at 7:30 pm 
Tickets: $5.O0/person 
COM i:' IN  COSI 'UM F' ($1 .oo penalty without costume) 
VISA 
SHOP AT Y( uRLE|SURE 
Try The Hotels Luncheon Special! 
Sponsored by Terrace Home Based Business Association 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
If you've ever wanted the financial independence'that 
owning your own business brings, now is the timel 
Jo in Our 
MAC TOOL TEAM 
Route available in this area. Contact: 
Bey Ford - 1-800.263-9670 
or Andy  Nyhu is  - 1.549-4822 
26. Personals 26. Personals 
.~ . :~L~ And to your despair, 
~ ~  your birthday greeting 
" .... "~:*'~':*"~ wasn't there. 
~ ~ ~  Surprise, surpr i se - -  
~, .~.~,~.~..., HAPPY BIRTHDAY from, 
/ ~ ; ~ ~  Ke Is ey, Erin, My lee, 
Eddy-- And their Mum! 
b 
Apri l  is 
Dental Health 
Month 
Keep Smiling! 
THE DENTAL PROFESSION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
. - I  
. c Y c N A BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS ,or2s 
, . , , .  $195-o, COLUMnlA /~NDYLIKON These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
CO~UNrW and reach more than 3 million readers. 
NEWSPAPERS 2 4 9 TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. $3.70 eachadditlonalword 
ASSOCIATION 
AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES COMING EVENTS FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED 
Engines rebuilt for cars & CANADIAN 2-FOR-1 PIZZA SWAN HILLS HOMECOM- ALMOSTFREESCFTWARE OVERSEAS POSITIONS. 
trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995, 8 .FRANCHISE OPPORTUNI- ING AND 25th Birthday Cel- for IBM-PC and compatibles. Hundreds of top paying pod- 
Cyl. from $1095. 5 Year or TIES NOW AVAILABLE IN ebratlon, May 29-31, 1992. Thousands of titles. Send, lions. All occupations. Free 
100,000 Kmllmltedwarranty. B.C. Interior. Turnkey opera- Fun and entortalnment. Eve- phone or fax for free cain- 
Band Mechanical 872-O641 
8-7 p.m. 7 days. Toll-free 1- 
800-663-2521. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Intedor 
and extedor wood, metal and 
French doors, woodwindows, 
skylights. MOREl Call collect 
to WALKER DOORandWlN- 
DOW In Vancouver at 
(604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
DISSATISFIED? DISILLU- 
SIONED? LOOKING? Then 
become a FAT CAT in Cana- 
da's fastest growing Bookand 
Vacation program making 
huge profits. Full training, cor- 
porate support. Call 1-800- 
465-5400. 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
and des!gn? Decorating Den, 
Canada s fastest growing in- 
tudor Decorating Franchise 
is expanding In B.C. Training 
provided. Lower Mainland 
525-6722, Provincial 1-800- 
565-6722. 
Since 1976 We've been Cana- 
da's #1 Display Wholesaler. 
We seek 2 reps to service 
established retail stores in 
your area. Eam $900-$1,100 
weekly. (416)756-2156 or 
(416)756-3174. 
Mallet the world's first digital 
compresslon direct broadcast 
satellite system for pay per 
view and subscription. Home 
entertainment, Incredible 
rotit. Royalty and residual 
come, Potential full-time or 
n~rt-time with no Investment 
Inventory. A marketing 
opportunity with sales ex- 
pected to rival the VCR. For 
more Information, call Kirk at 
(306)862-2651. 
Local dealership available for 
a baked on, rubber like, spray 
applied, four second set up 
Polyurethane Elastomer coat- 
Ing. For your protected area 
call Dennis (403)287-2273, 
tlon. No experience neces- 
sary, training provided. Call 
Bill Ralne InKelowna at 768- 
9350. 
Cafeteria and dining room for 
lease In hotel. Situated in 
small community, located in 
north eastern B.C. Reply 
Narwaisky Holdings Ltd., Box 
157, Socks, B.C. VOS 1NO. 
WEST COAST OPPORTU- 
NITY NET $50,000. Yeady 
outdoor sign maintenance, 
pressure washing franchlslng 
g renter Vancouver, Invest- 
n ~ent required for equipment, 
tl ~rdt(~ry. The Clean Team, 
1 oll-f .us 1-977-3985 heron. 
EARN MONEY working at 
Home. For Information write: 
T.J.B. Distributing, Box 
54074, North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7M 3L5. (Send self-ad- 
dressed envelope.) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, 
"IV programs, three foot dish. 
Advertised April, Popular 
Mechanics, page sixty, no In- 
v ante ry, no investment ex- 
c )pt I ~eglstration. 1(416)945- 
£ 714. Robert Button, 45 On- 
tedo, G d m s b ~  
Well Established Portable 
Welding Business. New 1- 
Ton 4x4 Dodge Diesel, 350 
AMP Lincoln with tools, Mid- 
land 1OO channel radio. 
Quesnel 249.5625, 
BU~NESSPERSONALS 
OFFEND YOUR FRIENDS - 
ADULTS ONLY T-SHIRTS, 
FUNNY, DISGUSTING, 
GOOD GAG GIFTS. Quality 
guaranteed. Warning may 
be ol ~eotionable tosome. For 
free catalogue send $2.00 S 
& H to Howle's Custom T- 
Shirts, Box 271, Duncan, B.C, 
VgL 3X3. 
ryone welcome. Call 
(403)333-2224 orwrite: Com- 
munlty Services, Box 607, 
Swan Hills, AB, TOG 2C0. 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many jobs avail- 
able. Government licensed 
home study certification 
course. Call for details: 
(604)681-5455 or 1-600-665- 
8339. 
FREE CAREER GUIDE to 
home-study corresldondence 
Diploma courses. Account- 
Ing, Alroondltionlng, Book- 
keeping, Business, 
Cosmetology, Electronlca, 
Legal/Medical Secretary, 
Psychology, Travel. Granton, 
(5A)-263 Adelaide West, To- 
• onto 1-800-950-1972. 
FOR 8ALE MISC. 
SOLAR POWER PROD- 
UCTS Canada's largest so- 
sutton of So ar Panels, Wind 
Generators, D.C, Accasso- 
des. Used safer panels from 
$300. Free Catalogue. 
Phone: (604)727-7720. 
SOLTEK Solar Energy, #2 - 
745 Vanaiman Ave., Victoria, 
B.C, VBZ 3B6. 
Backhoes 2 & 4 W.D., 950, 
960, loaders, 18" x 36' jaw 
crusher, dump trucks and 
pups, 455 case loader, water 
truck, excavators, and more 
equipment not listed. Call VIc 
493-6791. 
EMERGENCY SURVIVAL 
KITII Up to 50 hours of pro- 
teotlon from Inclement 
weather. Canlasaaled, floats 
and weighs only 17 oz. A 
must for skiers, bikers, 
airplanes, snowmobiles, hunt- 
ers, hikers, A.T.V.'s, boats. 
• Kit scrutinized and endorsed 
by Kelowna Snowmobile 
Club. Sur-Way Distributors, 
2165 Rutland Rd. N., 
Kelowna, B.C. V1X 4Z9 or 
Toll.free 1-800-665-2408. 
Iogue to GD Software, 1330 
Home Ave., Thunder Bay, 
Ont. PIE 3B7. Phone 
(807)475-9466, fax (807)475. 
8274~ 24 hours/7 days. 
BURGLAR BARS. Attractive 
white window grilles provide 
discrete home security. Eco- 
nomical and guaranteed. We 
ship, you install. All sizes, 15 
years expedence. Canadian 
secudty products: Toll-free: 
1-600-661-75551 Ext. 1. 
GARDENING 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,O00's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selection, 72 page, photo filled 
1991 catalogue $4. refund- 
able on order. Western Water 
Farms, #103 - 20120 - 641h 
Ave., Langley rB.C, V3A 4P7. 
HELP WANTED 
HERE'S THE CURE for the 
"No Money Blues'. Independ- 
ence, job flexibility and unlim- 
ited potential can be yours. 
So....shake off those blues. 
Call us today at 1-800-661- 
3305. Ma Chede Home Fash- 
Ion Shows Oakvllle, Ontario 
(EST. 1975). 
Wholesale firm seeks two In- 
dividuals to display merchan- 
dise in established stores. 
)otential earnings $950- 
$1,500 weekly. Serious ap- 
plicants will be chosen. Train- 
Ing provided (416)398-0919; 
(416)398-0924, 
BE A MILLIONAIRE. Inter- 
national Music and Video 
3ompeny expanding. We 
reed highly motivated peo- 
fie. Find out more about our 
• ecasalon proof business. 
Call 24 hours. 1-800-263. 
1900. 
DISCOVERY TOYS. Fun, 
educational toys, books and 
games. Adaptable for spe- 
cial needs,'catelogue sales, 
fundraisers, Pert-time career 
opportunities. Information call 
c, olle¢t, Taml Calvert 274- 
5496. 
Details. Overseas employ- 
mentservlcas, DepL CA, P.O. 
Box 460, Town of Mount 
Royal, Quebec H3P 3C7. 
MOBILE HOMES 
ATTENTION PARK OWN- 
ERS and mobile home buy- 
ers. We have a good saleo- 
tlon of used and new mobile 
homes in stock. Buy factory 
direct. Noble Homes 
(403)447-2333. 
PERSONAL 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI Col- 
lege Roommates - Cindy, 
Lisa, Diane and Jennifer - 
have exciting personal pho- 
tos of themselves for sale. 
Fordiscreetlnfo,wdte SPICE, 
Box 670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. 
V1Y 7P4. Adults only pleasa l
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre. 
spond with unattached Chris- 
tian people across Canada: 
all denominations, ell nation- 
alities, for companlonshlp or 
marriage? Ashgrove, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B.C. V0E 
1MO. 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpeldtaxes, Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept, CN, Box 5360, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, K2C 3J1. 
SALMON ARM QUALITY. 
REDECORATED, 3 bed- 
room, 1700 sq. ft. main, 2 
F.P., bdght 2 bedroom suite 
down. CENTRAL LOCA- 
TION, SEVEN appliances, .79 
acre, Landscaped. 832-8074. 
MOVING TO THE OKAN- 
AGAN? Free real estate re- 
view sent on requesL Reply 
to Peter Hill, Realty World Sil- 
ver Star, 2805 32rid Street, 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 5L9. 
sERvIcE9 
Major ICBC and Injury claims. 
Joel A. Wener tdai lawyer for 
22 years. Call collect: 
(604)736-5500. Continge=ncy 
fees available. Injured In B.C. 
only. 
• 
~" BUY/SELL /RENT/TRADE 
m I I 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p,m. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about the Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1-847.4354 for recorded 
message. , . . . . . . .  tfn40 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the sptritl 2tin 
PROFESSIONAL SINGLE MOM, 40, active, fun- 
loving, seeks professional gentleman with ac- 
tive lifestyle and sense of humour. Be adven. 
turous reply to File 11 c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G i S8. 3p48 
MONIQUE - PLEASE REMEMBER ALL WE'VE 
sharedl Remember how we met, at Colin and 
Catya's weddingl Remember the evenings 
gazing into one another's eyes by the warm 
gl0w of the Natural Gas fireplacel Remember 
the times at the beach in Corful - Nigel lc5O 
HAIR CLUB FOR MEN 
NOW OPEN IN TERRACE! 
Anyone wishing to join please call 
Tony De Melo at 635-2650. 
rm not only the President of the 
company, but a hair ctub member. 
Join with us and watch your hair 
grow back & back & back. 
i 
27. Announcements 
HAL &BUNTY ALTHAUS 
Are Pleased To Announce 
The engagement of.*her 
daughter, Tammy_,.Clarabut 
to Sean Braid, the son of 
Wayne & Micki Braid. Wed- 
ding to take place Aug. 8, 
1992. 
28. Cards of Thanks 
SPECIAL THANKS TO DR. LENNOX BROWN 
and staff of the Emersor, Clinic and to Terrace 
Home Support Servi~.es for constant care and 
assistance. From E=sie Brady and Family 1 p50 
30. Obituaries 
BRADY: MICHAEL SENIOR - Mar. 22192 
Born Nov. 29, 1918 in Hull. England. Sur- 
vived by his loving wife, Elsie; Sons: Michael, 
Raymond, Steven and Graham; Daughters: 
Stella, Pauline, Susan, Carol, Mary, Maureen 
and spouses; 22 grandchildren, 4 great- 
grandchildren, numerous relatives in England 
and many, many friends in Kitimat and Ter. 
race. 
In lieu of flowers donations may be made to 
the Terrace ALS Society. 1 p50 
° 
I Ropes P~s Off I 
~ , SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
32. Legal Notices 
I':I#! :llill,] I ~ [~l-I g :  
FOR SALE -- COOK'S 
TRAILER AND EQUIPMENT 
Offers are lnvUed for sale ot cookhoose trailer unit. 
equipment end attached building Iocat~l 58 
kilorneees west of Terrace at Highways Salvus 
winter camp. Removal to occur before April 30th, 
Site visit April lOth. 10:00 a.m. Terms and condi. 
tlons are available at B,C. Building Corporation 4825 
Keith Ave,, Terrace, D.C., or phone Barry Book 
638.3221. Offers must be received at B,C, Buildings 
Corporation 4825 Kelth Ave,, Torrace,,S.C., on or 
before 3:00 p.m, April 17th, 1992. 
Ea,C. Buildings Corporation 
Ministry of 
Province el Health 
British Columbia' DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby Given that an application 
• will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant. 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN RILL: 
Sbaun Clifford Johnson 
OF Kitwanga, B.C. 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, Johnson 
GIVEN NAMES, Shaun Clifford 
TO 
SURNAME, Elsworth 
GIVEN NAMES, Shaun Clifford 
DATED THIS 16th DAY OF March A.D. 
1992• 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Green ing ,  Owner  
(604)  635-7868 
~--r" 
For Al l  Your  Travel  Needs  
I 24  HRS.  635"61  811 
CANADA RESIDENTS 
s~=A, =1424 . . . . .  . . . . . .  
Sail the Costa Ctasaicl - ? days Caribbean r, ndsl. 
loci. AIr. Apdl 2S only 
GIFT SEAT SALE WITHIN CANADA 
last date to purchase April 11/92 
TERRACE TO: 
VANCOUVER rtn . . . .  z150 
TORONTO . . . . . . . . .  $449 
HALIFAX . . . . . . . . .  $658 
LOS ANGELES . . . . .  $449 
SPRING FARES 
BELLINGHAM - RENO 
Two nights, Comstock, air hotel. $199 
CLOSED 
SATURDAYS 
The Terrace Standard would like to anr~ounce that 
effective immediately our office "will 
No Longer be Opened for Classif ied 
Advertising on Saturday. 
NEW OFFICE HOURS: 
Classified Advertising Deadline 
will now be Fr iday at 5 :00 pm 
Regular Off ice Hours 
will be 
Monday - F r iday 8:00 am-  5:00 pm 
CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
Thank you 
TERRACE STANDARD] 
' SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Fill Out & Drop Off Or Mail To Terrace Standard 
Penny Saver 
6 insertions s9.95 
(3 insertions in the Terrace Standard, 3 insertions in the Skeena Marketplace) 
UNDER 20 WORDS 
I ! - I  I . . . . .  
J - I " 
" I 
" • i L . . . .  :1  .~ . . . . . . . . .  I : I 
• ] • J " 
t "1 : " ' I • I I 
• I - " 
Name 
Phone.  
F- IVISN r - IMAsTERcARD No. 
Address 
Star t  Date 
Expiry Date 
Cheque 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S8 
638-7283 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 1, 1992 - 
SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESS 
IS A CINCH 
IF YOU 
USE THE 
INCH! 
T 
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[] In times of uncertainty, consumers are careful and a little 
reluctant to spend. They want to'be sure before the, buy; they 
warn imormation. One of the main •ways they get ii formation 
about products, services, prices and values is from advertising. 
Yours or somebody else's. |~: ~-" 
,; .; ,... l ,?. 
, .~ ie  
t 
• Ma be you figure other retailers in your line are going to 
cut back their advertising, so it s safe for you, too. Right? 
Wrong! You're in competitionfor consumer's dollar with every 
other retailer in town, no matter what he sells. People have only 
so many. dollars to spend and if they don't spend them for what 
you sell, they spend them for something e l se :  ] ,1~ 
• Whether business is good or bad, you have to get your 
share of whatever business is around. Cutting back your adver- 
tising puts you at a disadvantageat the Very moment you need 
an edge. Increasing your advertising gives you the edge. 
• You can't do much about most factors in the marketplace- 
rent, labor costs, price of merchandise; what the competition 
will do. But one thing yOu do control is your own promotion• 
Remember that advertising is not just a cost of doing business. 
It's a proven sales tool that returns many times your investment 
in store traffic and sales. "'w=" ,~ 
S A T  [] Here's a hard fact to chew on. Over any given )eriod, a 
company that advertises below the industry average has sales 
that are below the industry average. 
[] Advertising is "news" about products and services. Most 
shoppers look for this kind of news in the pages of the 
newspaper in plush times, retailers often experiment with other 
media. But when the going gets tough, they concentrate their ef- 
forts in the newspaper because it provides an immediate payoff 
at the cash • register. 
For advertising into call: 
Marlee, Sam or Janet 
at the STANDARD 
638-7283 
* 
I ~  . t~   ' I. • . . , ,W 
t Ii 
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Most Excellent Car Sale 
Most 
; , , ce | lent  
at 
McEwan GM 
We are breaking all the rules 
with this deal on all of our us- 
ed cars and trucks. For a. 
limited time only we are offer- 
0~own Payment and 
e~i l  January == $ 
PRACTICE makes perfect, as the Terrace Northmen rugby players proved with last year's flawless 
record. Twice-weekly training sessions are now under way as they target a repeat this season. 
Ready to swat Gnats 
An e~ti'a game has been add- • Sunday, May 10 v Smithers male over the age of 18 is 
ed to an already hectic Terrace 
Northmen Rugby Club schedule 
this season. 
The local club will play host 
to the Prince George Gnats in 
an exhibition game Saturday, 
May 2. Team spokesman Dave 
Hull said the  game will be 
played on the Northwest Com- 
munity College pitch beginning 
at 2 p.m. 
As for the regular league 
schedule, the Northmen's home 
games are as follows: 
• Saturday, May 9 v Prince 
Ruper t  
Hikers   note/ 
• Sunday, May 24 v Prince 
Rupert 
• Sunday, May 31 v Smithers 
• Saturday, June 6 v Prince 
Rupert 
• Sunday, June 28 v Prince 
Rupert 
(All Saturday kickoffs are 7:30 
p.m. and Sundays are 2 p.m.) 
Practices for the new season 
are now underway and take 
place every Tuesday and Thurs- 
day evening at the NWCC field. 
Warm-ups begin at 6 p.m. with 
the full practice beginning at 
6:30 p.m. Hull pointed out any 
welcome to join in, adding the 
emphasis was on fun. 
Apart from the regular league 
games, he said the Northmen 
are planning two out-of-town 
forays this year: to Williams 
lake in July and Abbotsford in 
October. 
Those destinations are not 
quite as exotic as last year's 
Hawaii adventure, but Hull says 
• "somewhere hot and tropical" 
is the goal for '93. 
For more information on the 
Northmen, phone Hull at 
638-1327. 
This Sunday the Terrace Hiking Club head out for a walk 
that's short on distance but long on historical interest. 
The destination is Kitselas on the north side of the Skeena, 
site of old totems, mortuary poles and ringbolts used by the 
old paddlewheelers. 
Meet at the library at 10 a.m. for the drive to Usk (12 miles) 
where the river crossing will be made by ferry or carnage. It 's 
a two mile walk along the railway tracks downriver to the site. 
Shannon (635-4486) is the hike leader and don't forget to br- 
ing lunch. 
i 
1~1Z I1' 
..Interest. 
until Jan. 
1993 O.A.C. 
For ex~llde, $1S,000 fklanced over 48 months at 13.75% yields a payment of $408.02 per month. The customer makes monthly payments dudng 
1892 Of $312.60 which ie equivalent to $16,000 over 48 months at 0.00% per annum. 
Customer ebate to zero per cent intereet rate to 1993 ie based on the difference between the monthly payment calculated using the prevailing interest 
rate and the mooWy payment ~ted  at zero per cent per annum for the amortization period selected by the customer. 
McEwa 
"re 
OUT OF TOWN 1 All Financing O.A.C. 
635-494 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
Thei Bright Spot On Highway #_6 West 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
< IFII 
i~ili . iI ,, 
l'i, 
m .  
T 
L . -2  "i , > ' .  , 
KENWOOD 
KENWOOD ~ H ITACH ~ ! 
.c,_ ill1.7_ HOME SPEAKERS 29" FULL 100 watts STEREO rated dowed. SURROUND 
SOUND TV 
Child lock, A/V, inputs, state of the art. 
43" PROJECTION 
SCREEN TV 
Dolby surround 
sound, ultra vision, 
two remotes, 
CRAZY PRICE 
r =229°° o,,z, s859oo 
KRC4004 150 watts Reg $199 00 2 Luxl low light lens, 6 times 
l lm 'Y  POWER OOLBY TAPE DECK I " ' ' zoom nCOLmeSr;lJch lr,:e light 
i i  I GET READY FOR SUMMERI 
I CRAZY P,,cE I $.1 ~ no0  
= SAVE .,,,;' I ~ C O U i + 7 ~ ' E  - , OVEH '" 
I m m m m m z m  "?"° :7  KDC'C30~iIO 
/"1/~/~,~'~ '''~ DiSC CHANGER I Great soundingSyStem. ONLY 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =5 9 oo 
8ALE DA TES~.. 
APRIL .  _ 1 
CX-W 520 UC 
BLASTER 
11 
Ti°r~nd great' CRAZY PRICE I ~ .., ,., ,., ,, , I °~'z'~"'~°"'' P l . .~~" , ,  
,9oo0 o. 
. i "/~k Till . , i f  I ~ = ~  ,,,,<,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i 
i • I% /' l z'i ' l / ~ I ~ E / ~ i I m  n?."lXEnE Nor' __ 
~ ~]~b/ML_I_ i~  ~ | ~ l ~ ' ~ i i ~  FX6."AWESOMESOUNO" 
\ '%, N ~" ' "  • u i 1B~~~.~,~.c~t , ,~Z~:rem° '° .  
& C.D.'S# t~~ ! 
__LE. ~__ , IT-~ ' ~ i  ~×, =59 s499 Do 4 Fx6. OUT TODAY! . . . . . .  ~ I " "L~l i I Im" i  ...... ' ~ 
l co, double tape, am/fm, alarm, remote. 
i CRAZY PRICE ONLY 
TNJ SOUND 'SYSTEMS 
4721 Lakelse Avenue Downtown Terrace 638"1  200  
J t 
